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Errata Sheet 

page 46 9th line $ 3,967,000 should read $ 3,997,000 

page 43 3rd line from bottom 623,500 should read 623.5 

and 2nd line from 

bottom 3,791,500 should read 3,791.5 

page 51 11th line $ 3,966,000 should read $ 3,997,000 

page 37 Item (k) 21,000 should read 2,100 

Total Estimated Cost $ 61,900 should read $66,400 

(It should be noted that the amount of $4,500, which was inadvertently 

omitted from the above total estimated cost for abandonment and re¬ 

location of gas lines, is also omitted from the remainder of tjie 

cost analysis. To be precisely correct, the cost analysis should 

be revised as follows: 

Gas Lines Increase $4,500 

Total Cost Increase $4,500 

Federal Share Increase (50%) = $2,250 

Provincial Share Increase (25%) = $1,125 

Municipal Share Increase (25%) = $1,125 ) 

page 96 

page 99 

page A.44 

page A.53 

Site HI 

Site HI 

5th and 3rd lines 
from the bottom 

11th line 

last line of 

Table A.19 

$ 172,<300 should read $127,300 

$ 639,260 should read $659,260 

$ 535,700 should read $536,700 

$3,112,380.14 should read $3,122,380.14 

$3,966,652.06 should read $3,996,652.06 
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INTRODUCTION 

This urban renewal scheme is concerned with an area of the City 

of Hamilton commonly known as the North End. Priority for renewal 

action in the North End was established as long ago as 1958 in an Urban 

Renewal Study prepared by the City of Hamilton Planning Department. The 

Study delineated a total of nine areas which were then assigned redevelop' 

ment priorities. Based on its recommendations, the North End was 

designated as a redevelopment area in a by-law passed by Council on 

Decembar_19, 1961 and a redevelopment plan for that area was subsequently 

prepared by the Hamilton Urban Renewal Committee. The plan was adopted 

by Council on August 27, 1963 after receiving the approval of the Ontario 

Municipal Board on June 28, 1963. A description of the area, its physi¬ 

cal and social characteristics and the proposed redevelopment program 

was contained in a report prepared by the Urban Renewal Committee and 

entitled the "North End Renewal Project, City of Hamilton". 

Amendments in June, 1964 to Section 23 of the National Housing 

Act provided the basis for federal financial participation in the prepar¬ 

ation and implementation of urban renewal schemes. In order to obtain 

this assistance an agreement dated October 6, 1964 was entered into 

between Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation and the City of 

Hamilton which required that the original plan be supplemented by the 

preparation of a comprehensive urban renewal scheme report. The 

specified objectives of the intended scheme were "to encourage renewed 

confidence and stability in the physical, social and economic character¬ 

istics of the North End neighbourhood of Hamilton in order that it may 

thrive and regain its importance as one of the most desirable neighbour¬ 

hoods in which to live in the City of Hamilton". The participation of 

the Province was provided for in an agreement dated November 30, 1964, 

between the Province of Ontario and the City of Hamilton. The firm of 

Murray V. Jones and Associates Ltd. was engaged to undertake this 



additional work under a contract dated April 15, 1966 between the City 

and the consultant. 

The following report accordingly provides an updated and compre¬ 

hensive appraisal of the characteristics of the scheme area, an assessment 

of the physical, social and economic elements which contribute to the 

prevailing blighted conditions and a plan and program for their correction. 

This material has been set out in a manner which is considered both 

appropriate to its function as a "supplement" to the original plan and 

to the terms of the relevant agreements. Because of the general public 

knowledge of the area obtained through previous reports and subsequent 

renewal action, much of the basic survey data has been included in 

detailed written and graphic form in the appendix while only a brief 

summary appears in the first part of the text. In accordance with the 

requirements of the Urban Renewal Scheme Preparation Manual (recently 

published by the Community Planning Branch of the Ontario Department of 

Municipal Affairs), this scheme report includes an "overall scheme" or 

concept plan in Part Two followed by the "detailed first phase", 

including complete details of proposals and procedures, as Parts Three 

and Four. 

The boundaries of the redevelopment area were extended for 

the purposes of this scheme to include three additional parcels of land 

(and a portion of the harbour) which, by virtue of their location, 

present characteristics and expected future uses, are closely related to 

the North End. The former and revised boundaries are illustrated on 

Map 1 and fully discussed in the Appendix; the resulting increase in 

area was from 257 acres to some 370 acres including 70 acres of the 

harbour. 

A continuing program of urban renewal implementation has been 

carried out in the North End by the city, in partnership with the senior 

governments, based on the 1963 redevelopment plan. To assist with this 

program an Interim Report on the North End Urban Renewal Scheme was 



prepared by this consultant in June, 1966 as the basis for further imple 

mentation. In recognition of this continuing program and the extensive 

physical changes resulting from it, the data presented in this report 

concerning existing conditions are as up-to-date as possible with 

applicable dates specified In the maps and text. 
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This Part of the report briefly describes the existing 
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characteristics of the scheme area. The location, his¬ 

tory of development, community facilities, use of land 

and condition of buildings are described and illustrated 

with maps. Further information on these topics and on 

population, housing, employment and economic character- 

istics is included in Appendices 1 to 11 in Part Five. 



PART ONE - THE AREA 

The North End Renewal Area fronts on the extreme south-western 

reaches of Hamilton Harbour and lies directly north of downtown Hamilton. 

The area consists mainly of a plateau some fifty feet above the level of 

the harbour. On the west and north sides the plateau is terminated by a 

steep bank which slopes down to a narrow strip of low-lying land along 

the harbour shoreline while on the south and east sides it continues 

outside the boundaries of this scheme area. 

/ 

The location of the North End Renewal Area is shown on Map 1 

while its boundaries are more accurately designated on Map 2. A 

detailed description of the boundaries and the reasons for their selec¬ 

tion appears in Appendix 1. 

History and Growth of the Area 

Growth in the City of Hamilton was related to the early access 

routes of King, John and York Streets. By the date of its incorporation 

in 1846, the limits of settlement for the 6,800 residents of the area 

were generally Barton and Bay Streets on the north and west and 

Wellington and Charlton Streets on the south and east. 

After 1846, settlement occurred in the North End Area and 

gradually expanded to the south away from the harbour and toward what 

was then the northern limit of the city. Industrial development in 

Hamilton was stimulated by the completion of the Welland and Burlington 

Canals and the North End promised to become a thriving part of the 

industrial community. Most of the area west of John Street North was 

developed by 1860, with several large industries (such as the Canadian 

Cotton Company) and a modest number of houses. 

For several reasons the industrial future of the North End was 

never fully realized; the economic depression of the 1860’s slowed its 

growth and the advent of new railways during the same period stimulated 
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the formation of secondary industrial areas along Barton Street West. 

The railways also provided ready access to peripheral harbour front pro¬ 

perties to the east of the established lines of settlement. The result 

of this was the ultimate formation of the main industrial community to 

the east of Wellington Street where vacant land was abundant and inexpen' 

sive and where harbour and rail facilities were readily available. 

This in turn dictated the future role of the North End as a 

dormitory housing area for industrial workers and the area east of John 

Street North developed mostly in residential use. Apart from limited 

infilling and redevelopment there has been no basic change from the 

pattern of the original development which was completed soon after the 

turn of the century. 

Present Land Use 

The North End is basically a residential community though a 

variety of other uses are intermixed with the houses. The land uses are 

illustrated on Map 3 while the following summary is based on a detailed 

inventory which is presented in Appendix 2. 

Use Acres 

Residential 117 
Commercial and Industrial 15 

Recreation, Public and Other 

Uses plus Vacant Land 84 

Streets 82 

Water (part of Hamilton Harbour) 72 

Total 370 

The distribution of the residences in the North End is shown 

on Map 3; it is apparent that they cover virtually all available land 

with the exception of the waterfront areas to the north and west, the 

relatively small areas used for park, commercial and industrial uses 

and the several blocks in the middle of the area which have been 

cleared through the partial implementation of the redevelopment plan. 

Typical North End dwellings are two-storey brick houses of medium size 

on rather narrox^ lots, without drivex^ays and with very little front yard. 
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Small one-storey houses of wood construction are nonetheless fairly 

numerous, particularly in the south-western part of the scheme area; 

these are frequently semi-detached and are usually older and in poorer 

condition than average. There are also a few two-storey wooden houses 

as well as some brick houses either one or three storeys in height. 

Two high-rise apartment buildings have just been constructed 

in the North End, one by a private developer which contains 110 units 

and the other by the Ontario Housing Corporation which provides 146 units 

for senior citizens. Both of these are near the northern border of the 

area on choice sites overlooking the harbour. 

The commercial establishments in the North End mainly serve 

the local shopping needs of the residents and include a high proportion 

of small corner grocery and variety stores. Many of these are dispersed 

among the residential areas although there is also some concentration 

along the southern portion of James Street. The commercial structures 

are almost invariably old, are often partially used for residential 

purposes and in some cases have been converted from residences. Also 

included in the commercial category are some small hotels, service 

stations and automobile repair shops in scattered locations. 

A variety of industrial uses are scattered throughout the 

North End, as shown on the land-use map. Several of these are warehouses 

or terminals for truck transport firms which results in considerable 

truck traffic on adjacent residential streets. Furthermore, most of 

the industrial establishments lack adequate off-street parking and 

loading facilities which results in congestion and blocking of the 

adjacent streets or sidewalks. Since the industrial buildings are 

usually crowded onto small lots among single-family houses, conflicts 

arise in some cases due to the size or nature of the building and due 

to noise, odor, etc. from the activities therein. However, a number of 

the industries are quiet, are in small buildings of good quality, 

generate very little truck traffic and are therefore reasonably compa¬ 

tible with their residential neighbours. 
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The waterfront area within the scheme has little relationship 

to the remainder of the area; it is physically and visually separated by 

the high bank and is not easily accessible since much of it is served 

only by a private road in poor condition. The uses in the waterfront 

area are, of course, quite different and consist of boathouses, some 

small houses in extremely dilapidated condition, rotting wharves, con¬ 

siderable quantities of unused land and, to the north, two large private 

boat clubs in good condition wrLth their attendant docks and other facil¬ 

ities. 

The scattered location of these commercial and industrial uses 

among the residential areas of the North End has resulted partly from 

the early development patterns and partly from the lack of adequate land 

use policies and controls. However, the official plan and zoning regu¬ 

lations have recently been amended to incorporate the proposals of the 

1963 redevelopment plan; details of these regulations are presented in 

Appendix 3 and on Map A.l. 

The North End street pattern is a product of the early 

surveying practise; it is basically of a simple grid-iron pattern, 

though there is some irregularity in the spacing of the streets and in 

the alignment of Bay, Wood and Guise Street adjacent to the top of the 

steep bank near the waterfront on. the west. The street system is 

illustrated on Map 3 along with the land use pattern while a complete 

description of the existing roads and the traffic thereon appears in 

Appendix 4. The main traffic arteries, Burlington Street (east-west) 

and Bay, James, John and Wellington Streets (north-south), all carry 

large volumes of traffic including a high proportion of heavy trucks. 

It is this heavy traffic along streets largely developed in residential 

use which is one of the major blighting effects in the North End. 

Community Facilities and Utilities 

The primary stage of the North End redevelopment plan adopted 

in 1963 provided for extensive improvements to the local community facil¬ 

ities. Implementation of these proposals has now resulted in the 
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clearance of five blocks in the centre of the North End and the provision 

of a new junior elementary school, a new senior elementary school 

combined with a community centre, a new small park and a new separate 

school. These and other existing community facilities are illustrated 

on Map 4 and include several churches, some semi-public recreational 

uses and two parks: the small Bayview Playground in the north-west 

corner and the large Eastwood Park to the north-east. These are discussed 

more fully in Appendix 5. 

Public utilities, which includes sewers, water mains and gas, 

hydro and telephone lines, are described and mapped in Appendix 6. 

Condition and Age of Buildings 

The evaluation of the condition of buildings was correlated 

with the future actions which could be recommended for the buildings; 

this resulted in the following categories: 

Good - Conservation (requiring only modest levels of repair which, 

presumably, can be undertaken privately) 

Fair - Rehabilitation (requiring costly repairs for which public 

assistance may be necessary) 

Poor - Clearance (buildings for which rehabilitation to a desirable 

standard does not appear economic) 

The methods used in the survey of building conditions and the criteria 

used to define the categories are fully discussed in Appendix 7. As 

noted therein, the results are all based on surveys of exterior conditions 

and are subject to revision in individual cases based on full inspections 

of interior conditions. 

Map 5 illustrates the results of the survey; the results are 

also listed in the Appendix in block-by-block tabular form and are 

briefly summarized below: 

Good Fair Poor Total 

Residential 370 913 264 1,547 

Non-Re sid en tia1 32 31 54 137 

Total 402 964 318 1,684 

Percent 24% 57% 19% 100% 
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The age of North End buildings was indicated in the 1963 

redevelopment plan report where it was stated that, according to the 

records of the Assessment Department, only about 5% of the buildings 

were erected since 1930, some 88% were built between 1900 and 1930 and 

7% were built (or were assumed to have been built) before 1900. The 

demolitions since 1963 and the small number of buildings constructed 

since then will probably have resulted in a slight decrease in the pro¬ 

portion of buildings erected before 1900. 

The distribution of buildings in poor condition is obvious 

from examination of Map 5. The most obvious characteristic is the close 

intermixing of good, fair and poor buildings although it can be seen 

that the proportion of poor buildings is somewhat greater in the south¬ 

western part of the area and that there are small concentrations of poor 

buildings along the western waterfront and along the frontage of James 

Street between Simcoe and Strachan Streets. Conversely, a higher pro¬ 

portion of good buildings is apparent in the north-east and north-west 

parts of the Area although there are at least a few scattered among all 

parts of the scheme area. 

Home owners in the North End are showing continuing interest 

and activity in the improvement of their dwellings. Observations over 

the last couple of years show extensive repainting plus numerous 

instances of re-roofing, porch repairs and general clean-up. The 

Hamilton Urban Renewal Department reports about 250 inquiries per year 

from North End residents who are interested in home repairs and in the 

effect on their homes of the urban renewal proposals. 

Several houses have been completely renovated by their owners 

in the past three years and three cases are known where expenditures 

amounted to about $6,000 per house. In four other instances houses 

which were once slated for demolition have been completely renovated. 

Staff of the urban renewal department have found that many owner-occupied 

homes in the North End have newT furnaces, good quality wiring, new tile 

floors and modern kitchens, though tenant-occupied houses are usually in 

poorer condition. 
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Buildings of Architectural and Historical Merit 

The few notable buildings in the renewal area were built prior 

to 1865; construction after that date consisted primarily of single-fami¬ 

ly, semi-detached and row housing for workers in nearby industrial areas. 

Due to the nature and pattern of this settlement, the Hamilton Branch of 

the Architectural Conservancy Society recommends that only a few struc¬ 

tures in the North End Area be preserved. Their past and present uses 

and significance are briefly described below. 

The Old Custom House at 51 Stuart Street is recommended for 

conservation on both architectural and historical grounds. Constructed 

in 1863, it was originally designed to serve as an integral part of the 

Grand Trunk Railway system. With the subsequent expansion and reorgani¬ 

zation of the system by the Canadian National Railways, the building was 

abandoned and later sold. It was last used for manufacturing purposes 

by its present owner, although for the last few years it has been vacant 

and is in an advanced state of disrepair. The building’s original 

classic style can best be described as Italian Renaissance and the 

Society considers it to be one of the fexj representative structures of 

its size and design remaining in the Hamilton area. The location of 

this building is shown on Map 3. 

The commercial buildings on James Street North between Picton 

and Simcoe Streets are similarly recommended for consideration. A 

typical example is the row of buildings at A36 and AAO James Street North 

which reflect the Georgian influence and detail of an early period of 

construction. Also noted as an example of the elegance of Georgian 

detail is the building at A93 James Street North. The Society recommends 

that renovation and continued use of these commercial buildings be 

considered. 

The few residential buildings recommended for conservation by 

the Society are rated as being fine examples of the early stone archi¬ 

tecture popularly associated with the Hamilton area. Houses located at 
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62 Macaulay Street West, 335-357 Macnab Street North and 60-62 Ferrie 

Street West are considered as typical examples of this early craft. 

Originally designed to serve as single-family dwellings, some of these 

houses have since been renovated to accommodate two and, occasionally, 

three families. 

Population, Housing, Business and Economic Characteristics 

Information concerning the 8,362 residents and 2,032 occupied 

dwelling units (as of 1961) in the North End is presented in Appendix 8. 

Appendix 9 describes the 77 commercial establishments with 

their total annual receipts of over $2,000,000 per year which were 

located in the North End in 1961. 

Appendix 10 shows that the total property assessment for 1966 

was just over $7,000,000 of which about $4,500,000 represented residen¬ 

tial property, $1,000,000 was non-residential and $1,500,000 was tax- 

exempt property. 

Present Municipal Finances 

Hamilton's commitment to urban renewal has been amply demon¬ 

strated by the inclusion of funds in the 1967 Capital Budget sufficient 

for the continuing implementation of the Civic Square, York Street and 

North End projects. However, this has only been managed with some 

difficulty, as is discussed in the TIFive-Year Capital Budget Program for 

the Years 1967-1971", since there are many conflicting demands upon the 

money available to the city for capital expenditures. The total amount 

available from debentures is limited by the guidelines set forth by the 

Ontario Municipal Board, that authorized debt shall not exceed 25% of 

total assessment, and is further limited by the city's own policy that 

debt repayment charges shall not exceed 25% of tax revenues. 

The funds already allotted for the North End renewal program 

are based on the estimated costs for implementation of the 1963 redevelop 

ment plan. A summary of these estimated costs, the amounts already 

expended for implementation and the amounts still available within the 

Capital Budget is ?iven in Appendix 11. 



PART TOO: THE CONCEPT PLAN 

This Part is concerned with: 

the determination of the future role of the North 

End within the expected future development of 

Hamilton. 

the preparation of a concept plan for the overall 

scheme area. 

a cost analysis of the proposed urban renewal 

projects. 

the selection of specific projects which are con¬ 

sidered feasible and desirable for implementation 

within a period of about six years. 
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PART TWO: THE SCHEME CONCEPT 

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

C 

The North End, one of the oldest and once one of the better 

residential areas in Hamilton, had been declining for many years when, 

in 1961, the City Council decided that public action was merited to 

maintain and improve it as a desirable residential area. 

Background 

The North End has some unique characteristics as a residential 

community. It can be compared to an "island" of housing in that It 

is completely surrounded and to some extent cut off from the rest of 

the city by heavy industrial plants, the harbour with its mixed water¬ 

front uses and several railroad tracks. The area has long had several 

locational advantages including proximity to downtown and to the employ¬ 

ment centres of the city and an elevated position next to the harbour 

which provides magnificent views. The physical elements which tend 

to separate it from the rest of the city have also served to give the 

area a sense of identity and have contributed to its functioning as 

a partially self-contained community. 

The North End also had a number of disadvantages apparent in 

1961-which had developed over a long period and which, with a few ex¬ 

ceptions, are still present. Due to the proximity of large industrial 

areas and to the road layout, there is very heavy auto and truck traffic 

on several North End streets. There are a number of industrial estab¬ 

lishments adjacent to or scattered x^ithin the Area which are not com¬ 

patible Xtfith residences due to noise, odour, congestion due to truck 

loading, unsightly appearance, etc. The community facilities were in¬ 

adequate in many ways in 1961 and a considerable proportion of the 

houses were in poor condition due to both inadequate original con¬ 

struction and lack of regular maintenance. 
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In recognition of the investment represented in the North 

End, the possibility of alleviating the blighting influence therein, 

the desirability of providing an improved residential environment and 

the economic advantages to the city of encouraging new development, 

the City Council designated it as a redevelopment area and by 1963 

had adopted a redevelopment plan for the Area. The basic principles 

of this plan were: 

the redevelopment of areas with concentrations of substandard 

structures. 

the removal of all heavy truck traffic and most through automobile 

traffic by the provision of a "Perimeter Road", providing an 

alternate and more convenient route around the southern and 

eastern perimeters of the North End, and by other revisions to 

the road system. 

the retention and improvement of the majority of the existing 

housing coupled with spot acquisition and clearance of substandard 

buildings. 

the provision of generous and centrally located sites for new 

schools and a new park. 

the provision of sites for public housing. 

the designation of substantial areas in the west and northwestern 

parts of the Area for private development with apartments, offices, 

stores and x?aterfront uses; these areas and uses being those con¬ 

sidered the most attractive for private redevelopment. 

the provision of adequate sewers and other utilities for the 

entire Area. 

Implementation of this plan has proceeded since January, 1965, with 

sites provided for the schools, park and public housing plus progress 

with the acquisition of houses which cannot be economically rehabili¬ 

tated or which are located on the proposed right-of-way for the Perimeter 

Road. 

The Concept 

The formulation of the Concept for the North End area sterns 

from the determination of the future role for this area within the 

context of the future role of the immediately adjoining areas. The 

"Future Role of the Area" map (No. 6) indicates in a diagrammatic manner 

the possible long-term concept of development and redevelopment for the 
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its close proximity to the downtown centre of Hamilton (which is 

within about 1 mile) and the direct accessibility of this area 

to the harbour and to a future city waterfront park and recreation 

use. Other essential characteristics which support the mainten¬ 

ance and improvement of this area for residential use are its 

proximity to the future east-west expressway and the regional 

transportation system, its magnificent views of the harbour and 

the already established residential and community amenities of 

this area. 

The previous decision of the City to preserve and improve the 

North End as a residential area, which subsequently resulted in the 

preparation and partial implementation of the redevelopment plan, is 

consistent with the future role of the area as determined here. The 

principles on which the redevelopment plan was based remain valid, 

although these have been modified somewhat in accordance with present 

circumstances. The concept plan, which is described and illustrated in 

its various aspects on the following pages and maps, supplements the 

previous redevelopment plan and incorporates the following overall ob¬ 

jectives and principles: 

(1) to undertake the early development of the proposed Perimeter Road 

in order to reinforce the role of the North End as a residential 

precinct by the reduction of disruptive industrial and other through 

traffic; 

(2) to strengthen the existing neighbourhood focus by the addition of 

local shopping and office uses in order to create a neighbourhood 

or community centre; 

(3) to utilize the advantages of this harbour residential area which is 

close to downtown Hamilton for the development of a city waterfront 

park, recreation area and scenic drive; 

(4) to utilize the amenities of this precinct for high-density residential 

development and redevelopment which would be oriented to the harbour 

and related to the adjacent waterfront park facilities. Only after 
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all of the high-density areas indicated on the Concept Plan of Land 

Use have been developed should the areas indicated on the map for 

possible long-term future redevelopment be considered. Any long¬ 

term redevelopment should be carefully staged within these areas 

to minimize disturbance to adjoining uses awaiting redevelopment; 

(5) to undertake public action to encourage and assist the conservation 

and rehabilitation of the existing housing stock, including the 

provision of improved parking facilities, and to undertake positive 

policies to maintain the stability of existing areas of low-density 

» 
housing; 

(6) to undertake the public acquisition and clearance of sites to 

provide for new apartments and commercial buildings; 

(7) to develop an open space system for the North End which provides 

space for active and passive recreation and facilitates pedestrian 

circulation by providing physical connections which are generally 

separated from vehicular traffic, as shown on the Urban Design 

Principles Map. 

The concept plan presented here represents a future pattern 

and organization of development, redevelopment and rehabilitation for 

the North End which is considered to best meet the principles and ob¬ 

jectives discussed above. It includes numerous redevelopment proposals 

along with the retention of much of the existing housing. 

The’emphasis of the concept plan on housing is illustrated by 

the statistics in Appendix 12 which show that the North End would 

accommodate some 12,600 persons after the implementation of the plan. 

This would comprise about 4,800 persons in the existing houses which are 

to remain and about 7,800 in the new housing to be constructed (or 

recently constructed), compared to the 8,362 people who lived in the 

North End in 1961 and the estimate of 7,660 people in 1967. 

Improvements to the road system are a basic part of the concept 

plan; the intention is to eliminate the existing heavy truck traffic from 



residential streets by providing alternate routes which are convenient 

and which can be designated as the only permissible routes for through 

truck traffic. The proposed new "Perimeter Road" and "Dock Road" along 

the borders of the scheme area are provided for this purpose. The main 

route for traffic within the Area is along portions of Burlington and 

James Street, while access routes to and from the North End include Bay, 

Macnab, James and John Streets on the south and Burlington on the east. 

Other routes of lesser significance are shown on the Land-use and Cir¬ 

culation map and constitute a system of "collectors' within the Area, 

consisting mainly of Existing streets. 

An arc of high-density residential development oriented to the 

harbour is proposed to best utilize the choice residential sites at the 

top of the bank overlooking the harbour. Such development would greatly 

increase the housing stock in this central part of Hamilton, would 

provide a desirable type of alternative accommodation to single-family 

housing and would be of substantial financial benefit to the city. It 

is not intended that this proposed development should create a physical 

barrier around the North End separating it from the harbour. As shown 

on the map of Urban Design Principles, a variety of buildings ranging 

from high-rise to low-rise and in a terraced form related to the topo¬ 

graphy is proposed, which would facilitate visual and pedestrian pene¬ 

tration to the waterfront and would reduce the contrast in scale between 

high-rise apartments and nearby houses. Furthermore, several walkways 

integrated with the development are proposed to provide public access 

to the waterfront area. The diversity of building heights should also 

result in a variety of dwelling types including some with access from 

the ground or from galleries. The integration of water areas within 

sites for apartment development is also proposed. These water areas 

would be connected to the harbour through the waterfront park. 

The proposed density for these high-rise apartment projects 

is about eighty dwelling units per acre which is about the maximum 

permitted under the existing zoning regulations for "E - Multiple Dwelling" 

zones. A minimum of 125% off-street parking should be provided in accor- 
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dance with existing zoning regulations of which it is recommended that 

75% should be underground. 

A low-density residential development proposed for the majority 

of the Area represents existing single-family housing as improved by a 

conservation and rehabilitation program including the clearance of sub¬ 

standard houses and the addition of new private houses. Several blocks 

fronting on the southern part of James Street are designated for medium- 

density residential development including some public housing; the 

locations were determined mainly by the need to remove existing sub¬ 

standard or obsolete structures. 

Community facilities in the North End are particularly good, 

due mainly to the progress already made in the implementation of the 

1963 redevelopment plan. Three new schools, a public park, a community 

centre and several churches are grouped at the centre of the North End, 

conveniently accessible to all residents. This group of existing 

facilities along with the large existing Eastwood Park and the 

Mcllwraith School are shown on the Land-Use map with one important 

addition - a large park and recreation area extending along the entire 

length of the waterfront within the scheme area. This site is the only 

centrally located waterfront property in Hamilton which is available 

for park and recreational uses and should be maintained, largely in 

public ownership, to serve these purposes. Development of this nature 

in conjunction with the privately proposed housing development adjacent 

to it is apparently feasible by filling some of the relatively shallow 

harbour and would be a very desirable transformation of the existing 

waterfront. Attractive and convenient auto and pedestrian access to 

this recreational area is important; proposed routes are shown on the 

accompanying maps. 

A large mixed commercial-residential development is shown on 

the east side of James Street, between Burlington and Macaulay Streets. 

Alternatively, this development could be entirely commercial. The 

shopping facilities and office space would serve both the North End and 

surrounding residential and industrial areas. This grouping of activities. 
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together with the adjacent playgrounds, community centre and schools, 

would form a desirable neighbourhood or community focus for the North 

End. 

The open space system proposed in the North End comprises ex¬ 

isting and future elements of public and private open space and includes 

public parklands, pedestrian walkways, the pedestrian area in the neigh¬ 

bourhood shopping centre, the school and community centre playground area 

and the waterfront park and recreation area. The Urban Design 

Principles map indicates a system of pedestrian walkways connecting the 
i 

neighbourhood centre with the waterfront park, the school and community 

centre and the major concentrations of housing. 

The area of industrial development shown to the west of the 

North End and north of the CNR yards also expresses the established in¬ 

tention of the City and the Hamilton Harbour Commission to provide for 

additional waterfront industrial development by landfill in this part 

of the harbour. The proposal is included in this concept plan with the 

reservations that the industries located thereon must not detract from 

the residential and recreational areas nearby and that suitable land¬ 

scaping treatment must be provided. The existing industries which 

surround the Area on the northeast, east, southeast and southwest sides 

are also shown on the Land-Use map and indicate the somewhat isolated 

nature of the North End residential community. 

A complete program of necessary improvements to street surfaces 

and to the public utility systems is also included in the concept plan. 

This would include the reconstruction of poor street and sidewalk surfaces, 

the provision of separate storm and sanitary sewers and the installation 

where feasible of underground hydro-electric and telephone lines. 



2. PROPOSED PROJECTS 

The many projects proposed as part of the North End concept 

plan are discussed individually below. The location and boundaries of 

each proposed project are shown on the map Proposed Projects while the 

map, "Proposed Development", indicates in sketch form an example of the 

specific development which could occur in accordance with the proposed 

urban design principles and other objectives. The system of lettering 

applied to the various projects is for identification purposes and is 

related to the generally anticipated sequence of publicly sponsored 

renewal. 

Several of the proposals which were part of the 1963 redevelop¬ 

ment plan are now in various stages of completion or are at least com¬ 

mitted for construction. The new St. Lawrence Separate School is now 

in operation (September, 1967). The senior citizens apartment building 

(Kenneth D. Soble Towers) on Burlington Street West is fully occupied. 

The privately developed high-rise apartment building at John and Guise 

Streets is complete while the construction of another similar building 

on the same site is planned. 

The Ontario Housing Corporation is involved in the con¬ 

struction of public housing on two sites adjacent to James Street. 

Ninety-one units of row housing are proposed for the site formerly 

occupied by the Canadian Cotton Company while seventeen units are 

under construction on the second site. The neighbourhood centre de¬ 

velopment (schools, park and community centre) has been nearly complete 

for some time. Only when the Perimeter Road is completed can the two 

portions of John Street be closed and the two sites east of John Street 

(the St. Lawrence Separate School and the extended playground for the 

Centennial Junior School) be incorporated into the project. 
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Project A - Perimeter Road 

One of the most serious blighting influences in the North End 

is the extremely heavy truck and through auto traffic on the residential 

streets. The construction of the Perimeter Road will eliminate this 

problem and is thus one of the basic requirements of the plan, with the 

overall success of the plan dependent on it. It must therefore be 

given high priority. It also formed a basic part of the earlier re¬ 

development plan and a large portion of the land required for its 

right-of-way has already been acquired and cleared. 
i 

The proposed Perimeter Road is a four-lane arterial type with 

a central median where possible and with appropriate channelization of 

turning movements to facilitate smooth traffic flow and minimum inter¬ 

ference at intersections. The right-of-way illustrated on the map of 

Proposed Development (No. 10) is considered to be desirable in pro¬ 

viding adequate traffic capacity and convenience while minimizing cost 

and house clearance. However, it must be recognized that further 

engineering studies and the preparation of final engineering plans may 

dictate the need for some modifications, particularly near its junction 

with Bay and Macnab Streets. It is believed that the houses on the 

west side of Wellington Street could be retained (contrary to earlier 

functional plans) by limiting the Perimeter Road to four lanes except 

at intersections, by widening of the Wellington Street right-of-way 

on the east side and possibly by the provision of rear lanes for auto 

access to the houses concerned. 

Project B - Block Planning and Rehabilitation 

The retention and improvement of the majority of the existing 

housing in conjunction with the spot clearance of substandard buildings 

and conflicting uses is one of the basic principles underlying this 

plan. This procedure is proposed for all the existing residential 

areas where redevelopment is not proposed. The extensive area in¬ 

volved is apparent from the map of "Proposed Projects". The map 

"Proposed Development" shows the buildings which are expected to remain 
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in the rehabilitation areas; the small blank areas represent potential 

sites for new housing although no attempt has been made to show houses 

thereon. 

Although the rehabilitation work should be commenced immedi¬ 

ately, its completion over the whole area will require a long period 

of time; it has therefore been given second priority. 

Block planning and rehabilitation will involve the following 

procedures, the details of which are fully discussed in Parts Three 

and Four of this ’report: 

the acquisition and clearance of all substandard buildings 

whose rehabilitation is not economically feasible; 

the acquisition and clearance of commercial or industrial 
buildings which have a blighting effect on the residential en¬ 

vironment; 

public action to encourage and assist residents with the re¬ 

habilitation and improvement of the remaining houses; 

necessary improvements to all public services (road surfaces, 

sidewalks, sewers, water mains and gas, hydro-electric and tele¬ 

phone lines); 

the provision, where feasible and necessary, of off-street parking 

facilities; 

the re-use of all appropriate vacant land for private housing, 

there being a considerable demand for such re-use; 

the preparation of detailed plans for each block indicating the 

properties proposed for clearance, the proposed uses for all land, 

the proposed new construction (of private housing) and other 

de tails; 

discussions and meetings with local residents to give them the 

opportunity to participate in the planning for the rehabilitation 

of their neighbourhood and houses. Their cooperation is essential 

to the success of the rehabilitation program and their desires 

and interests must be considered in determining such matters as 
the timing of property acquisition and the manner of providing 

car parking space. 

Project C - Senior Citizens' Housing (K.D. Soble Towers) 

The present site of the new senior citizens' apartments con¬ 

sists of slightly over 1 acre, although the original plans were based 

on a 2-acre site to be obtained by the closing of Burlington Street 

and the use of land to the south. It is now proposed that the northern 

portion of Macnab Street be closed permitting the expansion of the 
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senior citizens' site to the west to the same total of 2 acres. It is 

also proposed that the small parcel of land (0.7 acres) south of 

Burlington Street, formerly intended as part of the senior citizens' 

site, be developed in medium-density housing (for example, row housing). 

The westward expansion of this site will infringe slightly on 

the present Bayview Playground, which will, however, be of adequate 

size for its purpose until such time as it is incorporated into a pro¬ 

posed apartment site; by that time, the small new playground proposed 

across from the neighbourhood shopping centre should be developed (this 

i 

is discussed further under Project "G"). 

The obligation to expand the senior citizens' apartment site 

was incurred some time ago and, as the proposed extension westward of 

the site can proceed at any time, it is proposed that this project be 

undertaken as soon as possible. The site south of Burlington Street 

is now partially cleared and, in view of the intense demand for new 

housing in the North End, it is recommended that its development for 

multiple-family housing should also have high priority. The proposed 

development shown on Map 10 indicates nine courtyard row houses with 

individual auto access and garage parking. 

The map of proposed development also indicates a small "lookout" 

immediately to the west of the senior citizens' site, overlooking the 

harbour and connected by walk-ways to the adjacent high-density housing, 

to Macnab and Burlington Streets and to the Waterfront Parkway. The 

design and installation of this lookout (with signs, benches, decorative 

paving, walk-ways, etc.) should be the responsibility of the City and 

could be completed at any time since the land is already owned by the 

City. 

Project D - Bay Street Apartments 

This is one of the several excellent apartment sites in the 

North End. It is in a particularly prominent position, is easily 

accessible from downtown and is adjacent to the proposed waterfront and 
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park development. Densities of about eighty dwelling units per acre 

with 75% underground parking are recommended. Site planning, land-- 

scaping and auto and walk-way connections are indicated on Map 10 - 

"Proposed Development". The total area is about 3.1 acres and would 

thus accommodate about 250 apartments in two high-rise buildings located 

approximately as shown on this map. 

An easement will be required along the alignment of Bay Street 

due to important existing utility lines and thus the development must 

be divided into two parts. Since the western half is now vacant and 

can be developed independently of the eastern half, and due to the 

demand for new housing, it is recommended that the western part 

(Project Dl) have high priority. Since the eastern part is now occupied 

by housing of "fair" quality, it is proposed that it should have a low 

priority. During the interim period provision must be made for access 

to the existing houses on the east side of Bay Street. 

Project E - Dock Road 

This road is proposed as an alternative to the local resi¬ 

dential streets for truck traffic generated by the docks to the north. 

The provision of this truck route should be complemented by regulations 

and signs prohibiting through truck traffic from all North End routes 

except this Dock Road, the Industrial Road and the Perimeter Road. 

The proposed right-of-way includes portions of Ferguson and Guise 

Streets plus a 100-foot strip along the northern border of Eastwood 

Park (to allow for the roadway and the proposed railway spur line to 

the Centennial Dock). A turning bay at the western extremity of this 

road (just east of James Street) should be included for the convenience 

of trucks. 

The purpose of the Dock Road is the same qs that of the 

Perimeter Road - the elimination of truck traffic from residential 

streets - and it should have the same high priority. 
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Project F - Brock Street Apartments 

» 

This is one of the several choice sites for new apartments in 

the North End. It has an elevated location overlooking the harbour, 

is adjacent to other new high-rise developments and has convenient 

access. Furthermore, the site is now partially vacant, includes 

portions of two streets which can be closed and presently contains a 

large proportion of substandard buildings. The site consists of about 

6.1 acres and could accommodate nearly five hundred dwelling units 

at the density of eighty units per acre recommended for high-rise 
t 

development in the North End. Four north-south oriented high-rise 

buildings are proposed in conjunction with two-storey ground access 

garden apartments located along Hughson Street to retain the scale 

of the existing housing. An appropriate form of site development is 

shown on Map 10. 

The factors governing the priority of this project and the 

two projects (G and H) discussed below are very similar. The de¬ 

sirability of eliminating substandard buildings, of providing for new 

facilities in the area and of improving the appearance of the areas 

adjacent to James Street indicates a relatively high priority for the 

three projects, though not as high as that of the road and housing 

proposals discussed above (Projects A to E). Consequently, these 

three projects have approximately equal priorities, after Projects A 

to E, with the precise timing to be determined at the time of imple¬ 

mentation . 

It is recommended that this project be undertaken in two 

stages with the first stage (Project FI) consisting of the land west 

of Hughson Street due to the predominance of "poor" buildings and 

vacant land. 

Project G - James Street Commercial 

The redevelopment of this two-block site is proposed due to 

the generally poor condition of the existing buildings, the demonstrated 

need and demand for new shopping facilities in the North End and the 
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excellent location of this site at the junction of the two major roads 

through the area. Two alternatives for this site are possible: an 

integrated development of retail commercial, office and residential 

uses such as is illustrated on Hap 10, "Proposed Development", or the 

development of the entire site for commercial and office use. Each of 

these alternatives would capitalize on the advantages of the site and 

would form, along with the adjacent school-community centre, a neigh¬ 

bourhood focus for the North End. 

The choice between the two alternatives should be left to the 

developer; the feasibility of each of the alternatives, and the con¬ 

ditions which will determine the choice between them, are discussed in 

a later section on the "Feasibility of Proposed Uses". 

Under the first alternative, the commercial component of the 

development should consist of up to 20,000 square feet of retail com¬ 

mercial space at grade level plus about 10,000 square feet of office 

space located on a portion of the second floor and oriented to James 

Street with respect to auto access and public transit. The final allo¬ 

cation of office space, however, should be at the option of the developer. 

Should the need for a more substantial office component be identified, 

then it would be appropriate to expand the second level office space 

and to substitute office space for residential space in all or part of 

a high-rise building at the corner of Burlington and James Streets. 

The car parking requirement for a more substantial office component 

should be accommodated in a structure either above or below grade in 

order to preserve the landscaped open space amenity for residential use. 

The retail commercial facilities should include a food store, restaurant 

and small shops grouped around a central open square which would form 

the primary pedestrian space of the proposed development. 

The area allocated for car parking and access is based on a 

ratio of 3:1 of parking space to retail commercial space. It is esti¬ 

mated that the parking area requirements (of about 7,000 square feet) 

for the proposed 10,000 square feet of office space could be adequately 
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met by the shared use of the 60,000 square feet parking area provided 

for the retail uses, on the assumption that the periods of maximum 

parking demand for the retail uses would not coincide with normal 

office hours. 

The residential component would consist of 250 apartment units 

with 225 of them located in two high-rise structures, the one at the 

northern end of the site being an extension of the proposed apartment 

development north of Burlington Street. The apartment structure 

located on the southern portion of the site would be physically inte¬ 

grated at its base with the two-storey shopping structure with part of 

its open space requirement consisting of the shopping square. The east 

elevation would overlook the open area of the Bennetto Senior School. 

The remaining twenty-five units would be two-storey ground access 

garden apartments located along Hughson Street opposite existing single¬ 

family housing. 

The second alternative would provide up to 50,000 square feet 

of retail and service stores, with a corresponding increase in the 

office component. The parking ratio of 3:1 would require some 150,000 

square feet of land, and would be intended also to accommodate the 

parking needs of office users, unless the amount of office space were 

in excess of 25,000 square feet. As in the first alternative, the 

amount of office space to be built should be at the option of the 

developer. 

The substandard buildings directly across James Street from 

the shopping centre should be cleared concurrently; the proposed re¬ 

uses are an enlargement of the existing service station site and a 

small playground to replace the Bayview Playground north of Burlington 

Street (see Project C description) . 

It may be desirable to build this commercial centre in two 

stages in order to spread the City's financial and relocation burden, 

to facilitate coordination with the clearance of nearby retail businesses 

and to comply more closely with the expected demand for new development 

in the North End. 
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This project has the same priority as Projects F and H and 

must be scheduled in conjunction with Project H. 

Project H - James Street Housing 

The redevelopment of these blocks is primarily proposed to 

eliminate the high proportion of substandard buildings. The most 

appropriate re-use for these sites is considered to be housing of medium 

density in keeping with the adjacent uses and the proximity of attrac¬ 

tive community facilities. Multiple housing of about twenty units per 

acre density is therefore recommended, privately sponsored to avoid 

an over-concentration of public housing and preferably of varying types 

in contrast to the public row housing project directly across the 

street. Vehicular access should be provided from the side streets 

(Picton, Ferrie and Simcoe) rather than from James Street while a buffer 

of landscaping should be provided wherever possible along the James 

Street frontage. The total area of 4.9 acres would provide for nearly 

one hundred units, the number varying considerably with the type of 

housing chosen. 

The priority for this project is approximately the same as 

for Project F and G. However, the precise scheduling must be arranged 

to provide the opportunity for the retail stores on James Street to re¬ 

locate directly into the commercial centre and to retain convenient 

shopping facilities for residents prior to its completion. Since the 

two southerly blocks include the poorer buildings, it is proposed that 

they constitute the first phase (HI) of a two or more stage development. 

Projept J - Picton Street Housing 

This site is presently occupied by a truck transport firm and 

while their small office and truck-loading facilities are in satisfactory 

condition, the associated truck traffic is not appropriate within the 

North End. Medium-density residential development similar to that pro¬ 

posed immediately to the south (Project H) would be suitable for this 

property and has been illustrated on the map of potential development. 
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This and the following project represent desirable redevelop¬ 

ment projects but the buildings to be replaced are not in such poor 

condition as in projects discussed previously. These two projects 

(J and K) have therefore been given equally low priority. 

Project K - Hughson Street Housing 

The proposed redevelopment of this site is based on the con¬ 

siderable proportion of substandard houses and on the desirability of 

some street closings in connection with the construction of the Peri¬ 

meter Road. It is recommended that the site be used for some form of 

medium-density family type housing, either for private ownership or 

rental. Some seventy dwelling units could be constructed on this 

3.6-acre site. The potential development map illustrates the desirable 

orientation towards the school site and away from the Perimeter Road 

with auto access from Strachan Street. Some underground parking would 

be desirable, as would a walkway connection from the school area to 

James Street. 

Project L - Wood Street Apartments 

This site is recommended for high-rise apartments because of 

its excellent characteristics for such use and because much of the site 

is now vacant or consists of street rights-of-way which can be closed. 

The remainder of the site consists of playground space which is to be 

replaced elsewhere plus two small groups of houses. 

A combination of high-rise apartment buildings plus terraced 

housing of two to five storeys is proposed here. The high-rise buildings 

should be placed at right-angles to Burlington Street to minimize their 

barrier effect while the terraced housing should be located along the 

slope, oriented directly to the waterfront, and connected to the high- 

rise structures to provide gallery as well as ground level access. 

Public walkways leading between Burlington Street and the waterfront 

should be provided and auto access should be from both Burlington 

Street and from the Waterfront Parkway. The landscaping and walkway 
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provisions should be integrated with those of the private development 

to the southwest and of the public lookout to the east. 

The 4.4 acres of this site would be suitable for about 350 

apartment units. 

Due to the relatively good condition of the existing housing, 

both this and Project M have a low priority for redevelopment. 

Project M - Ferrie Street Apartments 

The characteristics of, and proposals for, this site are 

very similar to those listed for Project L except that no playground is 

involved and there are many more houses presently on the site. The 

site consists of 5.5 acres which is suitable for about 450 apartments. 

Waterfront Development (Projects N to R) 

A private developer has already made considerable progress 

in assembling land along the North End waterfront and in filling the 

adjacent shallow part of the harbour to ultimately provide large level 

areas for residential and industrial development. The maps of land use, 

urban design principles and proposed development (Maps 7, 9 and 10) 

illustrate an integrated and comprehensive plan of development for the 

entire waterfront area which would include the proposed private develop¬ 

ments, a large park and recreational area next to the harbour and a road 

system for the area integrated with the adjacent development proposals. 

Each of the proposals is illustrated on the maps and described below; 

the proposals are, however, subject to considerable change as a result 

of uncertainty regarding the amount of harbour which can economically 

be filled. 

It is recommended that the City (acting on behalf of the 

partnership), the Hamilton Harbour Commission and the interested private 

developer cooperate closely to develop a feasible plan for the water¬ 

front which best meets the interests of all parties. Substantial bene¬ 

fits are possible for the three parties from such an arrangement. Both 

the City and the developer should be prepared to exchange parcels of 
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land as considered desirable, to contribute land for the required road¬ 

ways and to participate in the costs of constructing roads and installing 

associated services as required, while the Harbour Commission could 

sell or lease its lands as preferred. 

The particular advantages which could accrue to the developer 

from cooperative preparation of an appropriate site plan include: 

financial assistance with the provision of arterial roads, trunk sewers 

and trunk water mains; possible exchanges of land to provide improved 

site shape and location; the possible closing of existing streets to 

permit use of the rights-of-way; and a slightly increased density as 

described under the "Waterfront Apartments". 

The assignment of definite priorities to these several water¬ 

front projects is difficult. The projects are mainly outside the 

presently developed portion of the North End scheme area; they are 

therefore less urgent than some of the proposals already discussed and 

there is no need for coordination (in terms of timing) with the other 

proposals. However, some private development can be expected and would 

be desirable in the near future and it is strongly recommended that the 

City and the partnership participate as necessary in providing the 

complementary public facilities required. Thus the proposals such as 

the Industrial Road and the Waterfront Parkway (first half only) could 

have a relatively high priority depending on the developer's progress. 

Project N - Waterfront Apartments 

The potential development indicated on Map 10 for this area 

is designed to utilize the steep slope of the site and the broad view 

over the harbour, to relate the development to the proposed waterfront 

park and to minimize the disturbance to the existing development to the 

east. A combination of high-rise apartments placed at right-angles to 

Bay Street plus two to five-storey terraced housing integrated with the 

slope and parallel to Bay Street is proposed. Auto access from both 

Bay Street and the Waterfront Parkway should be provided. 
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Public walkways at each end of the site plus internal walkways 

should be provided to allow views of the harbour and to lead down the 

slope to the waterfront. A suitable small boat marina would reduce the 

land-fill requirements and would substantially contribute to the ame¬ 

nities of the adjoining apartment development. 

The properties fronting on the west side of Bay Street should 

be included in this project to permit access from Bay Street and to 

take best advantage of the sloping land. To encourage the inclusion of 

this Bay Street frontage in the overall plan and to compensate for the 
> 

relatively high cost of its private purchase, it is recommended that the 

maximum density applicable to the entire project could be slightly 

increased after joint agreement on a suitable site plan. 

Should the private developer be unable or unwilling to in¬ 

clude the Bay Street frontage in the overall plans for the waterfront re 

development, then a strip of land at least 120 feet deep along Bay 

Street should be left undeveloped to provide a minimum amount of land 

for redevelopment at some later date. In this case, the possible later 

redevelopment of this frontage should be limited to about twenty units 

. per acre. 

Project 0 - Waterfront Industry 

The privately sponsored development of this waterfront in¬ 

dustrial property is already underway. Uses in this area should be 

restricted to the light industrial and warehouse type which are carried 

on entirely within closed buildings and which emit no objectionable 

f noise, odours, smoke or dust. Appropriate siting, landscaping and off- 

street parking requirements should be enforced. It is recommended 

elsewhere that this area plus several other areas in the vicinity of 

Bay Street and the Perimeter Road should be zoned for a "prestige" type 

of light industrial development. Development of this type would be 

beneficial to the city and would serve as a buffer between heavy indus- 

trial areas and residential areas. 
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This is an entirely private proposal and can proceed inde¬ 

pendently of other North End proposals. 

Project P - Waterfront Parkway 

This parkway is proposed as a scenic drive through the 

Waterfront Park which might eventually extend much further along the 

waterfront. It is intended to accommodate cars and light trucks only; 

its purpose is to form part of the possible future waterfront parkway, 

to provide local access for both the recreational and residential areas 

adjacent to it and to provide a link (except for heavy trucks) between 

the established dock area to the east and the proposed waterfront in¬ 

dustrial area to the west. The "parkway" type of development which 

is proposed is not similar to a freeway; it should be subject to usual 

city speed limits, would permit some direct access and differs from an 

ordinary city street mainly by its landscaped median and verges. It 

is recommended that sufficient right-of-way be provided for a median 

and two separate roadways each two lanes wide but that only one roadway 

be provided until connecting portions of the parkway can also be con¬ 

structed. The precise location of this parkway within the waterfront 

park has only been generally indicated at this time. 

The design of the parkway should be integrated with that of 

the waterfront park through which it passes. A causeway construction 

could be employed to provide water on both sides with bridges to permit 

the passage of small boats. The median width could be varied to pro¬ 

vide for groves of trees or landscaped mounds of earth. 

Project Q - Industrial Road 

The purpose of this road is to provide access to the exten¬ 

sive industrial area proposed by the Hamilton Harbour Commission, part 

of which is now being privately developed. The direct connection to 

the Perimeter Road would keep truck traffic away from residential 

streets while also providing convenient access to the waterfront re¬ 

creation area. 
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Project R - Waterfront Park 

This is a vitally important part of the Waterfront Develop¬ 

ment and indeed of the entire North End plan. It represents the only 

potential area for public waterfront park and recreational space close 

to central Hamilton. In this respect it is a semi-regional facility 

while, more locally, it not only contributes to the amenities of the 

North End but also substantially contributes to the environment of the 

several apartment buildings proposed nearby. The park should contain 

a variety of indoor and outdoor, passive and active recreational uses 
» 

including such facilities as swimming pools, playing fields, an ice 

skating rink, a dance hall, boating marinas and footpaths. 

The park could include the more than 5 acres of existing open 

space (the former "incinerator" site) plus over 30 acres presently under 

water but which could be either partially or fully developed by a land¬ 

fill operation extending towards the harbour head-line. The creation 

of the park largely by land-fill presents the opportunity to include 

waterways, lakes and islands. The water would be an extra and positive 

feature within the park as well as being useful for boating and as a 

buffer between the park and the proposed light-industrial area to the 

southwest. 

The size, location and boundaries of the park area are only 

generally indicated at this time and are not intended to be precise; 

it should incorporate the main features suggested above, should provide 

a right-of-way for the Waterfront Parkway sufficient for a double road¬ 

way plus reasonable landscaping and must extend well towards the vici¬ 

nity of Bay Street and the Perimeter Road so that its character and 

location are visible from those streets. Convenient auto and pedestrian 

access is essential. 

A possible suitable form of development, including public 

parking areas and walkways down the slope, is illustrated on Map 10. 
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Project S - Old Custom House Site 

Proposals for this block can only be tentative since final 

plans for the Perimeter Road and its connection with Bay Street are not 

available. However, the proposal described here and shown on the maps 

illustrates the basic objectives; the details may require later re¬ 

vision. The main purposes of this small project are to improve the 

historic and architecturally interesting old Custom House, to provide 

a larger school playground, to remove the three inappropriate and con¬ 

flicting industries from the area and to provide for the necessary 
i 

realignment of streets. The property at the corner of Bay and Murray 

Streets is considered suitable for a small warehouse or industrial 

service use which requires good accessibility and would also be suit¬ 

able for an auto service station. 

A low priority has been assigned to this project, subject to 

change if immediate action to improve the old Custom House becomes 

necessary. The redevelopment of the site at Bay and Murray Streets 

should be carried out at about the same time as redevelopment to the 

west of Bay Street (proposed for several years hence as part of the 

York Street urban renewal scheme). 

Street Reconstruction 

An extensive and long-term program of street reconstruction 

is proposed for the North End since the existing street surfaces are 

now mainly in fair or poor condition and will be further damaged by the 

installation of the proposed new separate sewers. To avoid damaging 

newly surfaced streets and to minimize overall costs, all underground 

facilities along any particular street should be replaced or improved 

as necessary prior to or during street reconstruction. Thus it is 

necessary that the street, sewer and other underground utility con¬ 

struction programs be carefully coordinated. 
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The priorities for the reconstruction of streets depends on 

their condition, the adequacy of the utility lines beneath them and the 

desirability of coordination, as much as possible, with adjacent private 

redevelopment. 

Sewers 

A long-term program providing for the complete replacement of 

the sewer system is proposed for the North End since the present com¬ 

bined sewer system is inadequate in terms of both quality (extreme age 

and poor condition of the sewers) and function (considerable quantities 

of raw sewage are mixed with the storm water which discharges directly 

into Hamilton Harbour). For these reasons, the City has already estab¬ 

lished the policy that separate storm and sanitary sewers be provided 

in conjunction with all road construction and reconstruction. 

The proposed system of storm and sanitary sewers for the 

North End would include the following new components: 

(1) a large new storm sewer along Macnab Street: 

(2) the sub-trunk sanitary sewer as originally proposed for the 

1963 redevelopment plan: 

(3) new trunk sewers and a pumping station to serve the proposed 

waterfront development (with the cost of these to be shared 

by the private developer). 

(A) separate local storm and sanitary sewers throughout the 

North End. 

The proposed sub-trunk sewer (item 2) has a high priority for 

construction since it will relieve the discharge of raw sewage into the 

harbour, will provide the required connecting link between many other 

North End sewers and the new Western Interceptor Trunk sanitary sewer 

under Ferrie Street and will provide a necessary connection for the 

sewers to be installed along the Dock Road. The priority of other new 

sewers is related to the need to serve new developments and for co¬ 

ordinated construction of roads, sewers and other buried utility lines. 



Where possible, the timing of sewer installation should coincide with 

that of adjacent redevelopment. The timing of the installation of the 

sewers and pumping plant to serve the waterfront area will depend on 

the final plans for the proposed private development thereon. 

Waterworks 

The construction work required for North End water mains in 

connection with the concept plan proposals consists of the following: 

(1) certain minor changes, extensions and improvements to the 

existing plant due to street closings and adjacent new 

developments. 

(2) new water mains to service the waterfront development (the 

costs of which should be shared by the private developer). 

(3) new water mains along James and Burlington Streets to 

service the proposed residential and commercial redevelopment. 

In view of concern as to the ability of the existing water 

mains (all of which were laid between 1870 and 1913) to give trouble- 

free service for the future needs of this area, it is also recommended 

that all of them be cleaned and lined with cement mortar prior to the 

reconstruction of street surfaces. This is much less expensive than 

replacement of all the water mains. It is not known whether all the 

existing "services" (connections from the water mains to customers' 

property lines) would also need to be replaced or not, but this could 

be determined at the time of sewer installation. 

The priorities of these waterworks projects depend on the 

need to service new development plus the need for coordination with 

street and sewer construction programs. 

Gas Mains 

Many of the existing gas mains in the North End are buried 

beneath the existing street surfaces. Should these be left in place 
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during street reconstruction, it would be necessary to excavate through 

the new surfaces whenever new service connections, disconnections of 

existing services or repairs are necessary in the future. For this 

reason it is proposed that such lines be relocated to the sides of the 

streets, as part of a coordinated program of sewer installation and 

improvements to utility lines followed by the reconstruction of street 

surfaces. A number of changes to the existing network of gas mains 

will also be necessitated by the street closures and building demo¬ 

litions proposed in the plan. 

* 

Hydro-Electric Lines 

The scheme area is presently served by a system of overhead 

hydro-electric lines. While the underground installation of these 

lines would be desirable in conjunction with road reconstruction, it 

would result in considerable costs to homeowners for the necessary new 

connections. Furthermore, many homeowners whose present wiring is of 

low (30 amp.) capacity, although possibly quite adequate for their 

needs, would be required to increase the capacity of the wiring systems 

within their own houses. This is a relatively costly procedure. For 

this reason, it is considered that underground wiring is justified only 

on streets where extensive redevelopment is expected and that it should 

be installed at the same time that the redevelopment occurs. 

Subject to detailed planning, it is expected that underground 

wiring can be installed along streets where existing houses are to 

remain on one side only, without incurring extra costs for the home- 

owners. This would be possible by installing underground cable and 

underground transformers beside the street and using the street lighting 

poles (where possible, although some new poles may be needed) to support 

aerial service cables to individual houses. Should it be proven 

feasible to install new underground wiring without incurring significant 

extra costs for homeowners, then it is recommended that it be provided 

throughout the entire North End in conjunction with the road recon¬ 

struction program. It is expected, however, that the program will be 
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mainly restricted to Bay, Burlington, James, Hughson and Guise Streets 

and the Perimeter, Industrial and V’aterfront Roads. 

Telephone Lines 

Since it is considered that the underground installation of 

utility lines is desirable in the North End wherever it is feasible, 

and to minimize costs as much as possible, it is proposed that the main 

telephone lines along street rights-of-way be placed underground in 

conjunction with street reconstruction, that the existing aerial lines 

in rear yards be retained and that new connections be placed underground 

where feasible. 
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3. RELOCATION 

Implementation of the redevelopment proposals in the concept 

plan would result in the clearance of 512 houses, thirty-eight buildings 

partially used as residences and a further twenty-eight non-residential 

buildings. 

Residential 

The clearance of the 550 residential buildings would require 

the relocation of approximately 2,500 persons, as indicated in the 

i 

table below. 

Table 1 

Estimated Residential Clearance and Relocation 

_Proposed Building Clearance_ 

Mixed-Use Non-residential 

Project Houses Buildings Buildings_ 

Estimated 
Population to be 

Relocated (approx.)* 

A 55 3 1 260 

B 168 8 6 800 

C 12 - - 50 

D2 17 - - 80 

FI 29 - 1 130 

F2 17 - 2 80 

Gl 39 3 A 190 

G2 AO - 1 180 

HI 17 18 1 160 

H2 16 5 1 100 

JK 32 - 1 150 

L 18 - - 80 

M 36 1 - 170 

N 11 - 7 50 

R 5 - 1 20 

S - - 2 - 

Total 512 38 28 2,500 

*An average of A.55 persons per residential or partially residential 

building was assumed (the same as the average for all residential 

buildings existing in 1961), on the basis that the buildings to be 

cleared are approximately typical in terms of proportion of multi¬ 

family occupancy, proportion of partially commercial use and in 

numbers of persons per family. 
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The figures in the above table are based on the buildings 

existing on July 1, 1967, and thus include some which have since been 

demolished for the Perimeter Road. Also, the estimate for Project B 

assumed that all buildings judged to be in poor condition would be 

demolished, although the actual number to be cleared may vary consid¬ 

erably depending on subsequent detailed planning and interior house 

inspections. Thus the above figures are only approximate but neverthe¬ 

less indicate the substantial residential relocation which will be 

Involved. 

General information on the characteristics of the North End 

population and housing as of 1961 is presented in Appendix 6, which 

shows that North End dwellings have an average of 5.6 rooms, house¬ 

holds have an average of 4.1 persons and families include an average 

of 3.7 persons. It is also shown that 68% of the dwellings are owner- 

occupied and that only 49% of the residents have been at their present 

address for five years or more. 

The buildings to be removed are generally those in the poorest 

condition although some in fair condition and a very few in good con¬ 

dition must also be cleared to provide redevelopment sites. From 

general observations it is apparent that the buildings to be cleared 

are slightly smaller in average size than those to be retained. It is 

also known that the proportion of tenant occupancy is higher than 

average in the poor buildings. 

Commercial and Industrial 

Acquisition and clearance is also proposed for thirty-eight 

non-residential buildings and twenty-eight buildings partially occupied 

by non-residential uses. The majority of these buildings accommodate 

small stores but there are also several industrial, warehouse and 

garage facilities involved. The approximate amount of floor space 

involved was calculated by measurements made from Map 3, on the assump¬ 

tion that commercial uses occupied the entire first floor, and resi¬ 

dential uses the entire upper floors, of buildings with mixed uses. 
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The amount of commercial floor space designated for clearance 

is about 40,000 square feet, including a small amount of office space 

and accommodating about forty businesses. About 70,000 square feet of 

industrial, warehouse and automobile garage space for about twenty 

establishments is also included, although some of this is in poor con¬ 

dition and is of very little value. 
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A. COST ANALYSIS 

Cost estimates have been prepared for each element of this 

concept plan. While the estimates are in some cases preliminary and 

very approximate, they are considered suitable for their intended 

purpose, which is the preliminary evaluation of the feasibility of the 

proposals and the establishment of priorities within the limitation of 

City funds available for implementation. More detailed estimates for 

those projects proposed for early implementation will be included 

later with the first-phase plan. 

Proposed Land Acquisition 

The approximate areas of property involved in the concept 

plan proposals are summarized in Table 2 below, based on the project 

boundaries illustrated on Map 8. The Block Planning and Rehabilitation 

Project has been excluded due to the very large number of small 

parcels of land involved. The Waterfront Development has also been 

excluded from the total figures due to the lack of accurate data on 

land ownership. Also, street rights-of-way which are to remain in 

that use, e.g. portions of Strachan Street to be closed and incorporated 

into the Perimeter Road, are not included in the table. With these 

exclusions, the table shows that a total of 33.A acres of presently 

or recently privately owned property is involved, of which 2A.5 acres 

is intended for future private redevelopment and 8.9 acres for future 

public use (mainly for the Perimeter Road). Much of this 33.A acres 

is still privately owned although a number of scattered parcels had 

already been purchased by May 31, 1967 (see Map A.10) and considerable 

progress has been made since in acquiring property for the roadway. 

The table also shows that 11.2 acres of land now in public 

ownership (mainly city streets, parks and the former incinerator site) 

is to be redeveloped in private use while 27.2 acres (mainly the 

neighbourhood centre and public housing sites) is now publicly owned 

and is to remain in public ownership. 
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Table 2 

Concept Plan - Areas of Proposed Land Acquisition 

Land Areas (acres) 

Present Private 

Ownership (1) 

Present Public 

Ownership (2) 

Project 
I 

Total F 
’or Future 
’rivate Use 

?or Future 1 
Public Use I 

?or Future 
3rivate Use 

7or Future 

5ublic Use 

Neighbourhood Centre (3) 13.8 0 0 0 15.8 

Public Housing Sites (4) 6.9 0 0 0 6.9 

A Perimeter Road 7.8** 0.4** 7.4** 0 0 

B Block Planning & 

Rehabilitation (5) a A * 0 0 

C Senior Citizens Housing 

(K.D. Soble Towers) 

(and adjacent housing (6) 2.7 0.7 0 0 2.0 

D Bay Street Apartments' 

- west half (7,8) 1.5 0 0 1.5 0 

- east half 1.6 1.6 0 0 0 

E Dock Road (9) 2.0 0 0 0 2.0 

F Brock Street Apartments 

F^ - west half 3.2 3.2 0 0 0 

F2 - east half 2.9 2.0 0 0.9 0 

G James Street Commercial 

- north half (& adjacent 
playground) (10) 3.2 2.7 0.5 0 0 

G2 - south half 3.2 2.2 0 0.5 0.5 

H James Street Housing 
H1 - south half 2.6 2.2 0 0.4 0 

H2 - north half 2.3 2.1 0 0.2 0 

J Picton Street Housing 1.1 0.8 0 0.3 0 

K Hughson Street Housing 3.6 2.5 0 1.1 0 

L Wood Street Apartments (11) 4.4 1.1 0 3.3 0 

M Ferrie Street Apartments (8) 5.5 2.5 0 3.0 0 

Waterfront Development (12) A A A A A 

N Waterfront Apartments 

(incl. water area) 11** A A A A 

0 Waterfront Industries 

(incl. canal & road) 19** A A A A 

P Waterfront Parkway 6** * A A A 

Q Industrial Road (from 

Bay St. to Waterfront 

Parkway) 2AA A A A A 

R Waterfront Park (incl. 

extensive areas of xcater) 40** A A A A 

S Old Custom House 1.5 0.5 1.0 0 0 

Total (excl. the Rehabilitation 

and Waterfront Development 

Projects) 71.8 24.5 8.9 11.2 27.2 

*not calculated or not available. 

**approximate. 



Footnotes 

(1) The areas shown as "present private ownership" include all subdivided 

land within the project boundaries and thus include scattered parcels 

already purchased by the partnership (see Map A.10 for details of 

land ownership as of May 31, 1967). 

(2) City-owned street rights-of-way which are to remain in use as streets 

are not included here. Should their acquisition and later re-sale 

to the City be required for legal reasons, both transactions should 

be for the same token price. Where other public agencies, such as 

School Boards, Ontario Housing Corporation, etc., are involved in 

the purchase of former street rights-of-way, the details are provided 

in the footnotes. 

(3) Two portions of John Street of about 0.3 and 0.2 acres remain to be 

closed and purchased by the partnership while land parcels of about 

2.3, 3.A and 1.0 acres are intended for future sale to the Parks 

Board, Separate School Board and Elementary School Board respectively 

(A) Negotiations for 'the closing of a one-block length of Simcoe Street 

(0.6 acres), its purchase from the City and the sale of the two 

sites to the Ontario Housing Corporation are now nearly complete. 

The total estimated area of 6.9 acres includes part of the ex¬ 

isting Strachan Street (0.A acres). 

(5) Not calculated due to the great many parcels of land involved. 

(6) Includes 0.6 acres of existing city streets and 0.3 acres of the 

Bayview Playground, which will be sold to the Ontario Housing 

Corporation. 

(7) This 1.5 acres includes about 0.5 acres of the Bay Street right- 

of-way which will be subject to easements and thus not available 

for construction. 

(8) This project includes part of the former "incinerator" site, the 

total area of which is about 6.0 acres excluding the street right- 

of-way. It is divided among Projects Dl, M and P with approximately 

1.0, 1.3 and 3.7 acres each respectively. 

(9) This proposed road will utilize existing streets for much of its 

length, including an unopened extension of Ferguson Street. A 

50 ft. by 100 ft. triangle has been retained by the City at the inter 

section of Guise and Catharine Streets while about 1.5 acres will 

be required from the northern edge of Eastwood Park, in addition 

to the strip of land required by the Hamilton Harbour Commissioners 

for a railway spur line to the Centennial Dock (about 35 feet wide 

and about 0.8 acres). 

(10) This site includes three small City-owned lots which should be 

purchased for their redevelopment value. 

(11) The 3.3 acres of land now in public ownership includes l.A acres 

of streets, 0.7 acres of the Bayview Playground and 1.2 acres of 

land belonging to the Hamilton Harbour Commission. 

(12) Land areas given here are only approximate due to the lack of final 

development plans. Data on present ownership are not provided due 

to the lack of accurate maps of existing ownership. However, it is 

known that about half of the Waterfront Apartments site and nearly 

the entire Waterfront Industry site are now privately owned while 

virtually the entire remainder is publicly owned. 
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Acquisition Costs of Private Property 

Estimated acquisition costs for all privately-owned property are 

given in Table 3. The properties concerned are all those within the 

project boundaries illustrated on Map 8 which were privately owned as of 

May 31, 1967 (see Map A.10) and for which public acquisition is proposed 

(the majority of the properties within the Block Planning and Rehabili¬ 

tation Project are to remain in private ownership, as described later in 

this report). Estimates of acquisition costs, including allowances for 

contingencies, were provided by the Hamilton Assessment Department. An 

* 

amount of 13% has been added to these estimates to allow for clearance 

and relocation costs (estimated at 10%) and for associated administrative 

costs such as appraisal fees and expenses of City staff directly connected 

with acquisition (estimated at 5%). 

Table 3 

Estimated Acquisition Costs of Private Property 

Allowance for 
Estimated Clearance, Relocation Estimated 

Met Acquisition and Administration Gross Acquisition 
Project Cost_Costs (15%)_ Cost_ 

A 

B 

C 

D2 

FI 

F2 

G1 

G2 

HI 

H2 

J & K 

L 

M 

S 

$ 441,760 $ 66,264 $ 508,024 

1,975,180 296,277 2,271,457 

62,480 9,372 71,852 

240,620 36,093 276,713 

466,290 69,943 536,233 

262,130 39,320 301,450 

579,260 86,889 666,149 

482,700 72,405 555,105 

382,800 57,420 440,220 

498,390 74,758 573,148 

402,160 60,324 462,484 

231,600 34,740 266,340 

420,750 63,113 483,863 

196,330 29,450 225,780 

$6,642,450 $996,368 $7,638,818 Total 



Road and Utility Costs 

The estimated costs associated with each of the many construction 

projects and programs included in the concept plan are briefly described 

below. Since final engineering plans are not available for some of the 

projects, they and their costs will be subject to modification. In 

some cases, the only figures which can be given are "pro-forma" allowances - 

amounts which are listed, in lieu of estimates, to serve as an indication 

of expected substantial costs. These very approximate cost figures are 

considered adequate to serve their present purpose of indicating the 

overall magnitude of the urban renewal scheme costs and determining an 

appropriate first-phase program. The work to be carried out in the 

first phase will be described in greater detail in a following section, 

along with further information on the costs involved. 

The most recent cost estimate (February 1968) for the Perimeter 

Road is $1,700,000 although the plan and the cost estimate are both 

being reviewed. 

An amount of $160,000 is shown for the Dock Road, which is an 

increase of 30% over the estimate given in the 1963 North End redevelop¬ 

ment plan. 

Estimated construction costs for the Waterfront and Industrial 

Roads are not available, but "allowances" of $200,000 and $100,000 

respectively are proposed to indicate the considerable costs involved. 

It is assumed that these costs will be shared with the private developer; 

amounts of $100,000 and $50,000 are therefore listed for the partnership's 

share of the costs. 

The cost of the sub-trunk sanitary sewer is shown as $850,000, 

based on the estimate in the 1963 plan plus 30% for cost increases in 

the interim. An allowance of $3,000,000 is shown for the remainder of 

the proposed sewer program. This is based on the 1963 estimate plus 

30%, with allowances added for the new Macnab Street trunk sewer and the 

partnership's share of new trunk sewers and a pumping station to serve 

the waterfront deve lccmeut. 
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An estimated amount of $675,000 is shown for water mains. This 

is based on information provided by the Hamilton Engineering Department, 

assuming that half the costs of new water mains in the waterfront area 

will be borne by the developer, that all the existing water mains will 

need cleaning and lining and that half of the existing water service 

connections will need to be replaced. This amount is, however, only 

very approximate since some of the water mains may need to be replaced 

rather than merely cleaned and lined, due to their considerable age 

(fifty to one hundred years). Also, it is not known how many of the 

water services may, need replacing but their condition can be determined 

at the time of sewer construction. 

An approximate indication of the partnership's share of the 

costs involved for the relocation of existing gas lines, the abandonment 

of existing lines and the disconnection of existing services is $185,000. 

This amount is based on the assumption that 80% of the costs of re¬ 

location and all the direct costs of disconnection and abandonment 

should be borne by the partnership. 

The cost of the required relocations of hydro-electric lines 

to underground conduits and the provision of new street lights along 

the proposed new roads has been estimated at $195,000 by the Hamilton 

Hydro-Electric System. 

The approximate cost of the changes to existing telephone lines 

and plant which are required by the plan proposals plus the additional 

cost of the installation of underground telephone wiring is $100,000. 

Finally, an allowance of $1,050,000 has been shown for the 

reconstruction of existing street surfaces, based on an increase of 30% 

over 1963 estimates. 



Overall Cost Estimates 

The basic assumptions and criteria on which the overall cost 

estimates are based appear below: 

(1) This scheme report is based on the conditions existing in the 

North End as of Hay 31, 1967. All projects carried out prior to 

that date, according to the provisions of the 1963 "Fedevelopment 

Plan" and the 1966 "Interim Report on the North End Urban Renewal 

Scheme", were summarized in Part One and the Appendices of this 

report. The cost of the work to that date amounted to $3,967,000. 

The cost analysis presented here refers only to the period since 

May 31, 1967 and is based on conditions existing at that time. All 

estimates are in addition to the amount previously expended. 

(2) Privately-owned land will be purchased by the partnership for 

its market value plus contingencies and clearance, relocation and 

associated administrative costs, as presented in Table 3. 

(3) Publicly-owned land will be purchased by the partnership for an 

amount equal to its disposal value (see Items 4 and 5) except in 

the case of the "incinerator" site for which the City should be 

reimbursed for the original total cost of acquisition. 

(4) The sale or lease value of land for future private use will 

depend on the potential market value of such land. For illustrative 

purposes at this stage of the report it has been conservatively 

assumed to average $40,000 per acre (approximately $1.00 per square 

foot). 

(5) The sale value of land for future public use has been.assumed to 

be $20,000 per acre, in accordance with precedent in this scheme 

area. 

(6) General administration costs have been roughly estimated at 5% of 

the gross scheme costs: this is in addition to the 5% of acquisition 

costs allowed elsewhere for property appraisals and other costs 

directly associated with property acquisition. 
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(7) It is assumed that all partnership costs are sharable among the 

federal, provincial and municipal governments in the proportions of 

50%, 25% and 25% respectively. 



Table 4 

Concept Plan Cost Analysis 

Prolect 

Estimated Property 

Acquisition Costs 
($000) Estimated 

Construction 

or Servicing 
Costs($000) 

Es timated 

Gross 

Costs 
($000) 

Estimated 

Recoveries 

(2) (4) 
($000) 

Es timated 

Net 

Costs 
($000) 

Privately 

Owned 

Land (1) 

Publicly 

Owned 
Land (2) 

Neighbourhood Centre — 75 (3) 75 (3) 134 £a n 59 

Public Housing Sites - - 160 (3) 160 (3) 138 22 

A 508 60 (4) 1,700 2,268 164 2,104 
B 2,272 - 250 (5) 2,522 568 (6) 1,954 
C 72 18 - 90 46 44 

D1 — 90 (7) * 90 60 30 
D2 277 - - 277 64 213 
E — 40 160 200 40 160 

Fl 536 — — 536 128 408 
F2 301 36 — 337 116 221 
Cl 666 - - 666 118 548 
G2 555 30 - 585 118 467 

HI 440 16 _ 456 104 352 
II2 573 8 — 581 92 489 
J St K 463 56 - 519 188 331 

L 266 132 — 398 176 222 
I i 484 163 (7) — 647 220 427 
N & 0 (8) - - — , 
P - - 100 100 — 100 
0 - — 50 50 50 
ii (9) (7) ■ — — 

S 226 - - 226 40 186 

Sub-trunk Sanitary Sewer - - 850 850 - 850 

Local Sewers plus Macnab 

Street and Waterfront 
Trunk Sewers - - 3,000 3,000 - 3,000 

Water Mains - - 675 675 - 675 

Gas Lines - ■- 185 185 - 185 

Hydro-Electric Lines - - 195 195 — 195 

Telephone Lines - - 100 100 - 100 

Road Reconstruction - - 1,050 1,050 - 1,050 

Sub-totals 7,639 649 8,550 16,838 2,514 14,324 
Administration 842 - 842 

TOTAL 
17,680 2,514 15,166 

City Share (25%) 
4,420 328,500 3,791,500 

Provincial Share (25%) 4,420 328,500 3,791,500 
; Federal Share (50%) 

li 
8,840 1,257 7,583 
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Footnotes: 

(1) These estimates do not include the cost of land acquired by the 

partnership prior to May 31, 1967 (as shown on Map A10). 

(2) Where land ownership is to be transferred from one public agency 

to another via the partnership, e.g. from the City to the Ontario 

Housing Corporation or to the Hamilton Board of Education, it is 

valued at $20,000 per acre and is listed as both an acquisition 

cost and as a recovery. 

For details of present and proposed ownership of land and the areas 

involved, refer to the preceding Table 2. 

(3) Approximate allowance for remaining costs of acquisition (where 

negotiations are incomplete), demolition, utilities and landscaping. 

(4) This is an allowance for the acquisition cost of land owned by the 

Canadian National Railway Company. It is based on an approximate 

land area of 1.5 acres and an assumed land value of $40,000 per 

acre (the same as the assumed market value of partnership land to 

be sold or leased). The land area is only an approximation due to 

the lack of final plans for the Perimeter Road. 

(5) This item is intended to cover the costs of land acquisition, paving 

and drainage required for rear lanes and for other off-street parking 

facilities. The estimate is very approximate and assumes that most of 

the required land will be provided through the clearance of sub¬ 

standard properties and that off-street parking facilities are not 

feasible or not required in many of the blocks. 

(6) Recoveries have been estimated at approximately 25% of acquisition 

costs based on studies of three typical blocks and in accordance 

with the estimates in the original redevelopment plan. 

(7) The original $435,000 cost of the former "incinerator" site has 

been allocated to Projects Dl, M and R in the amounts of $70,000, 

$95,000 and $270,000 respectively, which is in proportion to the 

acreages involved. 

(8) The development costs of these two projects are to be a private 
responsibility. 

(9) It is impossible to estimate accurately the costs of development of 

the Waterfront Park in view of the many uncertainties involved. 

This item has therefore been excluded from this analysis, although 

it is proposed that the City should be reimbursed for the original 

acquisition of the incinerator site, that the development and land¬ 
scaping costs be borne by the partnership and that the property be 

sold back to the City. 
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Estimates of all partnerships costs and recoveries were pre¬ 

sented in the preceding table. There are also, however, some direct costs 

and recoveries involved for various public agencies for the land trans¬ 

fers proposed in this concept plan. The City in particular will be 

heavily involved in these land transfers with the partnership, all of 

which would be handled through their special Property Fund. 

The estimated receipts and expenses for the City's Property 

Fund would be (exclusive of the Waterfront Development): 

(Sales to (Purchases from 

Receipts Partnership) Expenses Partnership) 

Part of the 

Incinerator Site: 

Park Sites: 

City Streets: 

Total 

$165,000 

64,000 

342,000 

$571,000 

(approx. 2.3 ac.) 

(2.5 acres) $ 76,000 

(10.1 acres) 178,000 

$254,000 

(3.8 acres) 

(8.9 acres) 

Thus, the Property Fund would gain by an estimated amount of 

$317,000 through the implementation of the concept plan (exclusive of 

land costs and receipts for the Waterfront Development). This is, however, 

a small amount in comparison to the City’s share of partnership costs; 

furthermore, the City's Separate and Elementary School Boards must also 

make some land purchases. 

The effect of the above direct costs is to reduce the estimated 

net cost to the City for the implementation of the overall concept plan 

from $3,791,500 to $3,474,500. 



5. MUNICIPAL RESOURCES AND SCHEME PRIORITIES 

The intent of this section is to develop an appropriate "first- 

phase program" which embodies the most urgent and desirable proposals of 

the concept plan and yet is also compatible with the City's limited 

financial resources available for implementation within approximately 

the next five years. 

The previous section included estimates of all partnership 

costs with the exception of the unknown costs for developing the Water¬ 

front Park. The’gross estimated cost for the overall concept plan for 

the North End is about $17,680,000 while the net estimated cost is about 

$15,166,000, in addition to the $3,966,000 which had already been spent 

by May 31, 1967. These estimates of total are well above the original 

cost estimates for the 1963 redevelopment plan ($9,162,300 gross and 

$8,091,800 net). The main reasons for this considerable increase are: 

(a) the proposed public acquisition of sites for apartments and a 

commercial centre, to provide the needed stimulus for private 

redevelopment; 

(b) greatly increased construction costs for roads and utilities; 

(c) the extension of the North End boundaries to the west to provide 

for the redevelopment of the waterfront; and 

(d) the addition of a major trunk storm sewer along Macnab Street to 

serve the Civic Square development. 

The City's share of the partnership costs listed above is 25%. 

In addition, the City must participate directly in the purchase and sale 

of various properties, the net result of which will be favourable to 

the City's property pund by an amount of $317,000, again exclusive of 

the costs involved for the Waterfront Park. 
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Despite the valid reasons for the increased cost estimates, 

the total amount is well beyond the City's financial ability to implement 

in a reasonable period. The amounts allocated in the 1967-1971 Capital 

Budget for implementation in each of the five years were $272,000, 

$258,000, $230,000, $100,000 and $208,000 respectively. This is a total 

of $1,068,000 which, with the usual contributions by the senior govern¬ 

ments, would cover total expenses of $A,272,000, an amount far below the 

estimated total net remaining cost of $15,166,000. 

A "first-phase program" which is considered practicable, de- 

sirable and reasonably compatible with the City's financial ability is 

therefore proposed. It includes the projects listed below. The high 

priority of many of the projects has already been discussed while addi¬ 

tional explanatory comments appear below. 

Completion of final aspects of the Neighbourhood Centre 

and Public Dousing projects. 

A Perimeter Poad. 

B 

C 

D1 

E 

FI 

G 

Block Planning and Pehabilitation. Since this is intended 

to be a long-term project and since it is recommended that 

some property acquisitions be postponed for several years, 

it is assumed that only 75% of the total estimated costs 

would be incurred in the first-phase program. 

Senior Citizens Housing, (K.D. Soble Towers). 

Bay Street Apartments (the block west of Bay Street only). 

Dock Poad 

Brock Street Apartments (tbe block west of Hughson Street only) 

James Street Commercial (G1 and G2). 

HI James Street Housing (the two partial blocks south of Ferrie 
Street only). 

N & 0 

P 

0 

I 

Waterfront Apartments and Industry. These are private de¬ 

velopments and their progress will depend on the actions of 
the private developer. 

Waterfront Parkway * It is proposed that only one-half of this 

divided road be constructed until such time as it can be 

connected with an extended waterfront parkway system. The 

partnership should be prepared to share in its cost of con¬ 

struction at the time that it is required by the private 

developer. 

Industrial Road. The partnership should also be prepared to 

share in the cost of construction of the portion of this road 

between the Waterfront Parkway and Bay Street, at the time that 

it is required by the private developer. 
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R Waterfront Park - The land presently available should be 

developed sufficiently to serve as a park and recreational 

area, although expensive land-filling by the City may not 

be financially feasible in the first-phase program. 

Macnab Street Storm Sewer 

Sub-trunk Sanitary Sewer 

James and Burlington Streets Water Main 

Street and Utility reconstruction - This should be a co¬ 

ordinated program which includes the simultaneous replace¬ 

ment (or repairs as necessary) of all underground utilities 

at the same time as road and sidewalk reconstruction. The 

extent of the program should be restricted in the first 

phase to those streets where new major utility lines are 

a necessity. 

Project G2 has been included here because of the special ad¬ 

vantages to the area as a whole afforded by the redevelopment of 

Project G as an entity, either as a combined residential-commercial 

project coordinated with Project Fl to the north or entirely as a 

retail-commercial centre serving the residents of this as well as ad¬ 

jacent areas. Map 10 illustrates a possible suitable form of residential- 

commercial development. 

The above program provides for about 620 new high-rise apart¬ 

ments in addition to those within the private Waterfront Development 

and the second Marina Towers building and in addition to a number of 

low-density and single housing units. The statistics presented in 

Appendix 12 suggested that up to three hundred new high-rise apartments 

per year could reasonably be proposed in the North End. The first- 

phase program, including the considerable anticipated private develop¬ 

ment, is well within this limit if spread over about six years. 

This proposed first-phase program was chosen when some cost 

estimates were not available, when others were very preliminary and 

before the need for the Macnab Street storm sewer was known. At that 

time, the preliminary net cost estimate for the first-phase program was 

$7,000,000 (exclusive of the costs of the Waterfront Development). It 

was proposed at that time that the City's share of this amount ($1,750,000) 

would be spread approximately evenly over the period 1967 to 1973 in¬ 

clusive. These proposed annual amounts would have placed a substantial 
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extra burden on the City’s Capital Budget only in the latter years of 

the program (1970, 1972 and 1973) since the amounts already allocated 

for 1968, 1969 and 1971 are relatively large. 

It was recognized when the first-phase program was chosen 

that the cost estimates might be considerably changed as the result of 

further studies and more definite information. This did occur in prac¬ 

tice, with substantial increases due to the addition of the Macnab 

Street sewer, increased construction cost estimates and a relatively 

extensive sewer installation and road reconstruction program. 
i 

Further details on the proposed first-phase program appear in 

the next part of this report. 



PART THREE: THE FIRST-PHASE PROGRAM 

This part describes the proposed projects for the 

North End which are considered practicable within about 

a six-year period. Full details on land acquisition, 

block planning and rehabilitation proposals and im¬ 

provements to roads and utilities are included along 

with feasibility studies and a cost analysis of all 

proposals. 
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PART THREE: THE FIRST-PHASE PROGRAM 

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND PROPOSED USES 

v 

This first-phase program is the first step or stage in the 

implementation of the concept plan proposals. It must therefore meet 

two basic requirements: it must be a practicable short-term plan for 

the North End, meeting its most urgent needs and providing for the most 

desirable improvements and redevelopment, and secondly, it must be com¬ 

patible with continuing implementation, at a later date, in accordance 

with the concept plan. 

The residential and commercial components of the first-phase 

program include the several projects which are listed below, approxi¬ 

mately in order of their priority. These are the projects which were 

chosen on the basis of the cost estimates and priorities determined as 

part of the concept plan and were listed previously in the concluding 

pages of the concept plan description. The development of these projects 

should conform with the relevant objectives and principles discussed and 

illustrated as part of the concept plan. For this reason, the maps and 

text describing the concept plan must be referred to and considered part 

of the description of these first-phase projects. An outline of the 

boundaries of the projects included in this first-phase program is also 

shown on Map 11, "Proposed Projects", while an illustration of the 

possible first-phase development which meets the recommended objectives 

and principles is shown on Map 12, "Proposed Development". 

The population changes which would result from this proposed 

first-phase program are calculated in Appendix 12. It shows that the 

overall population would rise to about 9,500 (from its 1967 level of 

about 7,660 and 1961 level of 8,362). It also shows that over 1,200 of 

the nearly 1,600 residential structures existing in 1967 would be re¬ 

tained, that these would house some 5,600 persons and that the other 

approximately 3,900 persons would be housed in new dwellings, mainly 

apartments, built since 1961. 
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Project B - Block Planning and Rehabilitation 

The recommended procedures for this project were mentioned in 

the concept plan description and are fully described in later sections 

of this report. However, due to the City's limited financial resources 

and to the desirability of allowing maximum flexibility in the timing 

of property acquisition, it is recommended that the block planning and 

rehabilitation program be spread over a number of years and that only 

75% of the estimated total cost be allocated to the first phase. 

Project C - Senior Citizens' Housing (K.D. Soble Towers) 

This project should be developed as proposed in the concept 

plan and with the same high priority. It involves the site expansion 

for K.D. Soble Towers, about nine new houses and a small lookout which 

is a City responsibility. The partnership should retain a small parcel 

of land at the eastern end of the site for an interim period to permit 

the possible future expansion of the existing service station site. 

Project D1 - Bay Street Apartments 

This western half of the overall proposed site could accommo¬ 

date about 120 apartments on its 1.5-acre site. Since the site is now 

completely vacant and unused, and in view of the considerable demand for 

new housing in the North End, this site should be developed as soon as 

possible. Provision must be made, however, for access to the remaining 

houses on the east side of Bay Street during an interim period. VJhile 

Bay Street can eventually be closed at this location, easements must be 

retained for underground utilities. 

Project Fl - Brock Street Apartments 

Only the western half of this project is proposed for inclusion 

in the first-phase program, the choice of this half of the site being 

based on the predominance of "poor" buildings and vacant land plus the 

desirability of coordination with the commercial-residential development 

to the south. The 3.2 acres comprising this part of the site are suitable 

for about 250 apartments. 
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Project G (Gl and G2) - James Street Commercial 

As described earlier, the redevelopment of this site as part 

of the concept plan could be either in the form of a combined residential 

and commercial project or entirely as a retail and office centre. The 

first alternative would consist of 250 dwelling units - 225 apartments 

in two high-rise buildings with twenty-five row houses along the east 

side of the site - plus some 20,000 square feet of first-floor retail 

space and 10,000 square feet of office space located on the second floor. 

The second alternative would consist of an initial 30,000 square feet 

of retail space, with provision for expansion to 50,000 square feet in 

accordance with demand, and a corresponding increase in the amount of 

office space. In either case, the amount of office space would be at 

the option of the developer. It is recommended that the proposed clear¬ 

ance on the west side of James Street should occur simultaneously with 

redevelopment of the east side, but this could reasonably be varied 

depending on the scale of the commercial development, the demand for the 

enlargement of the service station site and the need for the additional 

small playground space. 

Project HI - James Street Housing 

This project was also fully described in the discussion of the 

concept plan. As noted there, it has a relatively low priority and its 

timing should be coordinated with that of Project G to facilitate the 

relocation of the existing businesses. The area of 2.6 acres would 

accommodate about fifty family-type dwellings. 

Waterfront Development 

Progress on this development will be primarily determined by 

the private developer; an indication of the extent and possible location 

of initial development is shown on Map 12, "Proposed Development", which 

also indicates the Waterfront and Industrial Roads which can be expected 

in the first-phase program. (The proposed cost-sharing of these is dis¬ 

cussed elsewhere.) 
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Advance Acquisition 

The sites of the several projects which were proposed in the 

concept plan but which are excluded from this first-phase program contain 

a number of substandard buildings. While many of these can remain for 

several years, there is a small number in particularly poor condition 

which should be cleared in conjunction with the block planning and re¬ 

habilitation program in nearby blocks. It is proposed that the partner¬ 

ship be prepared to acquire and demolish such substandard buildings as 

is considered necessary for the overall improvement of the North End. 

It would, of course, be necessary for the partnership to retain these 

few properties pending the implementation of the remainder of the concept 

plan proposals. 

Road and Utility Improvements 

These include the following, all of which are fully discussed 

in a following section of the report: 

Project A 

Project E 

Project P 

Project Q 

The Perimeter Road 

The Dock Road 

The Waterfront Road (the first half of the future parkway) 

The Industrial Road 

A coordinated program of street and utility reconstruction. 
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2. BLOCK PLANNING AND REHABILITATION PROPOSALS 

There are two basic components to the block planning and re¬ 

habilitation program proposed for the existing residential areas in the 

North End of Hamilton. One component consists of public action to 

improve, as necessary, all those elements of the residential environ¬ 

ment which are outside the scope of individual homeowner action. The 

other part of the proposed program is the private rehabilitation of 

individual homes by their owners, this action being within the scope of 

the owners' abilities and responsibilities, with all possible public 

assistance and encouragement. The North End area designated for improve¬ 

ment is illustrated on Map 11 and consists of forty blocks of which 

several are partial or very small blocks. 

The success of the rehabilitation program will be determined 

by the extent to which the proposed private voluntary rehabilitation is 

actually carried out. This, in turn, will depend on the ability of the 

City to provide a permanent and attractive residential environment 

appropriate for private investment in rehabilitation and will also 

depend on the ability and willingness of the residents to make such 

investments. The City is at least assured of the partial success of 

the rehabilitation program since considerable interest and activity in 

voluntary private rehabilitation is already evident in forms ranging 

from exterior repainting to the complete replacement of exterior cladding 

and foundations. However, despite this initial encouraging response, 

neither complete nor immediate success should be expected since several 

years will be needed for the program to have full effect and since there 

will likely be continuing social and economic reasons for limited parti¬ 

cipation by some homeowners. It is expected that the basic financial 

inability of many homeowners to meet the high costs will be the most 

serious restraint on rehabilitation. 

Seme recent literature ccucemirc rehab ilitatim ?r~er.mc2 in 
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Earlier sections of this report have discussed the reasons for 

the past decline of the North End, including the lack of community 

facilities, the excessive through traffic (particularly of heavy trucks) 

and the deterioration of buildings. The desired improvement of the 

North End requires action at both the community level and the local or 

block level. The projects already undertaken or proposed at the 

community level for improving the residential environment include a 

full range of community facilities (three new schools having already 

been constructed under the provisions of the 1963 redevelopment plan), 

the complete elimination of through traffic from residential streets 

(considered the most serious blighting influence due to danger, noise, 

dust and vibration), improvements to road surfaces and utility systems 

and improvements to the waterfront area. This section of the report 

is concerned with proposals for improving the individual blocks and 

buildings within this rehabilitation area, which covers more than half 

the North End and is composed mainly of closely-spaced, moderate 

quality housing. 

The first component of the improvement program consists of 

public action to improve the residential environment within individual 

blocks. This program is referred to for convenience as the "block 

planning" program and its aim is to remedy all those deficiencies and 

inadequacies of the local environment which are beyond the scope of 

individual homeowners. It therefore involves mainly the provision of 

adequate car parking space, the spot clearance of buildings with a 

blighting influence (due either to their dilapidated condition or 

to their incompatible use) and the full utilization of available land 

for new housing. This program will require the preparation and imple¬ 

mentation of block plans for each block or small group of blocks 

concerned. 

Discussions and recommendations on the various factors involved 

in the preparation of block plans are presented in this section along 

with sample plans and an accompanying description for three typical 

blocks. The actual preparation and implementation of the block plans 
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will require a considerable period of time, narticularlv for the 

interior inspections of buildings and negotiations with residents, 

and are to be carried out by the City. Recommended procedures for 

the preparation and implementation of the block nlans appear in a 

later section. 

The aim of the second part of the program is to improve the 

condition of individual houses, bv voluntary private rehabilitation 

with public encouragement and assistance. It is discussed here as 

the "rehabilitation1 program. Financial, technical and architectural 

advice and anv' other assistance possible should be provided bv the 
* 

Citv to encourage rehabilitation to desirable standards. This approach 

should be followed up onlv ns necessary by the enforcement of a 

minimum housing standards by-law. Recommended proposals for various 

aspects of the rehabilitation program are discussed in the following 

pages while the recommended timing and procedures for these proposals 

also appear in a later section. 

Car_Park!ng 

Basic recommendations on future car narking Provisions in 

the North End are: 

(a) Private off-street car parking space is most desirable and 

should be required for all new construction. 

(b) Parking space should be made available for dwellings lacking 

private parking space in the ratio of one space per dwelling. 

Various means for providing these narking spaces are described 

below, including on-street narking as warranted by street 

width and traffic conditions. The effective ratio would 

actually be somewhat increased by residents who do not own 

cars, which would provide for some two-car families, two- 

familv households and households with car-owning lodgers. 
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(c) An additional 25% parking should be available to allow 

for visitors and delivery vehicles. It is assutred that 

this v;ill be on-street narking and could be in locations 

where overnight parking is prohibited. 

The number and location of parking spaces should be shovm 

on each block plan or in its accomnanvinp description along with a 

statement of their adeciuacv in terms of the above recommendations. 

Shortages in any block may be. balanced against surpluses in adiacent 

blocks. 

There is a varietv of means, of varying costs and suitability, 

by which the required narking spaces are or can be provided in the 

North End. These include: 

(1) Rriva te_ Drivewavs (leading to side-yard, rear-vard or basement space) 

A substantial number of North End houses have a private (or 

shared) drivewav, usually with’ garage space for one car. Ihis 

is undoubtedly the most desirable type of parking space and 

should be required for all new houses. There are also a few 

houses without narking space whose lots could accommodate a 

drivewav . 

The existence of a driveway (or half of a shared drivewav) 

will normallv permit the storage of two cars (one behind 

the other) or more where the rear lot is large, a convenience 

for households owning more than one car. There rav also be 

some cases (though not manv because of the inconvenience) 

where extra spaces could be rented to neighbours lacking 

parking space. Single driveways should normallv onlv be 

counted as one space when calculating parking provisions 

per block. 

(2) Re_ar_ Lanes 

Rear lanes could be provided relativelv easilv in some North 

End blocks and would provide most houses with two or more 

potential narking spaces each. Interested householders could 

rent extra parking or garage space to neighbours lacking 

parking space. 



There ore many blocks, however, In which rear lanes cnnnot 

readily be nrovlded or would be of limited advantage due 

to the particular pattern of property ownership. Other 

problems include the considerable cost of land acouisition, 

the cost of paving and drainage, the objections of residents 

to loss of nropertv (particularly in some cases where lots 

are already limited in size) and possible problems of 

maintenance and snow clearance. Despite these factors, rear 

lanes are considered to be the most desirable and annropriate 

means for providing additional parking space in the North End 

in those blocks where they can be effectively and conveniently 

provided. In the three typical blocks discussed later, rear 

lanes are considered appropriate in two cases . 

It is therefore recommended that rear lanes be provided 

wherever they are found to be feasible on the basis of detailed 

plans for each block and where they have the general support 

of the block residents. Where there is considerable opposition 

to the proposed rear lanes, such that acquisition of the 

right-of-way would involve several cases of expropriation, 

it is recommended that implementation be postponed for perhaps 

three years to allow for changes in public attitudes (possibly 

prompted by increasing car ownership and restrictions on off- 

street parking). The number of blocks in which rear lanes 

are provided will depend on many factors including the 

attitudes of local residents and civic officials and the 

degree of overall parking shortage. 

Public Parking Lots 

Public parking lots have been considered for the North End, 

both at the rear of buildings or next to the street, and could 

provide a generous number of parking spaces. They are not 

recommended, however, for a number of reasons. Civic officials 

dislike them due to the difficulties and costs of snow 



clearing, cleaning, maintenance and policing. There is 

concern that these lots would be used as dumping grounds 

for junk and abandoned cars. It is believed that residents 

would not like the considerable walking distance from rear 

lots and might not use them at all at night, particularly 

if they were not well lighted. VTiile lots at the street 

line would be more convenient, thev would also be unsightly 

unless carefully screened and would occupy land better suited 

to new housing. 

» 

The imposition of rents for space in parking lots would cause 

more administrative and policing work than is -justified and 

would encourage continued on-street parking. On the other 

hand, the provision of free parking lots for North End 

residents is a costly precedent which the Citv cannot afford 

to follow in the many other oider areas of the Citv and could 

therefore cause justifiable resentment. The last and most 

serious concern is that parking spaces in public parking lots 

are much less satisfactory than private parking spaces adjacent 

to individual houses, where policing and supervision problems 

are eliminated, where car engines can be heated in winter 

•and where owners can erect garages if they wish. It is believed 

that car-users would prefer on-street parking to public 

parking lots. 

On-Street Parking 

The most serious fault of on-street parking is the increased 

danger of accidents, particularly for busy streets; it is 

also unattractive, is certainly less convenient than private 

parking space and interferes with traffic movement. On the 

other hand, on-street parking is an accepted custom in 

Hamilton, usually on both sides of local streets. Furthermore, 

it is convenient for the user and raises no additional problems 

of extra costs, policing, lighting, etc. Difficulties with 

snow clearing can be partially alleviated by allowing parking 



on one side only, and alternating sides regularlv (nrobablv 

twice per month). It should also be recognized that there 

mav be some public resistance to a reduction in permissible 

parking, i.e. from, both sides to one side only, since there 

appears to be public satisfaction with the existing situation 

and since the proposed road improvements will considerably 

reduce the volume of traffic on local streets. 

In consideration of the comments above, it is recommended 

that limited on-street parking be permitted in the North End. 

Overnight parking should preferably be restricted to one side 

only of local streets and prohibited on arterial and collector 

streets (as defined on Map 6). Short-term parking to 

accommodate the 25% visitor requirements could be allowed 

on both sides of streets where their width is generous and 

where traffic would not be restricted. 

It should be noted that the "Minimum Property Standards for 

Existing Fesidential Buildings", published by the Central 

Mortgage and Housing Corporation, states that, "Subject to 

municipal requirements on-street parking mav be acceptable." 

Front-Yard Parking 

This is not normally an acceptable method of parking and 

should only be considered where building set-backs are 

relatively generous (at least 20 feet), where the parking 

space has a good quality surface and where some screening 

can be provided. Though there are already a few instances 

of front-yard parking in the North End, it is recommended 

that it be prohibited except in special situations. 

Private Re nt al_ P ark in £ 

There are already a few instances in the North End where 

owners of relatively large properties have two or more garages 

or parking spaces, some of which could be, or already are, 

rented to neighbours who lack private parking space. The 



provision of rear Lines would nrovide an onnortunitv for 

this beneficial practice to be greatly increased. Further¬ 

more, the clearance of dilapidated buildings and the block 

planning program will result in occasional small parcels 

of land becoming available which are unsuitable for housing 

but could be used for parking or gardening. 

This private ownership of rental narking snac.es would 

eliminate the supervision and maintenance problems associated 

with public narking lots. Tt is therefore recommended that 

North End residents be permitted and encouraged to provide 

extra narking and garage space for rent subject to normal 

restrictions on location, access, quality of construction 

and drivewav surfacing. In the analysis of narking nrovisions 

in each block nlan, it is suggested that 50% of the potential 

'extra' narking spaces could be considered as nublie snaces 

for rent. 

Snot Clearance 

Public action to remove blighting buildings and uses from 

North End residential areas is one of the necessarv carts of this 

scheme. It is therefore recommended that all houses and other major 

buildings which are in such noor condition that they cannot economically 

be rehabilitated should be acouired and demolished. The same recommen¬ 

dation applies to industrial uses which are found to be seriouslv 

detrimental to the residential environment. For the nurnoses of the 

concent plan and cost analysis it was assumed that all buildings 

judged to be in "poor’ condition on the basis of the external survey 

described previously (see Man 5) would be acquired and cleared. The 

industries for which clearance was also assumed are indicated on 

Map 20, "Proposed Land Acnuisition". 

The assumptions made for the nurnoses of the concept nlan 

must be thoroughly reviewed and reconsidered during the preparation of 
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block plans. Precise proposals for clearance should be determined 

from interior inspections and negotiations with owners and occupants 

(as outlined under 'Procedures") while the building standards upon 

which the feasibility of rehabilitation and the need for clearance 

should be based are discussed in following pages. The detailed block 

plans to be prepared may also indicate, with accompanvinp substantiation, 

the need for clearance of certain buildinps for planninp reasons. 

It is anticipated that numerous chanpes from the tentative 

proposals of the concent plan will be justified bv the interior 

inspections and the preparation of block plans. 

Re-Use of Cleared_Lnnd 

The recommended re-use for all available cleared land in the 

North End within the desipnated rehabilitation areas is residential. 

It in recommended that single, semi-detached and row houses and 

duplexes be permitted, since these tvpes are considered fullv com¬ 

patible with the existing housing types and would be permitted by the 

existing "D" zoning regulations. 

The minimum lot areas and frontages required bv the existing 

zoning by-laws are as follows: 

"I)" Zone 

Singles Tw_o-_Fami ly Row Multiples 

Minimum Width (ft.) AO 60 90 Not permitted. 

Minimum Area (sq.ft.) A,000 7,000 3,000 each 

To provide for the fullest possible use of available land and 

for the maximum supnlv of new housing consistent with reasonable 

standards, it is recommended that the following minimum standards for 

small and isolated parcels of land be used as a guide in the preparation 

of block plans. The development of such lots which do not meet usual 

zoning regulations should, however, be subject to approval of con¬ 

struction plans; particular attention should be paid to adequate off- 

street parking and it is anticipated that houses on these smaller than 

normal lots will usuallv be two storeys in height in order to provide 

a reasonable amount of yard space. 



Recommended Minimum Lot Standards 

Semi- 

Single Duplex Detached Row 

Minimum Frontage (ft.) 30 45 55 75 

Minimum Area (sq . f t. ) 2,500 4,500 5,000 2,250 per uni 

Some reduction of the front, side and rear yard requirements 

of the zoning by-law is also recommended for special cases. It should 

be noted that all deviations from the reouirements of the zoning by-law 

are, of course, subject to the approval of the Committee of Adjustment. 

The proposed reduction in minimum site recmirements for 

single-familv houses has already been approved bv the Hamilton Urban 

Renewal Committee (Resale of Lands Sub-Committee) in their Februarv 8, 

1967 recommendation: 

’’that isolated lots or parcels of land between other 

houses may be used as building lots that have a 30 to 

40-foot frontage and have a minimum lot area of 

2,500 so.ft..." 

Typic al B1 o ck_ P_1 a ns 

Three typical "Block Plans' have been prepared to illustrate 

the application of the above recommendations, examples of the maps 

of "Existing Conditions" and "Proposed Land Acquisition" which should 

accompany each block plan have also been prepared and are all included 

on Map 13. These block plans are intended as illustrative examples 

onlv: they are based only on preliminary judgements of building 

conditions and may also be subject to change after negotiations v:ith 

residents and further review of such matters as parking, minimum lot 

sizes, etc. Though the examples refer to actual blocks, the street 

names and propertv numbers have been omitted since precise identification 

is unnecessary. Some other details have also been omitted from the 

examples in the interests of simplicity. Points of particular interest 

on the typical block plans are discussed below along with items not 

fully expressed by the plans. 
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Block 60. The provision of a rear lane in this block 

is relatively simple although it requires the clearance 

of one house which is in satisfactory condition. In 

one case, near the southeast corner, an exchange of 

land is proposed which would provide access for parking 

for one homeowner. 

The lane provides access to twentv-four existing properties 

which previously lacked private off-street parking and 

leaves only one house still lacking in this regard. 
» 

Block 32. The provision of a rear lane in this block is 

not considered feasible. This proposal shows twenty houses 

without parking space, a shortage which must be overcome 

by on-street parking and, if necessary, by providing excess 

capacitv in adjacent blocks. 

There is a small house in this block which has been treated 

as a special case. It was originally purchased bv the 

partnership for potential spot clearance on the basis of 

its very small size and apparent poor condition. It has 

since been decided, however, that it can economically be 

rehabilitated and would provide suitable accommodation 

for two persons. It should therefore eventually be returned 

to private ownership. 

Block 44. The provision of the rear lane in this block 

would require the acquisition of the rear portion of four 

lots, two of which are already relatively small. Otherwise, 

the lane only occupies the sites of buildings proposed for 

clearance because of their substandard condition. The 

two parcels of land in the centre of the block which are 

not suitable for new housing could be offered for sale to 

local residents for gardening or parking purposes or for 

the enlargement of adjacent lots. 
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The demolition of a small house which is not in poor 

condition is proposed here to provide suitable lots for 

four semi-detached houses rather than for onlv two single 

houses. This tentative proposal should be carefully 

reviewed, after an interior inspection of the house con¬ 

cerned, in conjunction with the final block planning program. 

Construction Standards 

According to the provisions of Section 30a of The Planning 

Act (R.S.O. I960, c.296), the Council of a municipality mav pass a 

by-law 

"for prescribing standards for the maintenance and 

occunancv of residential proper tv ...(and) for requiring 

residential property below the standards prescribed 
in the by-law to be repaired and maintained to comply 

with the standards or the land thereof to be cleared 

of all buildings or structures and left in a graded 

and levelled condition." 

Such a by-law, known as the "Minimum Standards By-law", has been 

completed and extensively reviewed by Hamilton city staff and officials 

and has been adopted by City Council (January 9, 1968) but has not yet 

been approved by the Ontario Municipal Board. The Council has placed 

the administration of the by-law under the direction of the Building 

Commissioner. 

It is recommended that the minimum standards by-law for 

Hamilton should be the "minimum" standard for all North End housing 

and should serve as a reference for estimating the cost of "needed" 

repairs. It should be emphasized, however, that such a by-law should 

be applied and enforced with some discretion and some sense of social 

conscience, i.e. the overly literal interpretation of imprecisely 

defined standards should be avoided and persons with limited financial 

means should be permitted to carry out needed repairs on a regular 

program over a period of several years. 

Standards for existing houses are also prescribed by Central 

Mortgage and Housing Corporation (entitled "Minimum Troperty Standards 
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for Existing Residential Buildings") and are generally similar to 

their requirements for new housing. These standards are considerably 

higher than the "minimum" standards referred to above and are actually 

representative of the "desirable" standards which should be encouraged 

in the North End. Estimates of the cost of "desirable" repairs should 

be based on these standards. 

It should be noted that the Hamilton Building By-law (No. A797) 

prescribes requirements for new buildings and should also be applied 

in the usual manner in the North End. 

I 

It i8 recommended that Hamilton urban renewal and building 

department inspection staff cooperatively develop an inspection pro¬ 

cedure enabling them to determine: 

(a) the necessary repairs and improvements for each house to 

complv with "minimum" standards, 

(b) the approximate costs of such needed repairs and improvements, 

(c) the nature and approximate cost of the further improvements 

necessary for individual houses to complv with "desirable" 
standards. 

Recommendations on clearance versus rehabilitation should be based on 

the cost estimates of needed repairs (item "b" above). Where estimated 

costs are relatively high (such as over 50% of the market value) 

demolition would be -justified. Where estimated costs are relatively 

low, rehabilitation is obviously -justified and can be enforced, to 

the extent of carrying out the "needed" repairs, under the provisions 

of the minimum standards by-law. 

There will be, however, a middle range for which an arbitrary 

decision is not desirable; these are houses for which the cost 

estimates of "needed" repairs range from, for example, about 30% to 

50% of market value. In these cases, the decision should reflect the 

desire of the owners to participate in extensive repairs or their 

preference to accept the market value of their inadequate buildings. 

Discussions with the owners of these houses will therefore be necessary 

whether these discussions occur before or after the initial preparation 

of block plans will depend on the procedures chosen by the partnership. 
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Financial Assistance 

The Intent of this rehabilitation program is to induce home¬ 

owners to carry out house repairs, despite the high cost of such 

repairs and the fact that they have previously been neglected, probably 

due to either financial inability or disinclination. In either case, 

financial assistance would be conducive to rehabilitation. Several 

possible forms of financial assistance for private rehabilitation are 

discussed below although some of the proposals are not recommended for 

Hamilton nor are some of them currently authorized by legislation. 

Direct financial assistance for private house rehabilitation 

could be provided by any of several methods including direct monetary 

grants, tax abatements, relief from assessment increases due to rehab¬ 

ilitation measures and loans at particularly favourable terms. These 

aids could be offered for carrying out certain urgent repairs or for 

meeting certain housing standards and could be made contingent on 

matching contributions of cash or labour by homeowners. 

Direct financial assistance has the advantage of directly 

alleviating the financial burden on owners: enabling the City (on behalf 

of the partnership) to emphasize certain aspects of rehabilitation which 

homeowners may overlook, i.e. the improvement of the external appearance 

of houses and, finally, providing the incentive for relatively rapid 

progress with rehabilitation. However, assistance of this nature is 

inequitable to some extent in that it indirectly imposes an extra burden 

on those homeowners who have kept their houses in good repair. For this 

reason, direct financial assistance should either be quite limited in 

amount and subject to strict conditions or it should be applied univer- 

sally, i.e. to all homeowners who meet specified conditions. 

Some form of direct financial assistance would greatly encourage 

rehabilitation and, it is believed, is absolutely necessary to achieve a 

significant improvement in some houses. However, the City of Hamilton is 

currently in the position that its financial and borrowing ability is 

limited and there are many other high-priority demands on its resources 
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O ncluding the Implementation of this find tvTo other urhfin renewal schemes). 

Furthermore, the North End has already benefited from, or will soon 

benefit from, a more generous share of public improvements than 

other areas of Hamilton. For this reason, it is considered that the 

City should not attempt to provide grants or loans for rehabilitation 

at the present time. This conclusion is applicable onlv to the North 

End and onlv in Hamilton's current situation; under other circumstances 

some form of direct financial assistance would be strongly recommended 

as the most effective (and in some cases the onlv) means of attaining 

a satisfactory degree of rehabilitation. 

The above recommendation against direct financial grants was 

reached only with some regret since the somewhat less than full success 

of the rehabilitation program must therefore be accepted. However, 

the only alternative would be the provision of grants by agencies 

other than the City. 

Rehabilitation loans with provision for deferred repayment 

would be a useful and less costlv form of financial assistance, 

particularly for elderly homeowners with limited Incomes. Such loans 

could be applied as liens on the property concerned, at moderate rates 

of interest, to be repaid only when the property is sold. This would 

provide the required assistance to the homeowners, subject to appropriate 

restrictions, and would enable the Citv to recoup its money at a later 

date. 

Assistance somewhat similar to the above proposal is currently 

provided bv the Ontario Housing Corporation, by which elderly homeowners 

with limited fixed incomes who are displaced by urban renewal may 

obtain HOME lots with the payments for the land deferred during the 

owner's lifetime or until sole of the property. 

City loans for required house repairs could be made, according 

to the provisions of Section 30b of The Planning Act (R.S.O. 1960, 

c.296), as follows: 
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"When a by-law under section 30n (l.e. Hamilton's 

Minimum Standards By-law) is in force...the council... 

mav pass a by-law for providing for the making of loans 

to the...owners of lands...to pay for the whole or anv 

part of the cost of the repairs required to be done... 
on such terms as the council may prescribe." 

"The amount of any loan... topether with interest... 
may be added by the clerk...to the collector's roll 

and collected in like manner as municipal taxes over 
a period...not exceeding five vears, and such amount 

and interest shall, until payment thereof, be a lien 

or charge upon the land..." 

The previous comments on grants applv also to the various 

forms of loans, both in terms of their desirability and of the in¬ 

ability of the City to provide them unless funds could be obtained 

wholly from some other source. 

Other forms of financial assistance for rehabilitation are 

limited, particularly since loans at current interest rates are of 

little real assistance to homeowners whose basic nroblem is limited 

income. However, three types of loans which are currently available 

are discussed below. 

Loans for the purchase, refinancing, sale or improvement of 

existing homes in urban renewal areas are available under the terms 

of the National Housing Act. A loan may not exceed 83% of the lending 

value, which is the current market value plus an allowance for any 

proposed rehabilitation. Also, the maximum loan for a house is $18,000 

and for a multiple-familv apartment dwelling is $12,000 for each unit. 

Finally, as a general guide, payments on the loan and for municipal 

taxes should not exceed 27% of the owner's annual income. The repay¬ 

ment period may not exceed the expected useful life of the building 

or twenty-five years, whichever is the lesser. The monthly payments 

on a maximum loan of $18,000 (assuming 8*5% interest, a term of 

twenty-five years and taxes of $30 per month) would be about $175 per 

month which would require a minimum annual income of about $7,800 

per year. 
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Loans for the purchase of existing houses v;hich are not 

within urban renewal areas arc also available under the National 

Housing Act. These loans are available onlv to borrowers who intend 

to purchase and cccunv a single-detached house, a duplex or a unit 

of a semi-detached dwelling or row housing. Borrowers must also 

agree to carry out repairs or improvements, valued at a minimum of 

$1,000 of which part may be contributed through work done by the new 

owner. The maximum amount of loan is limited to $10,000 and to 95% 

of the lending value of the house (the lesser of the market value 

or the actual purchase price of the dwelling as improved). The 

repayment term mav not exceed the estimated remaining life of the 

property and will usually be twenty-five years but, in some circum¬ 

stances, may be extended to thirty-five vears. 

The two types of loans described above are restricted to 

houses which meet, or will meet after proposed repairs or improvements 

are completed, the NHA minimum standards. These standards, specified 

in "NHA Minimum Property Standards for Existing Residential Buildings", 

are relativelv stringent end are generally similar to NHA standards 

for new housing. Many North End houses whose rehabilitation is 

desirable would thus be ineligible for loans unless extensive improve¬ 

ments were immediately undertaken. 

"Home Improvement Loans" are authorized by Section 24 of 

the National Housing Act under which CMHC can give a limited guarantee 

to banks on loans for additions, repairs or alterations to existing 

houses. These loans are generally similar to conventional bank loans. 

They may be for amounts up to $4,000, repavable over a period of up 

to ten years and at a maximum interest rate of 6%. (Due to recent 

changes in current interest rates, these loans may not be available 

at this rate.) The monthly repayment charges for a $4,000 loan over 

a ten-year period would be about $50 per month. 
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The effectiveness of these loans will be circutrscribed by 

the ability and willingness of owners to incur new or additional 

debts and the accompanying repayments. In view of the substantial 

improvements required for many houses, the monthly repayments would be 

considerable, particularly in view of the below-average incomes of 

the residents of the North End ($5,255 annual average per household 

compared to $6,115 for all city households). Furthermore, all available 

evidence suggests that most homeowners in older residential areas such 

as the North End prefer a gradual program of improvements, often using 

their own labour and in keeping with their own financial resources. 

This was one of the main conclusions of the Toronto study referred to 

in Appendix 13 and is generally corroborated by the findings of the 

survey of dwellings carried out in the Hamilton York Street Urban 

Renewal Scheme Area and bv the experience of Hamilton urban renewal 

officials. For these several reasons, the various forms of loans 

referred to above are expected to be of limited usefulness. 

Rehabilitation Information Program 

Comprehensive information and technical advice concerning 

all aspects of rehabilitation should be freely available to North End 

residents. A conveniently accessible project office should be main¬ 

tained within the Area for informal visits by residents. Technical 

staff should be available at thi9 site office for personal discussions. 

A summary of the topics which should be covered and the 

type of information which should be available at public meetings and 

from the project office - by discussion and by pamphlet - appears 

below: 
* 

(1) General information on the North End urban renewal program. 

This should include complete maps and block plans plus 

schedules of proposed public actions (such as the construction 

of new roads and sewers and the clearance of dilapidated 

buildings) to indicate the extent of proposed community 

action to improve the neighbourhood. 
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(2) General information on the rehabilitation program, parti¬ 

cularly as to the buildings for which rehabilitation is 

pronosed. There may be instances of owner oblections to 

the proposals for particular houses, in which cases the 

proposals should he fully explained and possibly recon¬ 

sidered. 

(3) Technical information on building construction and desip,n. 

This should include a description of proposed rehabilitation 

standards, distinguishinp between the "minimum" standards 

which can be legally enforced and the "desirable" standards 

which are voluntary or are required only for special cases 

such as for an NHA loan. 

Architectural and construction advice should be available 

including estimates of costs for particular items of work; 

the observations from interior inspections would be useful 

for discussions with homeowners. A list of reputable and 

interested contractors should also be provided. 

(A) Advice and general information on financial, legal and 

real estate matters. 

(5) Full information on the various types of financial assistance 

available, including home improvement loans, NHA guaranteed 

loans for the purchase, improvement or re-financinp of 

properties and any other financial assistance available. 

(6) Information on the possible effect of rehabilitation measures 

on tax assessments and tax levies. Minor improvements and 

repairs which would not result in an assessment increase 

should be listed plus estimates of the increase in annual 

tax levies resulting from various major improvements. 

It should be noted here that a comprehensive property re¬ 

assessment is contemplated for the city, which would very 
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substantially increase the assessment of most properties. 

This would, of course, be accompanied by a proportionate 

decrease in the mill rate. However, it is thought that 

present North End assessments are relatively low on a 

comparative basis which means that re-assessment on an 

equal city-wide basis would result in disproportionately 

large assessment increases and some increase in annual 

taxes for North End property owners. These increases, if 

they occur within the next few years, are likely to be 

attributed’ by many residents to the direct or indirect 

effects of rehabilitation and may thus discourage further 

rehabilitation. 

A simple explanatory pamphlet discussing the above matters 

should be prepared and widely distributed. It could, for 

example, be included with the tax bill. 

(7) Information on the costs and requirements for connecting 

existing private drains to the new separate sanitary and 

storm sewers whose installation is proposed for some resi¬ 

dential streets. The existing situation in most cases is 

that all sanitary wastes plus the discharge from basement 

drains and roof gutter downspouts are carried by a single 

private sewer connection to the public combined sewer. When 

new separate sewers are installed, homeowners will be required 

to install appropriate new private connections to them. In 

some fortunate cases the original combined sewer connection 

can be retained to serve as one of the new separate connections 

but, in any case, the cost will be considerable. The Council 

has discussed possible financial assistance for these new 

private sewer connections, but has as yet made no decision. 

(8) Information on the proposed tree-planting program. It is 

recommended that the City plant 8-foot to 12-foot high trees 

in prime locations where property owners have requested trees 
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and will undertake to protect and water them and that larger 

trees, of 2-inch to A-inch trunk diameter, be planted on 

public property in need of landscaping, i.e. as screening 

along the Perimeter Road and in the new Waterfront Park. 
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3. PROPOSED roads and utilities 

A coordinated program of improvements to road surfaces and 

utilities is described in the following text and maps. Some of the pro¬ 

posals are based only on preliminary plans and on general discussions 

with Hamilton Engineering Department staff rather than on final engin¬ 

eering plans since these are not yet available. The cost figures and 

the details of proposals will therefore be subject to modification when 

the final plans can be prepared. In some cases, cost "allowances" are 

given and are only intended to serve, in lieu of estimates, as an indi¬ 

cation of expected substantial costs. 

The approximate costs given here are considered appropriate 

at this stage, provided of course that fully detailed plans and cost 

estimates are prepared by the City and included in its application to 

the senior members of the partnership for financial assistance with the 

implementation of the scheme. 

Roads 

The road construction, reconstruction and improvements proposed 

in the first-phase plan are illustrated on Map 14 and described below. 

There are also several street closings proposed as part of various pro¬ 

posals (such as the Perimeter Road or the James Street Commercial Project). 

Finally, the disposition of the portion of John Street just north of 

Simcoe Street, which is not within the Neighbourhood Centre, should be 

considered in the Block Planning Program and should probably be incorpo¬ 

rated into the adjacent school site. 

Project A - Perimeter Road 

The Perimeter Road was proposed to provide an alternative route 

for the present heavy truck and through auto traffic on the residential 

streets of the North End. It consists of a four-lane arterial road with 

channelization of left turns and a central median where possible. The 

proposed alignment and right-of-way illustrated on Maps 12 and 14 re¬ 

spectively are considered to be desirable in providing adequate traffic 
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capacity and convenience while minimizing cost and house clearance. 

However, further engineering studies and the preparation of final engin¬ 

eering plans, now underway, may dictate the need for some modifications, 

particularly in the vicinity of Bay and Macnab Streets and along 

Wellington Street. 

The estimated construction cost of the Perimeter Road is shown 

as $1,700,000, although this estimate and the functional plan on which 

it was based are now being reviewed by the Hamilton Engineering Depart¬ 

ment. 

i 

Project E - Dock Road 

This road is to serve as an alternative to local residential 

streets for truck traffic generated by the docks to the north and should 

be complemented by regulations and signs prohibiting through truck 

traffic from all North End routes except this Dock Road, the Industrial 

Road and the Perimeter Road. 

A two-lane industrial type of road with 28 feet of pavement 

is proposed along a right-of-way which includes portions of Ferguson 

and Guise Streets plus a 100-foot strip along the northern border of 

Eastwood Park (to allow for the roadway and the proposed railway spur 

line to the Centennial Dock). A turning bay should be provided near 

James Street for the convenience of trucks. 

The Dock Road alignment illustrated on Hap 12 is schematic 

since engineering plans have not been prepared. Also, an estimate of 

the construction cost is not available yet; therefore, an amount of 

$160,000 is shown in the cost analysis, which is an increase of 30% over 

the estimate given in the 1963 redevelopment plan. 

Project P - Waterfront Road 

This road is proposed to provide access to the waterfront de¬ 

velopment and to form part of a possible future waterfront scenic drive. 

A two-lane road with 28 feet of pavement is proposed, extending from the 
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end of the existing pavement near the Leander Boat Club to an inter¬ 

section with the Industrial Road. The other half of a possible future 

Waterfront Parkway can be constructed at a later date. The details of 

this road and the development plan for the entire waterfront area are 

to be the subject of future negotiations between the City, the private 

developer and the Harbour Commission. For this reason, neither detailed 

plans nor cost estimates for the Waterfront Road are available now. 

An amount of $100,000 is proposed as a "pro-forma" indication of possible 

costs, of which it is assumed that half should be borne by the private 

developer. 

Project 0 - Industrial Road 

This road is proposed to provide access to the industrial 

area to the west and to the waterfront development area. A two-lane 

industrial road with a 40-foot width of pavement is considered necessary 

although other details are, as in the case of the Waterfront Road, still 

to be negotiated with the private developer, who should also bear half 

of the costs. Again in lieu of an estimate of construction costs, an 

amount of $100,000 is indicated as an allowance (with the partnership’s 

share being $50,000). 

Street and Sidewalk Reconstruction 

A major component of the overall concept plan is a coordinated 

program of sewer replacements, improvements or replacements as necessary 

for all other utility lines, including the underground installation of 

hydro-electric and telephone lines where feasible, followed by the re¬ 

construction of streets and sidewalks. Due to the magnitude of this 

proposal, the limited financial capacity of the City and the fact that 

many of the sewer and other utility replacements are not required imme¬ 

diately, it is proposed that the first-phase program should include 

only those streets where new major utility lines are a necessity. Thus, 

the streets proposed for reconstruction, as illustrated on Hap 14, are 

mainly those where new sewers must be installed. The exceptions are 

portions of James and Burlington Streets, where the basic need is for 
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a new major water main although the installation of new sewers in con¬ 

junction with the proposed commercial development on James Street is 

also desirable. 

An "allowance" of $200,000 is provided for this first-phase 

road reconstruction program. 

Block Planning Program 

This program is expected to include the provision of rear lanes 

and/or other off-street parking facilities, as fully described in the 

preceding section’. A very approximate estimate of the costs involved for 

land acquisition, paving, drainage and other costs was shown in the 

concept plan as $250,000 and was based on the assumption that most of 

the required land would be provided through the clearance of substandard 

properties and that off-street parking facilities are not feasible or 

not required in many of the blocks. The portion of this cost allocated 

to the first phase is 75% or $187,500. 

Sewers 

The potential construction of new separate sanitary and storm 

sewers along any street raises two serious problems: first, there is 

the considerable cost to abutting property owners of installing the 

necessary new and separate connections from within their buildings to 

the publicly installed sewer connections at the street line while the 

second problem is the timing of the sewer construction in relation to 

adjacent redevelopment. Obviously the most desirable timing is simul¬ 

taneous, coordinated sewer installation and adjacent redevelopment 

although this is seldom possible due to the random location and timing 

of redevelopment projects. Installation of new sewers prior to adjacent 

redevelopment involves the expense and nuisance of installing and then 

abandoning the connections to buildings which are soon demolished and 

also requires cutting through the new road surface for some of the new 

connections. On the other hand, installation of new sewers after rede¬ 

velopment is only possible where the existing sewers and road surfaces 

are adequate for the interim period. 
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The proposed program of sewer replacements has been chosen, in 

light of the above considerations, to coincide with proposed redevelop¬ 

ment or is restricted as much as possible to streets for which no re¬ 

development is proposed either in the first or later phases of the plan. 

Map 15, "Proposed Sewers", illustrates the proposed first-phase abandon¬ 

ments, improvements and replacements of the North End sewer system. The 

following items are included: 

(1) a new large storm sewer along Macnab Street to serve the Civic 

Square redevelopment and to replace the inadequate trunk sewer on 

* 
James Street; 

(2) the sub-trunk sanitary sewer system as originally proposed for 

the 1963 redevelopment plan. Most of this sub-trunk sewer will 

be a deep tunnel; 

(3) new trunk sewers along the Waterfront Parkway. It is proposed 

that 50% of their cost (plus the entire cost of local sewers 

within the private "Waterfront Apartments" project) should be 

borne by the private developers. 

(4) a new pumping station to replace the existing inadequate station 

on Strachan Street West which will be subject to greatly in¬ 

creased flows by the proposed waterfront development plus a 

new sanitary pressure main from this pumping station along the 

Industrial Road to Macnab Street (it is proposed that the cost 

of this be shared 50% by the City, 25% by the partnership and 25% 

by the private developers of the Waterfront Apartments project, 

based on the areas which this pumping plant serves); 

(5) local storm and sanitary sewers, as shown on the map. 

These proposals are all based on only preliminary discussions 

since plans and cost estimates are not available. An allowance of 

$850,000 is shown for the sub-trunk sanitary sewer, based on the estimate 

in the 1963 redevelopment plan but with 30% added for cost increases in 
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the interim. An allowance of $1,200,000 is provided for the remainder 

of the first-phase sewer program. 

Water Mains 

Hie first-phase plan proposes the following changes to North 

End water mains, as illustrated on Map 16: 

(1) minor changes, extensions and improvements to the existing plant 

due to street closings and adjacent new development; 

(2) new trunk water mains to service the waterfront development (half 

their cost should be borne by the private developer, plus the 

entire cost of local water mains within the Waterfront Apartments 

project); 

(3) new water mains along James and Burlington Streets to service 

the proposed commercial-residential development; 

(A) cleaning and lining of the existing water mains on the streets 

which are to be reconstructed. 

An allowance of $200,000 is proposed for the partnership's 

share of the costs of this work. 

Gas Lines 

Major changes to the gas lines in the North End are required 

by the sewer installation and road reconstruction program since it was 

proposed, as part of the concept plan, that all underground utilities 

be improved at the same time. To avoid future damage to new street 

surfaces, many gas lines must be relocated to the side of the streets. 

A number of changes to the existing network of gas mains are also neces 

sitated by the street closures and building demolitions proposed for th 

first-phase program. The existing gas lines to remain and to be aban¬ 

doned, plus the proposed relocated lines and the easements required, 

are shown on Map 17, "Proposed Gas Lines". 
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Under the terms of a long-standing (1905) franchise with the 

City, United Gas Limited is responsible for the cost of changes to its 

gas mains as required by improvements to road surfaces. However, it is 

established practice that the costs of gas-main relocation are shared 

on a 50%-50% basis for improvements to highway-railway grade separations 

and for major highway improvements or relocation while the gas company 

receives 80% assistance with the costs of required relocations for new 

highway-railway grade separations. 

It is proposed that United Gas Limited should be reimbursed 

for the costs of gas-main abandonment and relocation according to the 

usual urban renewal practice (despite the provisions of the franchise 

with the City) since the proposed relocations are unusually extensive 

and are intended mainly to prevent future damage to new city street 

surfaces. Details of this proposal for cost-sharing are as follows: 

(1) Direct costs for the disconnection of existing services and the 

abandonment of existing lines due to urban renewal requirements 

should be fully borne by the partnership. These costs are sub¬ 

stantial since all abandoned gas lines must thoroughly be purged 

of gas for safety reasons. 

(2) The costs of the required relocation of lines should be partially 

borne by the partnership, with the precise share to be negotiated 

and to be dependent on the age and condition of the lines being 

replaced. Since the existing lines are all in satisfactory con¬ 

dition, are in many cases relatively new, and since even the old 

lines have a long expected remaining life due to the "cathodic" 

protection applied to them, it has been assumed, for the purposes 

of preparing cost estimates, that the partnership's share of 

relocation costs will be 80%. 

(3) The cost of service connections to new customers and the cost 

of new mains required because of new customers should be borne 

entirely by the gas company. 
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Cost estimates are given below for the required abandonments 

and relocations of existing gas lines, based on current construction 

costs and including the entire cost of abandonments of lines and service 

connections plus 80% of the cost of relocation: 

Estimated Cost 

(a) Macnab and Stuart Streets - abandon and 

relocate 450 feet of 4-inch line $3,000 

(b) Strachan Street from Bay to James - 

abandon 850 feet of line 700 

(c) Simcoe Street from Macnab to James - 

abandon 450 .feet of 2-inch line 400 

(d) Macnab Street from Strachan to Burlington - 

abandon existing line and relocate 3,300 feet 

of 2-inch line 15,800 

(e) Guise Street from James to John - abandon and 

relocate 900 feet of 2-inch line 4,300 

(f) James Street from Picton to Guise - 

abandon and relocate 1,500 feet of 6-inch line 15,000 

(g) Wood Street near Hughson - abandon 250 feet 

of 2-inch line 200 

(h) Burlington Street - abandon and relocate 2,600 feet 

of 2-inch line and 1,000 feet of 4-inch line 19,100 

(i) Hughson Street south of Strachan - 

abandon 200 feet of 2-inch line 200 

(j) Wellington and Picton Street area - abandon 
350 feet of 2-inch line and provide an alternative 

200 feet of 2-inch line 1,100 

(k) Ferrie Street near Wellington - abandon and 

relocate 350 feet of 4-inch line and abandon 

100 feet of 2-inch line 21,000 

(l) Abandon approximately 150 service connections 4,500 

Total Estimated Cost $61,900 

The cost estimates given.above are based on the assumption 

that the Perimeter Road alignment will be as shown on the first-phase 

plan and that there will be no significant changes in grade which would 

interfere with the existing large gas mains under Wellington Street. 

Any change from these assumptions could considerably increase the esti¬ 

mated costs. 
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Hydro-Electric Lines 

The desirability of underground hydro-electric lines was 

discussed in the concept plan, along with the reasons why it is con¬ 

sidered feasible only in conjunction with redevelopment (or at least 

with redevelopment on one side of the street). 

The proposed changes are illustrated on Map 18, "Proposed 

Hydro Lines" and described below, along with cost estimates prepared 

by the Hamilton Hydro-Electric System. 

* Estimated Cost 

(1) Easements are to be provided on John Street, 

between Simcoe and Ferrie and between Picton 

and Macaulay, to permit the retention of the 

existing aerial lines 

(2) Abandonment and removal of the existing aerial 

lines on Macnab Street north of Burlington and 

the provision of an alternate underground line. 

An easement will be required. $ 3,238,00 

(3) Abandonment and removal of the existing aerial 

lines along James Street from Picton to Guise and 

along Guise Street from James to John plus the 
provision of an alternate underground line 

with the necessary connections to adjacent 

transformers and aerial lines. 

(James Street portion) 22,665.00 

(Guise Street portion) 8,645.00 

(4) Easements will be required on Bay Street near 

Strachan to permit keeping the existing aerial 

lines . 

(5) New underground lines soon to be installed on 

Wellington and Ferrie Streets in connection 

with the widening of Burlington Street to the 

east of the North End are not included in this 

urban renewal scheme. 

(6) The removal of existing aerial lines and their 

replacement with underground cable along the 

Perimeter Road from Ferrie to Bay Streets. 

(7) The removal of existing aerial lines, their 
replacement with new underground cables (and 

the necessary connections to nearby aerial 

lines to remain in use) along the Industrial 

Road between Bay Street and the Waterfront 
Road. 

(8) Abandonment and removal of the existing aerial 
lines on Catharine Street between Brock and 
Guise. 

46,422.00 

8,800.00 

125.00 
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Estimated Cost 

(9) The installation of underground hydro lines 

along the Waterfront Road. The estimated extra 

cost refers only to the difference between the 

costs of underground and aerial cables. 

(Estimated extra cost only) $15,360.00 

(10) The possible provision of new hydro lines 

along the Dock Road is not considered part 
of this urban renewal scheme. 

(11) The cost of street lighting facilities has 

in the past been borne by the Hamilton 

Hydro-Electric System with the City paying 

an annual fee for their use sufficient to 

amortize their original cost over a period 
of years. In effect, the construction costs 

of street lights are borne by the City. It 

is proposed', however, that the street 

lighting facilities to be installed along 

the new roads in the North End be considered 

part of the road construction costs and have 

their costs shared in the same manner. 

Estimated costs for providing new street 

lighting facilities are as follows: 

Perimeter Road (and Wellington Street) 

(from Bay to Burlington) 

Dock Road (from Burlington to John) 

7,920.00 

2,475.00 

Waterfront Road (from Industrial Road to 

Leander Boat Club) 3,217.00 

Industrial Road (from Bay Street to the 
Waterfront Road) 1,485.00 

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $120,352.00 

All cost estimates are based on current construction costs 

including engineering costs. It is also assumed that installation will 

be coordinated with road reconstruction so that there will be no costs 

involved for road restoration. 

Finally, it is the policy of the urban renewal partnership to 

pay only for the depreciated value of lines which have to be removed 

plus the incremental cost of placing new lines underground (i.e. the 

costs over and above those of new aerial lines). The cost estimates 

given above are based on the assumption that existing aerial lines are 

now in good condition and of the same value as new lines. In cases 

where existing lines are not in good condition, the partnership’s share 

of the costs of new lines must be subject to negotiation at the time of 

implementation. 
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Telephone Lines 

The concept plan proposed that the main telephone lines along 

street rights-of-way should be placed underground in conjunction with 

street reconstruction, that the existing aerial lines in rear yards be 

retained and that new connections be placed underground where feasible. 

The following program has been determined in accordance with this 

principle and the first-phase street reconstruction program already 

specified. The details of the program are shown on Map 19, "Proposed 

Telephone Lines" while the approximate costs are as follows: 

i 

Approximate Cost 

(1) Macnab Street from Murray to Guise: 

Removal of existing aerial plant and replacement 

with a complete underground system including 

rearrangements to existing buried cables. 

(2) Catharine Street north of Brock: 

Removal of existing aerial facilities and 

replacement with underground facilities. 

(3) Dock Road (extension of Ferguson Avenue north 

of Burlington): 

Burial of existing facilities and provision 

of a conduit for future reinforcement to this 

dock area. 

(4) Hughson Street between Wood and Macaulay: 

This section involves the construction of two 

manholes and one section of conduit in addition 

to rearrangements at each end of the new under¬ 

ground section 13,000 

Total $50,100 

These cost figures are based on current construction costs 

and assume that all work can be coordinated with city road reconstruction, 

thus eliminating extra costs for road surface repairs. The cost estimates 

also assume that there will be no difficulty in obtaining the necessary 

rights-of-way on private property for underground connections. In cases 

where the full costs are not sharable by the partnership, such as the 

replacement of depreciated lines, the proportion to be borne by the 

partnership must be subject to negotiation. 

$25,600 

2,500 

9,000 
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Summary of First-Phase Road and Utility Costs 

The cost estimates and allowances described in the preceding 

pages are summarized in the following table. The total, which does 

not include property acquisition costs and includes only the partner¬ 

ship’s share of certain projects, is $4,442,300. 

Table 5 

First-Phase Road and Utility Costs 

Project 

A - Perimeter Road 

B - Block Planning Program 

E - Dock Road 

P - Waterfront Road 

Q - Industrial Road 

Street and Sidewalk Reconstruction 

Sub-trunk Sanitary Sewer 

Local Sewers (and Macnab Street Trunk) 

Water Mains 

Gas Lines 

Hydro Lines 

Telephone Lines 

Total 

including land acquisition costs. 

partnership’s share, as described in the preceding text. 

including the partnership’s share of sewers and a pumping station in 

the waterfront area and the proposed Macnab Street trunk sewer. 

Cost Estimate 

or Allowance 

$1,700,000 

187,5001 

160,000 

50,0002 

50,0003 

200,000 

850,000 

1,200,0003 

200,000 

61,900 

120,300 

50,100 

$4,829,800 
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4. FEASIBILITY OF PROPOSED USES 

The feasibility of proposed uses will be discussed here only 

in respect of projects on the sites recommended for acquisition by the 

partnership and redevelopment by private enterprise: namely, Projects C 

(the portion south of Burlington Street), Dl, FI, G and HI. All but 

one of these, namely Project G, involve residential development and 

Project G may be developed either as a combined residential-commercial 

project or entirely commercial. The feasibility of the residential 

projects will be discussed first, followed by the commercial develop¬ 

ment or component of development proposed for Site G. 

Except for Site C, all of the sites are of considerable size 

and potential redevelopment value. Accordingly it is recommended that 

they be made available for redevelopment by private enterprise by way 

of lease rather than sale. This follows the recommendation made in 

previous reports and the policy adopted by the City for the Civic 

Square. Another reason in favour of leasing rather than sale is the 

present unusually high rate of interest. Current apartment and commer¬ 

cial rents, although rising, have not yet caught up with the rise in 

interest rates, which are currently at 9% and over. There is conse¬ 

quently, for the time being, a disparity between income on the one hand 

and debt charges on the other which unduly reduces land values calcu¬ 

lated on the basis of residual income. Under these circumstances nego¬ 

tiations for the sale of land for redevelopment would be difficult and 

likely to result in a price which would either be too low or more or less 

arbitrary. 

Interest rates may and hopefully will sooner or later decline. 

Alternatively, and inevitably in response to housing demand and supply, 

rents will continue to rise. Agreements for the leasing of land can 

take account of this by providing for renegotiation or review of the 

ground rent at stated intervals in light of prevailing rents as well as 

operating and maintenance expenses, including taxes. Mortgages with a 

renegotiable rate of interest might also be of benefit to the partnership. 
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In the analysis of the feasibility of residential redevelop¬ 

ment which follows, except in respect of Project C, only the residual 

income attributable to the land is given, with no attempt to arrive at 

capitalized land values except for Project G. Moreover, two residuals 

are shown: one based on an interest rate of 7*5% together with an 

assumed rate of return of 10% on the developer’s equity, and the other 

based on an interest rate of 9% together with a return to the developer 

of 12%. The effect of the higher interest rate in increasing debt 

charges and reducing the residual income is clearly illustrated. In 

the case of urban renewal, the ground rent - and the implied value of 

the land - can be Written down correspondingly. In the case of ordinary 

development or redevelopment, where the market value of land tends to 

be given and is indeed rising, the higher interest rate can only be paid 

for out of higher rents. 

Residential Redevelopment - Project C (South of Burlington Street) 

Nine townhouses are proposed for this site. With 1,200 square 

feet of living space in two storeys and a part basement and garage 

below, they would cost an estimated $13,000 to build. Adding $4,000 for 

the value of the land and 15% profit to the builder on the total cost, 

the houses would sell for $19,500 each. A down payment of $3,500 would 

leave a mortgage of $16,000. At 7*5% interest and a term of thirty 

years, the monthly carrying charges would be $110.63; at 9% interest 

they would be $126.86. Property taxes at the current mill rate would 

be about $55 a month, but undoubtedly more by the time the houses are 

bought and occupied, and an allowance must also be made for heating, 

utilities and maintenance. Total costs would thus come to $225 a month 

or more. This is not excessive in terms of current housing costs, which 

are of course high. 

With a land value of $4,000 per unit, the value of the site 

if redeveloped as recommended would be $36,000. This is about $1.20 per 

square foot and 50% of the estimated acquisition and clearance costs. 
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Residential Redevelopment - Projects Dlt FI, G and HI 

The feasibility of the residential redevelopment proposed for 

these sites is analyzed in the following four tables. Table 6 shows 

gross estimated revenue. To simplify calculations, only one- and two- 

bedroom unit9 in about equal number are indicated in the apartment 

buildings, whereas the unit mix will probably include some bachelor and 

some three-bedroom units and can be left to the market judgement of the 

developer. All the row-houses in Projects FI and G are assumed to have 

three bedrooms. The low-density multiple housing proposed for Project HI 

will consist partly of two- and partly of three-bedroom unit9, although 

not necessarily in the 50-50 ratio indicated. 

Table 6 

Revenue Estimates - Gross 

Annual 

Project No. of Monthly Gross 

Site Units Rent Income Total 

Site Dl.: 1-bedroom 65 $145 $113,100 

2-bedroom 60 165 118,800 

Underground Parking 95 10 11,400 

$243,300 

Site FI: 1-bedroom 115 145 200,100 

2-bedroom 110 165 217,800 

3-bedroom 25 200 60,000 

Underground Parking 190 10 22,800 

500,700 

Site G: 1-bedrooin 115 145 200,100 

2-bedroom 110 165 217,800 

3-bedroom 25 200 60,000 

Underground Parking 190 10 22,800 

500,700 

Site HI: 2-bedroom 25 170 51,000 
3-bedroom 30 200 72,000 
Underground Parking A0 10 4,800 

127,800 

$1,372,500 

A survey of current rents was carried out in April 1968 in four 

areas of Metropolitan Hamilton: downtown; the Mountain; Dundas Street 

and the West End; and Burlington. Thirty-seven buildings containing 

over 3,800 apartments were surveyed, of which seventeen buildings with 

• over 1,200 apartments were downtown. The survey was not intended to be 
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representative of all apartments throughout the metropolitan area, but 

only of relatively new buildings with at least six storeys. 

As expected, rents downtown were found to be somewhat higher 

than in other areas, but the difference was less than the difference 

between individual buildings in each area. Rents in older buildings 

are of course lower and vacancies are also more likely to occur in them. 

Apartment starts in Hamilton have increased sharply in recent months 

compared to a year ago; nevertheless, in spite of some concern expressed 

during the survey of a possible over-supply, it is significant that 

rent increases of ,$5 to $10 a month are imminent in five of the buildings 

surveyed, containing 580 units. 

Rents for one-bedroom units were found to average $128 a 

month and for two-bedroom units $150 a month. Bachelor units were 

found only in downtown buildings, with rents averaging $115 a month. 

Only one of the downtown buildings had three-bedroom units, with very 

high rents; in the other areas, three-bedroom units accounted for 7.5% 

of the total, with rents averaging $170 a month. An addition of $20 

to $25 a month to the foregoing averages was assumed in Table 6, to 

allow for the fact that few of the proposed units will be available 

for rent within the next two or three years and most of them will be 

available only within the next four to six years. 

Underground parking is proposed for 75% of the units in each 

project, with a rent of $10 a month per space. 

Effective net income shown in Table 7 is the amount available 

to cover debt charges, pay ground rent and yield profit to the developer 

on his investment. An allowance of 5% of gross revenue from apartment 

rents is made to cover vacancy and credit losses. Operating and main¬ 

tenance expenses are taken at 40% of gross revenue; whereas formerly 

35% was considered adequate, the rise in property taxes as well as 

other expenses make 40% a more realistic figure notwithstanding that 

rents are also going up. Operating and maintenance expenses for under¬ 

ground parking garages are lower than for apartments, whereas vacancies 
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tend to be much higher. Each of these factors is taken at 25% of gross 

parking revenue. 

Table 7 

Effective Net Revenue 

Annual Vacancy 

Apartments 

Gross 
Revenue 

& Credit 

Loss 

5% 

25% 

Operating 

Costs 

40% 

25% 

Effective 
Net Revenue 

Site D1 $243,300 $11,595 
2,850 

$ 92,760 

2,850 $133,245 

Site FI 
i 

500,700 23,895 

5,700 

191,160 

5,700 274,245 

Site G 500,700 23,895 

5,700 

191,160 

5,700 274,245 

Site HI 172,800 6,150 

1,200 

49,200 

1,200 70,050 

$751,785 

Construction costs are estimated in Table 8 and depend on the 

size of the units and the cost per square foot of floor space. Assumed 

unit sizes are as follows: one-bedroom units - 640 square feet, and 

two-bedroom units - 835 square feet, plus a 15% allowance for non- 

rentable (i.e. gross versus net) living space. Three-bedroom row- 

houses would contain 1,200 square feet of living area in two storeys 

plus a basement of 600 square feet. Two-bedroom units in the row-houses 

or maisonettes in Froject El will contain 900 square feet also in two 

storeys, with a basement of 450 square feet, while the three-bedroom 

units will be the same as the row-houses. There is also a 6% allowance 

for non-rentable space in the buildings of Project HI. 

Reliable information about construction costs is notably 

difficult to obtain, since developers are as little inclined to reveal 

their basic costs as are manufacturers. A comprehensive study of con¬ 

struction costs was carried out by the Ontario Department of Municipal 

Affairs and published in the Assessors Handbook of Cost Factors. The 

Handbook, designed to help assessors in their work and assure some 
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measure of uniformity in assessment practice, gives detailed figures 

of construction costs of apartment buildings of varying quality and 

design. The figures are as of January 1966 and we have assumed a 15% 

increase in order to bring them to the end of 1967. 

According to the Handbook, 

"The cost factors are predicated on average construction 

costs for apartment buildings...(and) include plumbing 

fixtures, electrical wiring, elevators, incinerators, 

balconies and normal overhead, profit and architectural 

fees, including architectural supervision. Abnormal 

costs, such as extra footings, heavier than normal 

foundations, caissons and piling, are not included 

in the cost factors." 
» 

The Handbook classifies apartment buildings in four classes according 

to quality numbered 5 through 8, and there is a significant difference 

in construction costs from one class to the next. We have taken 

Class 6 as appropriate to the North End, with a comparable standard 

for the row-houses and maisonettes. 

TAble 8 

Construction Costs 

Area 

Sq.Ft. 

Cost per 

Sq.F t. Total 

Site D1 

Apartments 107,880 $12.30 $1, ,326,920 

Underground Parking 32,300 4.60 148,580 

1, ,475,500 

Site FI 

Apartments 194,650 11.90 2, ,316,350 
Row-housing 30,000 10.00 300,000 

Underground Parking 64,600 4.25 274,550 

2, ,890,900 

Site G 

Apartments 194,650 11.90 2 ,316,350 

Row-housing 30,000 10.00 300,000 

Underground Parking 64,600 4.25 274,550 

2 ,890,900 

Site HI 

Maisonettes 58,500 10.20 ' 596,700 

Underground Parking 13,600 4.60 62,560 

$ 659,260 
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It will be noticed that the construction costs per square foot 

of apartments are lower for Project FI than for Dl. This is related 

to the fact that the number of units to be built and the total floor 

area are greater in the one than in the other. The Handbook recognizes 

that there are important economies of scale, and larger projects thus 

have an advantage over smaller ones. This applies both to apartment 

buildings and to underground parking. 

Maisonettes are slightly cheaper to build than row-houses. 

However, Project HI contains two- as well as three-bedroom units, and 

the former cost more per square foot than the latter. 

Residual income as the basis for ground rent is calculated 

in Table 9. The capital cost of each project is divided into two 

parts: the primary debt or first mortgage, amounting to 85% of the 

total, and the developer's equity comprising the balance. The mortgage 

is assumed to be for a term of thirty years and mortgage payments at 

two alternative interest rates are shown: a hypothetical N.H.A. 

mortgage at 7^% and a conventional mortgage at the current rate of 9%. 

A return on investment of 10% before taxes would be realistic in con¬ 

junction with the interest rates which prevailed until last year and 

was the rate formerly assumed in calculations of this kind, but it is 

not realistic when mortgage money pays 9% and 12% is accordingly assumed. 

Mortgage payments and the developer's return are then deducted from 

effective net revenue to obtain the residual income from each project. 

Table 9 shows that, at the current (higher) interest and 

profit rates, the residual income is negative for all but one of the 

projects. In other words, at the scale of rents assumed, based as it 

is on current rents in Hamilton carried forward for a few years, the 

projects would not be feasible. Either construction costs would have 

to be lower than indicated, which is unlikely, or interest rates would 

have to come down, which they may, or rents will have to be raised. 
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Table 9 

Debt Load and Residual Income 

Attributable to the Land 

Capital 

Cos t 

Primary 

Debt & 

Load 

Equity & 

Secondary 

Load 

Effective 

Ne t 
Revenue 

Residual 

Income 

Site D1 $1,475,500 $1,254,175 $221,325 

7Jg% and 10% 

(0.08504 & 0 .10352) 

106,655 22,910 $133,245 $ 3,680 

9% and 12% 

(0.09514 & 0 .1207664) 

119,325 26,730 133,245 -12,810 

Site FI 2,890,900 2,457,265 433,635 

71$ and 10% 208,965 44,890 274,245 20,390 

9% and 12% 233,785 52,370 274,245 -11,910 

Site G 2,890,900 2,457,265 433,635 

7*$ and 10% 208,965 44,890 274,245 20,390 

9% and 12% 233,785 52,370 274,245 -11,910 

Site HI 689,260 560,370 98,890 

7k/> and 10% 47,655 10,235 70,050 12,160 

9% and 12% 53,375 11,940 70,050 4,795 

Multiplier: 77.892894 

Monthly Capitalized Capital Land Value 
Revenue Revenue Cos t Total Per Unit 

Site Dl $20,275 $1 ,579,300 $1,475,500 $103,800 $ 830 

Site FI 41, 725 3 ,250,100 2,890,900 359,200 1,435 

Site Hi 10,650 829,560 659,260 170,300 3,100 

There is little doubt that, if interest rates stay where they 
f 

are, rents will rise faster than they will if interest rates decline. 

No new apartments built at 9% have yet come into the market; when they 

do, their rents will certainly be higher than those which currently pre¬ 

vail. What happens to rents after that will depend in part on whether 

the present high interest rates continue. However, the tables are cal¬ 

culated on the assumption that the rents indicated will remain unchanged 
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throughout the thirty-year term of the mortgage, which of course they 

will not. The statement above with respect to feasibility should there¬ 

fore be modified to read that, at the starting scale of rents assumed 

and at current interest rates, the projects would not initially be 

feasible. Hence the real question is whether rents in existing buildings 

have been rising faster than operating and maintenance expenses, so as 

to leave a larger share for mortgage payments and profit, and whether a 

similar rise may be expected in the future. There are differences of 

opinion as to the experience of the past. It may, however, be noted 

that one of the factors pushing rents up has certainly been the rise in 

interest rates, and this is a factor which, while it still has to work 

itself out for some time yet, should not be counted on to continue in¬ 

definitely . 

To yield the same residual income after mortgage payments at 

9% and a developer’s return of 12% as is obtained with 7^% and 10%, 

apartment rents would have to be increased by an additional $24 a month 

and row-housing and maisonette rents by an additional $20 a month, 

always assuming that $40 of rental income is required for operating and 

maintenance expenses. Rents in general would thus be $40 to $50 a month 

higher than those found in April 1968. An increase of about 30% over 

the next few years may well seem excessive and it is difficult to say 

how much the market will be able to bear. Nevertheless, considering 

population growth and the demand for housing, the gap between rents and 

interest rates is bound to be resolved in some way short of a complete 

halt of apartment construction. 

Accordingly, it is concluded that the residential redevelopment 

of Sites Dl, FI, G and HI will prove to be economically feasible, even 

though the exact amount of the residual income to be attributed to the 

land cannot be estimated at present. Further, it is evident that pro¬ 

posals submitted by developers for the redevelopment of the subject sites 

will have to be examined with care, taking into account prevailing rents 

and interest rates at the time on the one hand and the ground rent 

offered on the other. 
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Although no attempt is made to calculate land values on the 

basis of residual income, a pro-forma redevelopment value of land can 

be obtained for purposes of estimating recoveries by taking an arbitrary 

although reasonable land value per dwelling unit and multiplying it by 

the number of dwelling units in each project. For this purpose, a land 

value of $1,000 per unit (120 units) may be taken for Site Dl, $1,500 

per unit for Site FI (250 units) and $2,400 per unit for Site HI 

(50 units). These figures give recoveries of $120,000 for Project Dl, 

$375,000 for Project Fl and $120,000 for Project HI. A land value of 

$1,500 per unit may also be taken for Site G if the residential component 

(250 units) is developed, in addition to recoveries from the commercial 

component. Although the suggested land value per unit is highest for 

Site HI, recoveries as a proportion of estimated acquisition and clear¬ 

ance costs are likely to be low owing to the low density of development 

proposed for this site. 

Commercial Redevelopment - Project G 

There are at present sixty retail and commercial establishments 

in the scheme area, with a total of some 55,000 square feet of floor 

space. Owing to the clearance that has taken place, this is a reduction 

from the seventy-seven establishments enumerated in the 1961 census. 

The retail and service stores in the area serve a strictly 

local and neighbourhood function. They are small, their sales are low, 

they cater to a limited range of shoppers' needs and they are widely 

scattered throughout the area. There is, however, a concentration of 

stores along James Street, with a good many recommended for clearance in 

the renewal scheme. 

The area contains no department or general merchandise store, 

a very limited range of clothing stores and (as of 1961) one hardware 

and home furnishings store. The residents buy most of their goods in 

these categories elsewhere. Even in the case of food, where the per¬ 

centage bought in the area is highest, close to half is bought outside. 

Similarly with respect to services. The area is without a commercial 
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amusement establishment of any kind, personal services are inadequately 

provided for and nearly half of the total spent by the residents in 

hotels and restaurants is spent outside the area. Detailed figures are 

given in Appendix 9. 

Thus a basic question is whether, along with the increase in 

population and income, the renewal program can reasonably look forward 

to raising the percentage of spending in the area itself, as well as 

perhaps drawing customers from surrounding areas. Neighbourhood shopping 

centres, which are of course more common in new suburban areas than in 
* 

the older parts of the city, generally have between 5,000 and 25,000 square 

feet of floor space, with an average of about 10,000; they serve from 

two thousand to five thousand people. Community shopping centres have 

from 20,000 up to, in a few cases, 100,000 square feet of floor space, 

with an average of 35,000 to 40,000 square feet; they serve from 

ten thousand to fifteen thousand people. An important distinction 

between the two types of centres is that neighbourhood centres do not 

contain a supermarket, whereas community centres do and can accordingly 

attract customers from a larger area; they can also attract a number of 

chain and variety stores selling comparison as well as convenience goods. 

If the answer to the above question is "no", then the commercial 

development of this site should be limited to 20,000 square feet of 

retail and service space. This would be at the upper limit of size for 

a neighbourhood centre and would serve about half of the area's ultimate 

population, as projected in the renewal plan, as well as precluding the 

possibility of a community centre in the area. If on the other hand the 

answer is "yes", an appropriate alternative development of the site 

would omit the housing component and would provide an initial 30,000 square 

feet of floor space and room for expansion up to 50,000 square feet, with 

a corresponding increase in the amount of office space. 

A community shopping centre would be justified economically as 

follows: as has been noted, the population in the area is expected to 

increase from 7,660 in 1967 to 9,500 at the end of the first phase and 
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ultimately to 12,600 when the plan has been fully implemented. Based 

on the projections contained in the Central Hamilton Urban Renewal Study, 

average per capita income in Metropolitan Hamilton is estimated to in¬ 

crease by 27% from 1961 to 1976 and by about 40% to 1986. These would 

be increases in real income measured in dollars of constant value after 

allowing for rising prices. With the population changes accompanying 

the renewal program, the increase in per capita income in the area 

should be at least as great as the Metropolitan average and possibly 

greater. With an effective shopping centre of sufficient size and 

variety of stores, the percentage which the residents spend in the area 
» 

rather than outside should also rise. 

With respect to services, however, the percentage spent in the 

area will more likely decline, considering the growing mobility of 

apartment dwellers as well as the widening range of services on which 

people spend their money. Allowance must also be made for the clearance 

of some of the existing stores and the improved sales efficiency of 

those which will remain. Finally, in view of the location of the site 

and the fact that no other attractive shopping area exists in the vici¬ 

nity, a good many shoppers may be expected to come from surrounding 

areas . 

The principal condition for the success of the larger centre 

is the absence of competing facilities within reasonable distance. 

Both the assumption that the residents will spend more in the area and 

that shoppers will come to the centre from outside depend on this con¬ 

dition. The absence of competitive facilities cannot, however, be taken 

for granted and would no doubt be investigated by a developer interested 

in this site before going ahead. As a practical matter, if a centre at 

this site had been established or were under construction first, it 

would be likely to deter another centre within competitive distance 

elsewhere; similarly, if another centre were built first, no developer 

would be inclined to undertake a large centre at this site. A neighbour¬ 

hood centre with a maximum of 20,000 square feet of shopping space would 

then be appropriate. 
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The economic feasibility of the commercial development proposed 

for this site is analyzed in Tables 10 and 11. Table 10 refers to the 

commercial component of the combined commercial-residential redevelop¬ 

ment of the site, and Table 11 to the alternative commercial redevelop¬ 

ment of the entire site. 

Table 10 

2. 

Project 

from 

G - Analysis of Residual Income 

Partial Commercial Development 

Estimated Construction Costs 

t 
Floor 

Area 

(Sq.Ft.) 

Basic 
Cost 

Revenue & 

Site Loading Total 

Stores 

Offices 

20,000 

10,000 

$13.50 

10.00 

20% 

20% 

$324,000 

120,000 

$444,000 

Estimated Revenue 

Rentable 

Area 

(Sq.Ft.) 

Rent 

per 

Sq.Ft. 

Vacancy 

Gross Credit 

Revenue Loss 

Operating 

Cost 

S tores 

Offices 

20,000 

8,500 

$3.30 

4.00 

$66,000 $3,300 

34,000 1,700 

$22,000 

17,000 

Residual Income 

Effective 

Net 

Revenue 

$40,700 

15,300 

$56,000 

Primary 

Debt & 

Load 

Equity & 

Secondary Effective Residual Income 

Load_ Net Revenue Annual Capitalized 

$333,000 

Years 1-25 33,700 

Years 26-50 

$11,000 

13,360 $56,000 

13,360 56,000 

$ 8,940 

42,640 

$99,650 

77,940 

(11.146946) 

(1.827865) 

$177,590 
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Table 11 

Project G - Analysis of Residual Income 

from Full Commercial Development 

1. Estimated Construction Costs 

Floor 
Area Basic Revenue and 

(Sq.Ft.) Cos t Site Loading Total 

Stores 50,000 $14.00 20% $ 840,000 

Offices 25,000 9.60 20% 288,000 

1,128,000 

2. Estimated Revenue 

Rentable Vacancy Effective 

Area Rent per Gross Credit Operating Net 

(Sq.Ft.) Sq.Ft. Revenue Loss Cost Revenue 

Stores 50 ,000 $3. 60 $180,000 $9,000 $60 ,000 $111,000 

Offices 21 ,250 4. 00 85,000 4,250 42 ,500 38,250 

$149,250 

3. Residual Income 

Primary Equity & Effective 

Debt & Secondary Net Residual 
Load Load Revenue Income 

$846,000 $282,000 

Years 1-25 85,620 33,940 $149,250 $ 29,690 

Years 26-50 — 33,940 149,250 115,310 

Capitalized Residual Income 

6% 7*5% 6% 7h% 

Years 1-25 (12.78336) (11.146946) $379,500 $330,950 

26-50 (2.97850) (1.821865) 343,500 210,770 

$723,000 $541,720 

Estimated construction costs are based as before on the Assessor* 

Handbook and include basements, heating and cooling, partitions and an 

allowance for store fronts. Offices are on the second floor and cost less 

to build than the ground floor store space, which includes basements. A 

somewhat higher class of building is assumed for the commercial redevelop¬ 

ment of the entire site which, in the case of the stores, outweighs the 

economy of increased scale. The rent per square foot for the stores is 

also somewhat higher in Table 11 than in Table 10. 
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Vacancy and credit losses are assumed to be 5% of gross revenue. 

Operating costs to the developer of the stores, including city 

trtHUH, are aamimed to ho $1.10 per square foot in Table 10 and $1.20 per 

square foot in Table 11. Operating and maintenance costs of the offices 

are taken at 50% of gross revenue. No allowance is made for increased 

rents or operating costs in the future, although both will undoubtedly 

rise. 

The residual income is calculated in the third section of the 

table. Three-quarters of the capital cost is assumed to be borrowed at 

an interest rate of 9% and a term of twenty-five years. The other quarter 

of the cost is assumed to be the developer's equity, with a 12% return 

to the developer and fully recovered in fifty years, with no allowance 

for any salvage value at the end of the period. In other words, 

three-quarters of the value of the buildings is written off within a 

period of twenty-five years and the other quarter is written off over 

a period of fifty years. Financing costs in the first twenty-five 

years thus have both a primary and secondary load, whereas in the second 

twenty-five years there is only a secondary load. Deducting financing 

charges from net effective revenue gives the residual income attributable 

to the land. The residual being in every case positive, the commercial 

redevelopment proposed for Site G is found to be feasible. 

It will be noticed that the residual income from the combined 

residential-commercial redevelopment of the site - $29,330 a year - is 

approximately the same as the residual income from the commercial re¬ 

development of the whole site - $29,690. The difference in favour of 

commercial redevelopment is actually greater than the figures indicate; 

this is partly because a rate of interest of 9% is applied to all the 

borrowed capital; partly because the rents assumed, which are reasonable, 

are sufficient to cover the resulting debt charges, whereas residential 

rents sufficient to pay 9% would at present not be realistic* partly 

because the term of the mortgage is taken at twenty-five years in the 

commercial redevelopment as against thirty for the residential, and 
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partly because over twice as much land value will accrue from the residual 

income in the second twenty-five years of the project. 

The residual income estimated in the tables is not capitalized 

for the reasons stated earlier. Discounted at 6%, which is the rate 

customarily applied to land, the residual income shown in Tabic 11 would 

give a capitalized value of $723,000. However, with all interest rates 

now above 6%, a discount rate of 7}s% would perhaps be more appropriate 

and would give a capitalized value of $541,700. These amounts are equal 

to 59% and 44% respectively of the estimated acquisition and clearance 

costs of the site,’involving a hypothetical write-down of 41% and 56% 

respectively. 

The lower of the above amounts, corresponding to the more 

realistic interest figure of 7^%, has been shown as a pro-forma redevelop¬ 

ment value for Project G, based on full commercial redevelopment. The 

alternative figure for mixed residential-commercial development of this 

project would be $551,590 based on $375,000 for the residential compo¬ 

nent and $177,596 (see Table 10) for the commercial component. 
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5. FIRST-PHASE COST ANALYSIS 

Cost estimates have been prepared for each proposed project 

in the first-phase program. The property acquisition component of the 

costs and the estimated recoveries from the disposal of land in each 

project are described in the following pages, along with data on the 

areas of land involved. The road and utility costs were described in an 

earlier section. The cost components of each project plus overall manage¬ 

ment costs are then summarized, with total gross and net costs calculated 

for each member of the partnership. Finally, there is a discussion of 

the estimated costs to the City and a description of the capital budget 

requirements for this first-phase program. 

Property Acquisition 

Many of the first-phase projects require the acquisition of 

property, both privately owned and publicly owned, by the partnership. 

Information on the areas and estimated acquisition costs is presented in 

Table 12 below, based on the following premises: 

(a) All information is based on conditions as of May 31, 1967, at which 

time the implementation of the 1963 redevelopment plan was partially 

complete. The ownership of land at that date is shown on Map A-10. 

(b) Estimated acquisition costs were provided by the Hamilton Assessment 

Department and were based on estimated market values plus contin¬ 

gencies . 

(c) Publicly owned land which is to remain in public use is valued at 

$20,000 per acre, in accordance with precedent in this scheme area, 

for both purchases and sales by the partnership. The only exception 

is the former "incinerator" site for which the City should be re¬ 

imbursed for the original total cost of acquisition. 

(d) Publicly owned land which is to be redeveloped for private use should 

be purchased by the partnership for its redevelopment value, estimates 

of which were determined in the preceding section on feasibility. 
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(e) An allowance of $200,000 has been provided for the advance acqui¬ 

sition of properties in particularly poor condition in areas for 

which clearance is proposed but not until after the completion of 

the first-phase program. 

(f) While the first-phase waterfront development may involve some land 

purchases, sales or exchanges by the partnership, the possible areas 

and costs cannot be estimated until negotiations among the partner¬ 

ship, the Harbour Commission and the private developer are completed. 

Estimates for this project have therefore been omitted from the 

table. 

(g) Clearance and relocation costs have been roughly estimated at 10% 

of acquisition costs while related administrative costs such as 

appraisal fees and expenses of City staff for property acquisition 

have been estimated at a further 5%. 
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Footnotes to Table 12 

City-owned street rights-of-way which are to remain in use as streets 

are not included here. Should their acquisition and later resale to 

the City be required for legal reasons, both transactions should be for 
the same token price. 

This refers to two portions of John Street, of about 0.25 acres each, 

which are to be closed and purchased by. the partnership. A further 

portion of John Street which is outside the boundary of this project, 

and of about 0.2 acres, could be closed by the City and transferred 

directly to the School Board. 

This refers to a one-block length of Simcoe Street (0.6 acres) and a 

portion of Strachan Street (0.4 acres). 

» 

Not calculated due to the large number of small parcels of land involved. 

I 

This represents 75% of the estimated cost of the entire program, based 

on the assumption that it should be spread over a large number of years 

and that 25% of the costs will not be incurred until a later phase. 

The miscellaneous land acquisition costs associated with the proposed 
provision of off-street parking facilities have been included with the 

estimate of construction costs. 

This is an allowance for land owned by the Canadian National Railway 

Company. The 1.5 acres is only approximate due to the lack of final 

plans for the Perimeter Road while the acquisition cost estimate is 

based on an assumed land value of $40,000 per acre. 

This refers to 0.6 acres of existing city streets and 0.3 acres of the 

Bayview Playground which are to be sold to the Ontario Housing Corpo¬ 

ration . 

These 1.5 acres include about 0.5 acres of Bay Street right-of-way which 

will be subject to easements for utility lines and for interim access 
to the east side of Bay Street plus about 1.0 acres of the former 

"incinerator" site. 

Seventy thousand dollars of the original $435,000 cost of the former 

"incinerator" site is allocated to this project, which is in proportion 
to the acreages involved (approximately 1.0 out of 6.0 acres). 

Forty thousand dollars of the $120,000 redevelopment value of this site 

has been allocated to the Bay Street right-of-way, again in proportion 

to the acreage involved (0.5 out of 1.5 acres), although it is subject 
to easements for utilities and interim access to the adjacent houses. 
Alternatively, the City could receive the total redevelopment of 
$120,000 since the property is now fully City-owned, but this should be 

subject to further negotiation. 

This refers to the 1.5 acres which will be required from the northern 

edge of Eastview Park (in addition to the strip of land required by the 

Hamilton Harbour Commission for a railway spur line to the Centennial 

Dock - about 35 feet wide and about 0.8 acres) plus the 0.5 acres of 

city street to be closed. 

^This refers to a parcel of City-owned land of about 0.2 acres. 

12 
This estimated acquisition cost is equal to the estimated redevelopment 

value which is determined from the redevelopment value of the entire 

site and the proportion of the total area represented. 
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This refers to the one block length of Wood Street which can be closed 

and incorporated into the commercial redevelopment. 

14 
This refers to the one block length of Hughson Street to be closed and 

incorporated into the adjacent local park. 

"^This refers to portions of Simcoe and Strachan Streets which can be 

incorporated into the project. 

"^This item included with the $200,000 total allowance for advance 

acquisition. 

Property Disposal 

The areas of land proposed for sale or lease by the partnership 

are described below and listed in the following table. Also listed are 

estimates of the expected recoveries, based on these assumptions: 

(a) The sale value of land for future public use has been assumed to be 

$20,000 per acre, the same as the proposed acquisition price of 

public land (to remain in public use) and in accordance with prece¬ 

dent in this scheme area. 

(b) The sale or lease value of land for future private use is equivalent 

to the potential market value, which has been estimated in the pre¬ 

vious section on feasibility/ 
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Footnotes to Table 13 

This refers to land parcels of about 2.3, 3.4 and 1.0 acres which are 

intended for future sale to the Parks Board, Separate School Board and 

Elementary School Board respectively. 

2 
To be sold to the Ontario Housing Corporation. 

3 
This is the approximate area of land which must be acquired for the 

Perimeter Road right-of-way, in addition to existing streets. It 

should be purchased by the City from the partnership. It is possible 

that some small and irregular parcels of land adjacent to the road 

could be considered in the block planning program and sold for private 

development. 

Not calculated due-to the many small parcels of land involved. 

^Recoveries from the block planning program have been estimated at 

approximately 25% of gross acquisition costs, based on studies of 

three typical blocks and in accordance with the estimate in the 1963 

redevelopment plan. (25% of $1,481,385 plus $222,208 is $425,898 or 

approximately $425,000). 

small portion of land should be retained by the partnership for an 

interim period to permit the possible future expansion of the adjacent 

service station. 

Based on figures determined in the preceding section on "Feasibility 

of Proposed Uses". 

These 2.0 acres are to be sold to the City for the Dock Road right-of- 
way (1.5 acres) and for an extension to Eastwood Park (0.5 acres - 

subject to utility easements). 

i 
This refers to an area of about 0.1 acres which is intended for the 

expansion of the adjacent service station site. The details of this 

should be negotiated later; the potential recovery indicated here is 

based on the calculated value per square foot for the remainder of 
Project G. 

*To be used as park space. 

Analysis of Partnership Costs 

Estimated partnership costs for the first-phase program are 

summarized in Table 14 below, based on the information in Tables 12 and 

13 and on the following premises: 

(a) All cost estimates refer to conditions existing on May 31, 1967. 

(b) Gross costs refer to the total costs to be incurred by the partner¬ 

ship with no allowance for recoveries, even in cases where recoveries 

Vv.'vr. «\; Irrd. m Y«i iTrr>r: 'isanM _ i s > . 
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(c) Net costs refer to gross costs minus expected recoveries. In 

cases where the land is to be leased and the recoveries received 

over a long period of years, the present estimated value of the 

recoveries is shown. 

(d) General administration costs have been roughly estimated at 5% 

of the gross costs; this is in addition to the 5% of property 

acquisition costs allowed elsewhere for property appraisals and 

other costs directly associated with property acquisition. 

(e) It is assumed that all partnership costs are sharable among the 
. i 

federal, provincial and municipal governments in the proportions 

of 50%, 25% and 25% respectively. 

(f) The costs of the waterfront development have been excluded except 

for the partnership’s share of the construction costs of the 

Waterfront and Industrial Roads and their associated services. 

Table 14 shows that the estimated total net cost to the 

partnership of this first-phase program is $8,443,975 which is equal to 

the total gross estimated cost of $10,577,675 minus the total estimated 

recoveries of $2,133,700. 

The Federal share of the estimated first-phase costs is 

$4,221,987 net, equal to $5,288,837 gross minus recoveries of $1,066,850. 

The Provincial share of the estimated first-phase costs is 

$2,110,994 equal to $2,644,419 gross minus recoveries of $533,425. 

The City of Hamilton’s share of the estimated first-phase 

partnership costs is $2,110,994 equal to $2,644,419 gross minus recoveries 

of $533,425. 
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Footnotes to Table 14 

Approximate allowances for costs incurred through the implementation of 

the 1963 redevelopment plan, but not paid as of May 31, 1967, are 

$65,000 and $140,000 for the neighbourhood centre and public housing 

sites respectively, as estimated soon after that date and included in 

the concept plan cost analysis. These figures covered remaining costs 

for acquisition (where negotiations were incomplete), demolition, 

utilities and landscaping. 

Excluding the costs of the waterfront development except for the partner¬ 

ship’s share of the Waterfront and Industrial Roads and their associated 

services. 

Analysis of City Costs and Capital Budget 

The first-phase program proposes a number of land transfers 

between the City and the partnership. Each of these transfers involves 

a direct cost or receipt for the City and, of course, a corresponding 

receipt or cost for the partnership. The estimates of partnership re¬ 

ceipts and costs (and the City’s 25% share thereof) have just been 

described. Table 15 deals only with land transactions betv/een the City 

and the partnership. 

Table 15 shows that the City would gain $36,000 as the result 

of land transfers with the partnership. This is a trifling amount in 

comparison to the City’s share of the partnership’s costs and, further¬ 

more, would be more than offset by the proposed purchases by the Separate 

and Elementary School Boards. The effect of the above direct City costs 

and receipts for land transfers is to reduce the City’s share of the 

estimated net cost of first-phase implementation by $36,000 unless the 

school site costs are also considered, in which case the net cost is 

slightly raised. 
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Table 15 

City Costs and Receipts 

Receipts (Sales to the 
Partnership) 

Costs (Purchases from 
the Partnership) 

Area (Acres) Value Area (Acres) Value 

Neighbourhood Centre:^ 
Streets 0.5 $10,000 - $ - 
Parks - - 2.3 A6,000 

Public Housing Sites: 
Streets 1.0 20,000 - — 

Project A: Streets - - 7.8 156,000 

II C: Parks 0.3 6,000 — — 

Streets 0.6 12,000 - - 

II Dlt Streets 0.5 A0,000 — — 

Incinerator 
site 1.0 70,000 - - 

It E: Parks 1.5 30,000 0.5 10,000 
S treets 0.5 10,000 1.5 30,000 

II G: Parks — — 1.0 20,000 
Streets (0.5 plus 0.2 ) 

ac. of vacant )71,500 - — 

lots) ) 
0.5 10,000 - -' 

It HI: Streets 0.A 18,500 - - 

Total 7.5 $298,000 13.1 $262,000 

^plus 3.A acres for the Separate School Board ($68,000) and 1.0 acres for 
the Elementary School Board ($20,000). 

refers to existing or proposed street rights-of-way. 

refers to areas previously owned by or to be sold to the Hamilton Parks 
Board. 

Implementation of this first-phase program requires that the 

City of Hamilton provide sufficient funds in its capital budget at the 

appropriate time. Table 16 shows the amount involved for each project. 

For those projects where the estimated recoveries can be expected soon 

after the land is available for re-use, only the net cost is included. 

In some cases, however, where the land is to be leased, the recoveries 

can be expected to continue over a long period of years and will be in 

the form of annual revenue rather than a capital sum. The capital budget 

must therefore accommodate the initial or gross costs of those projects. 

The total capital budget amount is thus $9,630,675, all of which is 

subject to the normal 75% subsidy from the senior levels of government. 
i 

The resulting City share is $2,A07,669. Since an amount of $231,762 has 
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been spent during the period of May 31, 1967, to December 31, 1967, (on 

the Implementation of the 1963 redevelopment plan), the total cost re¬ 

maining is reduced by that amount and the City's share is reduced by 25% 

thereof, or $57,940. This leaves $2,349,729 for the City's capital budget 

as of January 1, 1968. 

Table 16 

First- Phase Capita 1 Budget 

Prolect 

Capital 
Budge t^ 

Amoun t 

City 
Share 

(25%) 

Possible 

Scheduling 

Neighbourhood Centre gain $59,000 gain $14,750 1967-1968 

Public Housing Sites 22,000 5,500 1967 

A Perimeter Road 2,112,024 528,006 1967-1970 

B Block Planning & 
Rehabilitation 1,466,093 366,523 1970-1975 

C Senior Citizens Housing 

(K.D. Soble Towers and 
adjacent housing) 35,852 8,963 1968 

D1 Bay Street Apartments 110,000 27,500 1968 

E Dock Road 160,000 40,000 1971 

Fl Brock St. Apartments 536,2332 134,058 1971-1972 

G James St. Commercial 1,302,7542 325,689 1973-1975 

HI James Street Housing 458,7202 114,680 1975 

Advance Acquisition 200,000 50,000 1970-1975 

P Waterfront Road 50,000 12,500 1971-1972 

Q Industrial Road 50,000 12,500 1971-1972 

Sub-Trunk Sanitary Sewer 850,000 212,500 1972-1973 

Macnab St. Trunk Sewer and 

Local Sewers 1,200,000 300,000 1968-1969 

Water Mains, Gas, Hydro 

& Telephone Lines & 

Street Reconstruction 632,300 158,075 1968-1975 

Management Costs 503,699 125,925 1967-1975 

Total Costs $9,630,675 $2,407,669 1967-1975 

^Gross costs minus expected recoveries, except where otherwise stated 
(see Table 14 for a summary of gross costs, recoveries and net costs 
each project). 

Gross costs are included here, since recoveries can be expected only 
over a period of years. 

Table 16 also shows a possible schedule for the first-phase 

program, spread over an eight-year period from 1968 to 1975 to limit the 

load on the capital budget and based mainly on the priorities first de- 
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scribed under the concept plan. The block planning and rehabilitation 

has been postponed until 1970 and after to permit the early completion 

of the Perimeter Road and the Macnab Street trunk sewer. On the other 

hand, Projects C and Dl have been advanced because of their relatively 

minor cost and of the desirability of providing additional housing in 

the North End. This possible scheduling of the first-phase program is 

not shown in any greater detail since it must be thoroughly reviewed by 

the Hamilton City Council, particularly in view of the City's limited 

financial resources, the considerable increase in estimated costs since 

the scheme was initiated and the present lack of detailed or final plans 

for such projects as the waterfront development and the Perimeter Road. 

The suggested schedule is based on capital budget allocations 
/ 

of $351,000 for 1968 and approximately $285,000 per year for the period 

of 1969 to 1975. This compares with the amounts available in the 1968 

capital budget which are (excluding a small fund of $20,000 for non- 

sharable City costs); $351,000 for 1960 ($265,000 authorized already and 

$86,000 proposed for 1968); $259,000 for 1969; $55,000 for 1970; and 

$268,000 for 1971. It is apparent that only small increases would be 

necessary in 1969 and 1971, while a major increase is indicated for 

1970 and amounts of approximately $285,000 for each of the years 1972 to 

1975 are indicated. 



PART FOUR: PROCEDURES 

This Part describes the recommended procedures by 
* 

which the City should acquire and dispose of land, 

control the future use of land, proceed with the 

block planning and rehabilitation program, assist 

with relocation and otherwise administer the imple¬ 

mentation of the first phase of this urban renewal 

s cheme. 
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PART FOUR: PROCEDURES 

1. ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAH 

Adminis tration 

The City of Hamilton now has the following administrative 

staff in the urban renewal department: 

Director of Urban Renewal 

Executive Assistant 

Project Manager 

Two Relocation Officers 

Community Worker 

Urban Renewal Clerk (employed full-time in the Treasury Department) 

Secretarial staff (one secretary and three stenographers) 

Handyman 

Additional staff are now being sought for these three positions: 

Rehabilitation Officer 

- Secretary 

Clerk 

Most of the present staff have had several years experience 

with urban renewal implementation in Hamilton and are well acquainted 

with the variety of responsibilities and duties involved. With the 

addition of the three staff members listed above, the department should 

be fully capable of continuing their work in the North End and other 

urban renewal areas in Hamilton. 

The necessary agreements and the financial arrangements have 

already been made to provide for the participation of the staff of other 

City departments in matters relating to the urban renewal program. 
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Public Information Program 

It Is essential that the public be kept fully informed of 

the plans for and progress of urban renewal, for it is only with their 

interest and support that the desired objectives can be achieved. The 

public information program should include the following activities: 

(a) formal notification to all persons affected, by means of a 

personal visit, at the initiation of implementation of each 

project within the first-phase program. This should include 

business owners .and tenants, property owners, housing tenants 

and lodgers and should be carried out by a staff member able to 

answer questions (or to explain when and where answers can be 

obtained) as they arise. 

(b) news coverage of all aspects of urban renewal through the press, 

radio and television. 

(c) public meetings as required. 

(d) distribution of brochures and leaflets when appropriate. 

(e) appointment of an advisory committee (or committees) represen¬ 

tative of homeowners and tenants and of businessmen (both owners 

and tenants) in the scheme area who could attend meetings with 

the Urban Renewal Committee and with City urban renewal staff. 

Urban renewal staff are already well acquainted with the pro¬ 

cedures for a continuing public information program. The urban renewal 

office has been established in the North End for several years and will 

continue to operate as a field office as recommended for the rehabili¬ 

tation program. Prominent sign-boards have already been erected at main 

entrances to the North End. 
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2• BLOCK planning and rehabilitation procedures 

The relative titring and staging or phasing of the block 

planning and rehabilitation programs are important and must be 

determined on the basis of local circumstances. The preparation of 

block plans will require considerable time and effort on the part of 

City staff and could quite satisfactorily be staged over a considerable 

period. Their implementation will also require an extensive period 

but should be commenced, for any particular block, as soon as possible 

after the completion of the block plan. 
♦ 

The rehabilitation program will also require a long-term 

publicity program, discussions with residents over an extended period 

of time, inspections of houses and the enforcement of minimum housing 

standards. The rehabilitation program must not precede the preparation 

of block plans but there are considerable benefits to be derived from 

simultaneous commencement of the block planning and rehabilitation 

programs; the number of house inspections could be minimized, both 

programs could be discussed simultaneously at public meetings and in 

the publicity program and, finally, the beneficial and complementary 

nature of the ’’block plan" proposals should contribute to public 

interest and enthusiasm for the rehabilitation program. 

It is therefore recommended that the block planning and 

rehabilitation programs be carried out in several phases, each of 

several adjacent blocks, covering the entire rehabilitation area in 

an orderly manner. Commencement of the two programs should be almost 

simultaneous, as required by the detailed steps involved. The only 

drawback to the staging of the rehabilitation program is some reduction 

in the effectiveness of the communitv publicity program but this is 

not expected to be serious. 

The expected beneficial effect of the proposals in the block 

plans (mainly spot clearance and provision for new construction) on 

the private rehabilitation program has already been mentioned; public 
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action to implement these proposals should be readilv apparent to 

residents at the time that the rehabilitation publicity propram is 

commenced or shortly thereafter. 

Block Plans 

Block plans may be prepared individually or in stapes com¬ 

prising several adjacent blocks. The following steps are involved 

for each block, generally in the order shown. 

(1) Preparation of a good base map of each block (or small 

group of blocks) showing existing characteristics. This 

» 
map should be field checked for accuracy and should show 

all buildings (including sheds and private garages), 

driveways and parking spaces, property lines and numbers 

and important natural and special features. An absolute 

minimum scale for working purposes is 1 inch to 100 feet; 

a preferable scale is 1 inch- to 40 feet. 

(2) The adoption and approval of an appropriate minimum housing 

standards by-law (Council adoption of the by-law occurred 

on January 9, 1968). This is necessary for several reasons: 

it provides the only effective means for "enforcing1 a 

minimum degree of rehabilitation; it provides for appropriate 

Inspection staff and it provides the inspection staff with 

the legal authority to carry out interior inspections. 

(3) An exterior and interior inspection of all buildings, in¬ 

cluding sheds and garages, to determine the type of action 

required, i.e. clearance or the degree and nature of needed 

and desirable repairs. The information concerning clearance 

is necessary for the preparation of the block plans; the 

information on repairs is necessary for the residential 

rehabilitation program. 

These inspections should be carried put under a cooperative 

arrangement between the Building and Urban Renewal Depart- 
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menta, possibly utilizing urban renewal staff working 

under the authority of the Building Commissioner. 

Inspections should not be undertaken unless and until 

the required action determined from them can be carried 

out reasonably promptly thereafter since there has already 

been considerable inspection activity with no apparent 

results in much of the North End. Without the cooperation 

of the official responsible for the administration of the 

minimum standards by-law (the Building Commissioner), urban 

renewal staff can only inspect house interiors with the 

agreement of the owner. 

The attitudes of the owners towards rehabilitation should 

be reflected in the recommended action for houses which 

are in borderline condition between clearance and rehab¬ 

ilitation. Subject to agreement by the senior members of 

the partnership, these discussions with owners should occur 

prior to the preparation of block plans. Alternatively, 

the initial block plans must be tentative and subject to 

revision. 

Consideration could be given to the omission of the interior 

inspections under the following circumstances: 

(a) where there is some compelling reason for the omission 

such as public resentment of further disturbance or 
an urgency for immediate progress (both of which 

factors are present in the North End); 

(b) where there is already some reliable information on 

building conditions available from other sources, such 

as earlier inspections, records of other city depart¬ 

ments, etc.; 

(c) where there is agreement among the partnership members 

on this revised procedure; and 

(d) where this revised procedure is adopted initially for 

only a small area and on an experimental basis. 

(A) A review of the characteristics of all non-conforming uses 

to confirm their designation for clearance or retention and 

the preparation of a brief explanatory statement for pro¬ 

posed clearances. 
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(5) Preparation of a map of "Existing Conditions", utilizing 

the already prepared base map and adding information on 

the condition of buildings. Hap 13 of this report indicates 

the three types of maps required for each block, all 

utilizing the same base map. 

(6) Preparation of a mao, "Proposed Land Acquisition" showing 

property already owned by the partnership, property to 

be acquired by the partnership, buildings to be retained 

and buildings to be demolished. 

I 

(7) Preparation of a "Block Plan" showing proposed future use 

of all land, land to be retained for public use, location 

and dimensions of land parcels to be sold or leased, 

existing buildings to remain, an indication of proposed 

and expected new construction, provisions for car parking 

and services and public utilities, such as lanes, sidewalks, 

paving, drains, fences, etc., to be provided. This plan 

should be large enough for display purposes (a scale of 

about 1":20') or should be available in sufficient quantity 

for distribution to the public. Descriptive text as 

necessary should accompany the plan. 

Recommendations concerning the provision of car parking, lot 

sizes, etc., have appeared in a previous section. 

(8) Preparation of cost estimates for the implementation of each 

block plan, covering the following items: 

- property acquisition 

clearance and relocation 

lanes, paving, drains and other services or public 

utilities required 

allowance for management costs for planning, administration, 

inspections, etc. 

financial assistance for rehabilitation 

recoveries from land disposal 
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(9) Partnership review and approval of proposals. 

(10) Discussions and negotiations with owners of property to be 

acquired. 

(11) Public meetings as necessary, for individual blocks or 

groups of blocks, for the presentation of proposals. A 

full discussion of rehabilitation aids and procedures 

should also be presented at these meetings. 

(12) Possible revisions of block plans after block meetings 

and after discussions with owners of property to be cleared. 

(13) Acquisition of properties according to recommended procedures. 

(14) Disposal of land according to recommended procedures. 

Residential Rehabilitation 

The interest of residents in rehabilitation and their willing¬ 

ness and ability to participate in it should be assisted and encouraged 

whenever possible. Urban renewal staff and the partnership should be 

prepared to participate in a wide variety of programs and activities 

related to home maintenance, improvement and rehabilitation. 

Specific steps required for the implementation of a full resi¬ 

dential rehabilitation program are outlined below; their order is tenta¬ 

tive and may need to be revised in accordance with local circumstances. 

Some of these procedures will require coordination with work on the 

block planning program. 

(1) Determination of the estimated work required on each house 

for compliance with the minimum standards by-law and for 

compliance with "desirable" standards. These estimates 

should be obtained in conjunction with the inspections 

required for the block plans; they are required at this stage 

only for information purposes. 
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(2) Public initiation of the rehabilitation program - coincident 

with the presentation of block plans - through all useful 

forms of publicity including public meetings for individual 

blocks or appropriate groups of blocks. 

(3) Establishment of the site office and provision of the re¬ 

commended assistance and information services. 

(4) Visits with individual homeowners for discussions concerning 

"needed" and "desirable" improvements to their homes. This 

program should start with the houses requiring the most 

rehabilitation while the better houses may be omitted. The 

extent of this program, the number of houses included, the 

possibility of repeated visits to some houses and the length 

of time involved must all be decided by local and current 

circumstances. The above steps have all been intended to 

promote voluntary rehabilitation; only when they are ob¬ 

viously unsuccessful should enforcement of the minimum 

standards be imposed. 

(5) Enforcement of the provisions of the minimum housing 

standards by-law. This should be undertaken only as 

required, which may be almost immediately for some non- 

cooperative homeowners and only after a period of several 

years in other cases where there is definite but insufficient 

cooperation. 
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3. RELOCATION PROGRAM 

Adequate provision for the relocation of businesses and resi¬ 

dents is an important part of the implementation of any urban renewal 

scheme, particularly since many of those involved are of more limited 

financial means than those in areas not warranting urban renewal action. 

It should be a basic principle of the relocation program that the people 

and businesses involved will be repaid for the direct expenses incurred. 

It should also be recognized that there may be social and psychological 

factors as well as intangible economic costs involved in forced relo¬ 

cation - particularly when the persons concerned have been in the North 

End for many years or are handicapped in some manner. The urban re¬ 

newal department and the partnership should be prepared to offer a 

vbroad range] of assistance ,to ease these relocation problems. While 

the desirable and possible forms of assistance cannot be specified at 

this time, they might include: the provision of meeting space for 

interested local citizen groups; the assistance of urban renewal staff 

with various relocation problems; cooperation with local organizations 

interested in the social aspects of relocation; and contributions to 

staff salaries and expenses of other agencies assisting with urban 

renewal relocation. 

The City of Hamilton is fortunate that it already has had 

considerable experience with the implementation of urban renewal schemes 

and has an experienced relocation staff in its urban renewal department. 

The extent and nature of the relocation requirements for the implemen¬ 

tation of this urban renewal scheme are described in the following text 

and tables . 

Residential Relocation 

Precise information on all characteristics of North End 

housing and residents is not available; this is due to the decision, 

made early in the preparation of this scheme report, to avoid further 

house-by-house interviews of North End residents. As a partial substi¬ 

tute, however, the information available from assessment records for 
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much of the area was compiled by City of Hamilton staff. The results 

are summarized below for the four projects for which complete infor¬ 

mation was available. 

Table 17 shows that the characteristics of the housing to be 

cleared and the people to be relocated in the four projects are very 

similar to those of the entire North End. The proportion of tenant- 

occupied dwellings to be cleared is higher than the overall average 

(53% vs. 32%), which is much the greatest divergence, while the average 

household size is the same (4.1 persons) for both groups. 

The relocation estimates for the concept plan were presented 

in Table 1 and were based on an approximate method described in the 

accompanying text. Comparison of those estimates with the results of 

Table 17 shows that they were reasonably accurate and can give a satis¬ 

factory indication of the extent of the relocation requirements. The 

residential relocation needs for the first-phase program are therefore 

summarized in Table 18, based partly on Table 17 and otherwise on 

Table 1. 
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Tab 3 e_ 17 

Pe side n t i a_l_ Relocation Characteristics 

North^ 

A R C2 III Total Knd 

Dwelling Urit”: 

Owner-occupied 27 03 5 1? 138 

Tenon t-occunied 4 5 82 41 ?o 188 

Proportion tenant-occupied 5 8% /> 2 89r' 51% 5 3% 32. U 

Vacant 5 15 - 6 ps 

No inforration - 4 - - 4 

Total : 77 104 46 39 35 6 

Uouscholds i 

One-f arri] y 53 144 35 24 256 (79%) (80.2%) 

Two or wore families 6 14 10 2 32 (10%) (9.17) 

Non-family 13 17 1 7 38 (11%) (10.7%) 

One-person 6 14 1 5 26 (8%) 

Tvjo persons 16 36 9 10 7.1 (227) 

Three or four persons 23 55 13 15 106 (32%) 

Five or more nersons 27 70 23 3 123 (38%) 

Total households: 72 175 4 6 33 326 (100%) 
/ 

Population 

Persons in familie.s 258 670 197 ins 1 ,233 V 

Lodgers 15 26 6 5 52 

Persons in non-family 

households 2 3 30 1 9 63 

Children - ape 0- 4 26 72 23 9 130 

5-1*3 70 181 49 33 333 

19-18 28 78 18 8 132 

Adults 141 329 100 59 629 

Senior citizens ) sinple 16 33 4 4 57 

(over 60 years') ) , , 
wi th 
spouse 15 33 10 9 67 

Total persons 296 726 204 122 1 ,348 

Average household size 4.1 4.1 4.4 3.7 4.1 4.1 

Proportion of children 42% 46% 44% - 41% 44% 40% 2 

Proportion of senior citizens 10% 9% 77. 11% 8h% 7.77 

^Fipures In this colunn were copied from Table A.10 and were based on the D.R.S. 

Census of Canada, 1961. 

2 
‘"Based on apes 0 to 19 rather than the 0 to 18 years which applies elsewhere in tills 

row of figures. 

2 
Rased on aces 65 and over rather than the arc p.roup of 60 years and over which applies 

elsewhere. 
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Table 18 

Summary of First-Phase Residential Relocation 

Pro-ject 

Proposed 

Residential 

Buildings 

Demolition 

Dwelling 

Units 

Persons to 
be Relocated 

A 58 77 296 

B1 132 145 545 

c 12 - 50 

FI 29 ~ 130 

G1 42 - 190 

G2 

i 

40 46 204 

HI 35 39 122 

N and R2 8 - 35 

Advance ^ 

acquisition 10 - 45 

Total 366 1,617 

■^he estimates for Project B are based on the assumption that only 75% 

of the proposed clearance will be carried out during the first phase. 

Progress with these two developments depends mainly on the initiative 

of the private developer; the estimates given here for Projects N and 

R are based on the arbitrary assumption that half the total potential 

clearance will be carried out during the first-phase program. 

3 
This is an allowance for the small but unknown number of substandard 

houses located in areas where redevelopment is not proposed until 

after the first phase but where acquisition should be carried out in 

advance. 

The potential relocation requirements of Project N have been 

included here, even though nominally a private responsibility, since 

they represent a potential need for which the City staff should be pre¬ 

pared to offer assistance. 

The total residential relocation requirements of the first- 

phase program therefore amount to an estimated 1,617 persons. Using 

the figures from Table 17 which showed an average of 4.1 persons per 

household, about a 10% instance of "doubling-up" of families and about 

10% non-family households, these 1,617 persons would consist of about 

395 households containing about 395 families and about forty non-family 

households. 
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It is proposed that the present procedures for assisting with 

residential relocation be continued in Hamilton. The City's considerable 

experience to date is indicated by the fact that 280 families formerly 

in the North End had been relocated up to July 1967. Their staff now 

includes (March 1968) two Relocation Officers (one added recently) plus 

a Community Worker, which is considered sufficient for the future re¬ 

location work in this and other Hamilton urban renewal schemes. Estab¬ 

lished procedures include the payment of residential moving allowances, 

contributions towards the legal fees of residential property owners and 

contributions to assist owner occupants of expropriated residential 

property to obtain independent appraisals of their property. 

» 

The number of families who will require accommodation in 

public housing is expected to be quite small since only eighteen out of 

280 families already relocated have been accommodated in public housing. 

Since the stock of public housing in Hamilton is now over 1,500 units 

with about another one thousand under construction or being negotiated 

(see Table 19 for a detailed list), there should be no difficulty in 

accommodating former North End residents who require public family-type 

or senior citizen housing. 

Public Housing Stock 

The existing stock of public housing units in Hamilton, plus 

those under construction and proposed, is summarized in Table 19. The 

existing stock totals 1,522 units, mainly designed for families. It 

also shows that 610 units are under construction, these being almost 

exclusively designed for senior citizens. Finally, a further 375 

family units have been proposed with negotiations actively underway. 

The overall totals for public housing units in existence, under con¬ 

struction and proposed, are 1,687 family units and 820 senior citizen 

units, for a gross total of 2,507 units. 
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Table 19 

Hamilton Public Housing 

(a) Existing Units 

Roxborough Park 

Mohawk Gardens 

Catharine Street 

O.H.C. Scattered Sites 

O.H.C. Millwood & Bobolink 

O.H.C. Berrisfield 

O.H.C. Lawfield 
Macassa Park 

Ada Pritchard Apartments 

O.H.C. Macassa Site 

K.D. Soble Towers (North End) 

Total Existing Units 

Senior Citizen 

Family Units _Units_ 

591 (H.H.A.)* 16 

516 (H.H.A.) 
4 

18 

46 

47 

37 
16 

45 

40 

146 

1,259 263** 

(b) Units under Construction 

O.H.C. Lawfield 6 - 

O.H.C. James & Picton 17 - 

O.H.C. Roxborough Park West 30 - 

O.H.C. Jackson Street West — 557 

Total Units under Construction 53 557 

(c) Units under Active Negotiation 

O.H.C. Roxborough Park West 

O.H.C. Roxborough Park East 

O.H.C. Cotton Mill Site 

O.H.C. Request for Private 

Proposals 

Total Units Proposed 

Total Units Existing, under Con¬ 

struction and under Negotiation 

39 

159 

91 

86 

375 

1,687 820** 

♦Hamilton Housing Authority 

**Plus seventy-two units in the Kiwanis Apartments. 

Commercial-Industrial Relocation 

The following services should be provided to all commercial 

and industrial establishments which will be subject to relocation: 

(a) a complete information service on progress of the scheme and its 

implications tc businessmen in the area; 
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(b) personal Interviews as required with each business establishment 

to be displaced; 

(c) information on the availability of alternate space for either 

rental or purchase throughout the city, and on the retail, 

service and office space to be provided within the scheme area; 

(d) staging of development, whenever possible, to permit firms to 

remain until suitable alternative accommodation is available 

or to occupy temporary quarters until permanent accommodation 

is found. 

Financial and legal arrangements should be made to acquire 

business properties at a time (within a reasonable period - preferably 

one year) which is convenient for the businesses concerned. This would 

permit businesses to move whenever alternative space could be found and 

would also prevent financial hardship for landlords whose tenants had 

vacated in advance of expected clearance. Such properties acquired in 

advance of the need for clearance should be retained by the City, if 

their condition permits, to provide temporary quarters for an interim 

period for businesses required to move and still seeking suitable per¬ 

manent space. 

Businesses displaced by the implementation of the scheme 

should be given the first right of refusal for leased space in any of 

the proposed developments, depending, of course, on the suitability of 

their operation for the new location. 

Hamilton urban renewal staff have also had extensive experience 

with the relocation of businesses; one of their relocation officers has 

specialized in commercial relocation. 

The estimated commercial-industrial relocation requirements 

for the first-phase program are listed in the following table: 
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Table 20 

First-Phase Commercial-Industrial Relocation 

Number of Approximate 

Establishments Floor Area 

Retail and Service 31 28,500 sq.ft 

Office 1 A00 sq.ft 

Automotive 3 7,300 sq.ft 

Warehouse and Industrial 8 2A,400 sq.ft 

Total A3 60,600 sq.ft 
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4 . LAND ACQUI SJTION_ AND_ DISPOSAL 

Des ign a t: i on 

The North Lnd has alreadv been designated as a "redevelopment 

area'' according to the provisions of Bv-law 9548, passed In- the 

Hamilton Citv Council on December 19, 1961 and approved bv the 

Province on June 28, 1963. However, this report has recommended 

that the scheme boundaries, as described in the above-mentioned 

by-law, be extended as outlined on Mans 1 and 2 and described in 

Appendix 1. In order to provide for the participation of the Province 

> 

in the cost of implementing the first phase of this urban renewal scheme 

and in order to empower the CJtv to expropriate the required land, it 

will be necessary for the CLtv to obtain provincial approval of a 

by-law designating the required extensions of the boundaries of the 

existing redevelopment area. (The boundaries mav renuire to be extended 

slightly further than recommended in this report to accommodate the 

final alignment determined for the Perimeter Poad. The City’s bv-law 

should specifv the appropriate final boundaries.) 

The application for alteration of boundaries should be made 

as soon as Council has adopted this report and passed the appropriate 

by-law according to the provisions of subsection 2 of Section 20 of 

The Planning Act (R.S.O. 1960, C296) . It is recommended that the entire 

scheme area be included in the revised North End redevelopment area 

since there is no significant portion of it that is not included within 

the first-phase program. 

Acquisition 

The properties for which acquisition is proposed, and the 

recommended staging thereof, have alreadv been described and are 

illustrated on Man 20. It should be noted that some of the areas 

designated are tentative only and are subject to confirmation or 

revision during the preparation of block plans. 
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The actual acquisition of land should be carried out by the 

City, acting on behalf of the urban renewal partnership. Accurate 

maps of the ownership and areas of the land involved should be prepared 

by reference to existing records or, where necessary, by resurveving. 

Independent appraisals should also be obtained after which offering 

prices may be determined by review of the aDpraisals by a sub-committee 

representative of the three partnership members (according to already 

established Hamilton practice). Negotiations and legal proceedings 

(including expropriation) should be undertaken bv staff from the 

appropriate City departments. The price to be paid for publicly- 
> 

owned lands is a matter for negotiation among the members of the partner¬ 

ship and any other public agencies concerned. Recommendations in 

this regard have already been made in the "Cost Analysis". 

There should be some flexibility possible in the determination 

of the dates of individual expropriations and relocations to minimize 

the inconvenience for the persons concerned. This matter of flexibility 

in the time of acouisition is particularly important in the residential 

areas where rehabilitation and spot clearance is proposed and where 

every effort should be made to accommodate requests for advanced or 

delayed acquisition. It is proposed here that a9 soon as the necessary 

approvals have been obtained (including the approval of individual 

block plans) the City should be prepared to consider the advance 

acquisition of properties which come on the market and are proposed 

for clearance. This procedure would assist owners who wish to dispose 

of their properties in advance of the proposed acquisition schedule 

and would reduce the extent of future legal actions. 

Property Management 

Property management will be a necessary part of the City's 

implementation procedures in cases where properties have been purchased 

somewhat ahead of schedule, as discussed above, or where some or all 

of the tenants have not been relocated, or where buildings in reasonably 
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good condition are retained to provide temporary accommodation for dis¬ 

located businesses or persons who have not yet been able to locate 

suitable permanent accommodation. This property management should be 

undertaken by the urban renewal staff. Provision for the deduction of 

a 5% management fee by the City for administering any such properties 

should be provided in the agreements to be negotiated with the provincial 

and federal governments. 

Clearance 

Demolition and clearance should be carried out under contract 

by demolition contractors chosen by competitive tender. Demolition 

should take place as soon as possible after buildings are finally 

vacated in order to minimize the risk of fires and accidents. Buildings 

to be temporarily retained by the partnership must be securely closed 

up while vacant. The demolition contractor should be required to leave 

the site reasonably level, graded to prevent the formation of pools of 

water and free of debris. 

Land Disposal 

The block plans to be prepared for the extensive areas to 

remain mainly in single-family residential use will indicate the many 

lots for which development with new individual private houses is pro¬ 

posed. There has been for several years a considerable demand for 

such lots in the North End, at least partly resulting from residents 

dislocated by the urban renewal projects already completed. It is re¬ 

commended that these lots be offered for sale as they become available, 

at predetermined prices dependent on the size, frontage and location of 

individual lots, with the first right of refusal to former North End 

residents displaced by urban renewal. Appropriate development regu¬ 

lations should be applied to the lots and made known to potential 

purchasers. 

An appraisal of land values in North End residential areas 

should be undertaken as a basis for setting the sale prices of indivi¬ 

dual lots. 
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Lands for private redevelopment (other than for individual 

private houses) should be leased on a competitive basis to private 

developers. Development regulations, covering such items as type and 

intensity of use, provisions for parking, landscaping, automobile access 

points and other terms appropriate to the intent of the scheme should 

be specified by the partnership when development proposals are sought. 

Proposals submitted should be judged on the basis of their design and 

their compatibility with the overall objectives of the scheme. On the 

other hand, the leasing rate should not be part of the competition but 

should be determined by negotiations with the prospective developer(s) 
I 

selected through the competition. (City staff are already experienced 

with this procedure.) 

An analysis of the economic feasibility of the proposed 

private redevelopment was undertaken in Part Three. Its results are 

an estimate of the returns which the partnership can expect from the 

sale or lease of land. 
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5. LAND-USE CONTROLS 

(a) Official Plan 

The existing provisions of the Official Plan which apply to 

the North End were illustrated on Map A.l and described in Appendix 

Three. These provisions were incorporated into the Official Plan by 

Amendment No. 145 which was based on the proposals of the 1963 re¬ 

development plan and which reclassified as residential extensive areas 

of land in the redevelopment area which were previously classified as 

commercial and industrial. 
i 

This urban renewal scheme report proposes some extensive 

changes to the previous redevelopment plan. The Official Plan should 

therefore be amended again by the City of Hamilton, in accordance with 

the provisions of The Planning Act (P.SO 1960 c.296) in order to reflect 

the new proposals. While these have been fully discussed earlier, the 

major ones are: 

the extension of the scheme area to the west to include the 

waterfront area; 

the development of the waterfront mainly for park and recreational 

purposes but with some appropriate residential and industrial uses: 

the conservation and rehabilitation of much of the existing 

housing stock; 

- the redevelopment of the James Street area for residential and 

commercial uses; and 

- the redevelopment for apartments of the sites overlooking the 

harbour to the north and west. 

The proposed amendments to the land use map in the Official 

Plan are illustrated on Map 21. 
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(b) Zoning By-law 

The present zoning regulations in the North End were adopted 

in 1961, at which time it was considered expedient to designate the 

entire North End redevelopment area for residential use so that no new 

commercial or industrial development would occur during the period of 

preparation for redevelopment action. It is proposed that these regu¬ 

lations be continued generally unchanged for the present time, except 

as shown on Map 21 and discussed below. 

One immediate change proposed in the zoning regulations con- 
i 

cems the southwestern part of the scheme area and some adjacent land 

where light and heavy industry ("J" and "K") are now permitted. A new 

zone, with the suggested designation "J-2: Prestige Industrial", is 

proposed for the industrial portion of the waterfront development and 

for the vicinity of Bay Street and the Perimeter Road. This new zone 

should provide for an "industrial park" type of development on these 

valuable sites which are close to the centre of Hamilton and to good 

arterial roads and could also act as a buffer zone between the North 

End and the heavy industrial zone to the southwest. Uses in this zone 

should be restricted to light manufacturing and warehousing in wholly 

enclosed buildings, with restrictions on the emission of smoke, noise, 

etc., and with appropriate parking, landscaping and siting requirements. 

The application of this zone to the land just south of this scheme area 

in the vicinity of Bay Street would be in full accordance with the 

recommendations of the York Street Urban Renewal Scheme. Special pro¬ 

visions should be made for the east*frontage of Bay Street, between 

Murray and Stuart Streets, to permit the continued existence of the 

hotel, as presently permitted under the existing "J" District regulations. 

The land between Simcoe and Strachan Streets to the west of 

Bay Street (the former "incinerator" site) should be zoned mainly for 

low-density residential use instead of its present industrial desig¬ 

nation, a restriction which will apply mainly to City-owned property 

and is intended to facilitate the retention of this entrance to the 
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waterfront park mainly as open space. The designation of Residential- 

Multiple Dwellings (E) is recommended immediately for a small portion 

of this area where the redevelopment proposal (Project D1 - Bay Street 

Apartments) has a high priority and where the land is now publicly 

owned. 

As a result of the above recommendations, the ' K-Heavy 

Industry" zone to the southwest of the North End would be somewhat 

reduced in extent, as shown on Map 21. 

The "D" residential designation applied to most of the North 

End is intended as an interim control where future redevelopment is 

proposed. Appropriate changes should be made in the zoning by-law when 

the redevelopment proposals are imminent. Detailed provisions for the 

development of most of the sites can be prepared by agreement between 

the partnership and the developer as conditions of the sale or lease 

of the property concerned. Detailed provisions for the development 

of the waterfront area are to be the subject of negotiations between 

the partnership, the developer and the Hamilton Harbour Commission, 

along with negotiations for possible land transfers, the sharing of 

the costs of services and possible amendments to the existing water¬ 

front zoning regulations as discussed earlier in this report. 

(c) Minimum Housing Standards By-law 

A minimum standards by-lav; is an essential part of a housing 

rehabilitation and conservation program; progress with the adoption 

and approval of such a by-law and recommendations on the procedures 

for its application have been presented in Sections 3.2 and 4.2 of 

this report. 
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PART FIVE - APPENDICES 

i. LOCATION AND SELECTION OF BOUNDARIES 

Location 

The North End Renewal Area consists of some 370 acres 

including approximately 70 acres of water lying between the western 

shoreline and the Hamilton harbour headline. The location of the Area 

in relation to the City of Hamilton and to the nearby Civic Square and 

York Street renewal areas is shown on Map 1. The boundaries are also 

shown in detail on Map 2 and are described below. 

The northern boundary is an irregular line following Burlington 

Street East, Ferguson Avenue and its extension, the north limit of East- 

wood Park, Guise and Bay Streets, a line just east of Macnab Street 

extending north to the harbour followed by a line extending west to the 

Hamilton harbour headline. The last two portions of the northern 

boundary coincide with the extremities of the Royal Hamilton Yacht Club 

docks. 

The western boundary follows the Hamilton harbour headline 

and the western edge of the extension of Queen Street (both as defined 

for the. Department of Public Works, Ottawa, on a plan of the Hamilton 

harbour headline). 

Basically, the southern delineation of the area follows the 

Canadian National Railway's Grimsby-Oakville main line. However, 

between Bay and Macnab Streets the boundary has been extended southward 

to include the block north of Murray Street while the boundary to the 

west of Bay Street consists of Strachan Street and the northern limit 

of the C.N.R. water lot (and their extensions, as shown on the harbour 

headline plan). To the east of the Area, the Canadian National Railway's 

spur line and the east side of Wellington Street constitute the 

remaining boundary. 



In relation to the City of Hamilton, the scheme area adjoins 

the city's prime industrial area and harbour installations to the east 

of Wellington Street. The Central Business District and Civic Square 

Scheme Area lie a short distance to the south. The C.N.R.'s main rail 

line and marshalling yards which constitute, in part, the southern 

boundary of this Area also formed, in part, the northern boundaries of 

the Central Hamilton Study and the York Street Scheme Areas. 

Selection of Boundaries 

A preliminary urban renewal study prepared in .1958 by the City 

of Hamilton Planning Board directly influenced the selection of the 

boundaries described above. This study delineated nine renewal areas 

and recommended that each be studied in detail according to an assigned 

priority rating. Based on the study's recommendations, the scheme area 

(Area 4) was designated as a redevelopment area in December of 1961 and 

was the subject of a redevelopment plan prepared by the Hamilton Urban 

Renewal Committee in November of 1962. The plan, which was later 

approved by the Ontario Municipal Board on June 28, 1963, has been 

partially implemented over the last four years with the financial cooper¬ 

ation of the senior levels of government. In both study reports the 

area boundaries roughly coincide with those of the present scheme area 

except for the current inclusion of three additions which consist of 

the block to the north of Murray Street between Bay and llacnab Streets, 

the block to the south of Simcoe Street between Bay Street and the 

harbour and the area (primarily water) between the western shoreline and 

the western harbour headline. 

The acceptance of these boundaries is based not only on their 

pre-definition by the previous studies but on their logical relationship 

to the topographical and functional characteristics of the area. 

Hamilton harbour to the west of the scheme area forms a natural boundary 

that permits the inclusion of nearly one mile of uninterrupted shoreline, 

Presently, the harbour frontage accommodates the Royal Hamilton Yacht 

Club and the Leander Boat Club but for the most part the shore front 
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consists of derelict private boathouses, rotting wharves and non-conforming 

residential and industrial uses. The need to create a more attractive 

and beneficial use of this sheltered stretch of waterfront property 

required its inclusion within the scheme area. Due to recent filling 

operations which have changed the location of the shoreline, and due to 

the probability of further filling, the western boundary was extended to 

the harbour headline, as described above, to include the entire potential 

waterfront development. 

Similarly, the selection of the Canadian National Railway main 

line as the southern boundary is justified by the decisive separation it 

achieves (due to deep open-cut construction) between the scheme area 

and the neighbouring residential area to the south. This separation is 

further accentuated by the distinct difference in the residential 

character of the two areas to the north and south of the rail line. 

The fact that this delineation permits the inclusion of the perimeter 

road east-west right-of-way (proposed for Strachan Street and adjoining 

lands to the south) makes the C.N.R. line a logical southern boundary. 

Consideration of the future disposition of the historic Old 

Custom House first suggested the inclusion of the additional block 

between Bay and Macnab Streets and north of Murrey Street. Furthermore, 

some street relocation or modification is expected to be required 

within the block for the connection of Bay and Macnab Streets to the 

proposed Perimeter Road. The scheme boundary has also been extended to 

include the block bounded by Simcoe, Bay and Strachan Streets, which 

forms a logical part of the Area and must be included in any compre¬ 

hensive redevelopment of the waterfront area. The site is now vacant 

and owned by the city, having originally been purchased as a possible 

site for an incinerator which is now scheduled for construction in the 

east end of the city. 

A distinct and logical separation of land use between the 

industrial areas to the south and east and the residential areas to the 

north and west is achieved by the selection of the C.N.R. spur line and 

Wellington Street as the eastern boundary. (The precise location of 



the eastern boundary may need to be revised slightly in accordance with 

final engineering plans for the perimeter road.) Similarly logical in 

terms of land use is the delineation of the irregular northern boundary 

which excludes the permanent harbour installations of the Hamilton 

Harbour Commission and related industrial and institutional uses from 

renewal consideration. 

2. EXISTING LAND USE 
i 

The distribution of land uses within the scheme area was 

illustrated on Map 3 and discussed in Part One; it is further summarized 

in Table A.l which specifies the acreage of each of several uses within 

each block. The information is based on surveys of land use which 

were undertaken in 1966 and updated in 1967. Some of the figures in 

the table are necessarily approximate since precise maps were not 

available and since the boundaries of some land uses could not be pre¬ 

cisely defined. 

The table shows that some 117 acres are in residential use, 

of which only 5 acres are used for multi-family (three or more family) 

structures. About six acres are used for commercial purposes and nine 

for industrial uses. Other uses occupy 84 acres and cover a diversity 

of uses such as railroad right-of-way, schools, churches, parks, the 

vacant "incinerator" site south of Simcoe Street, the site formerly 

occupied by the cotton mills and a considerable amount of vacant or 

only partially used land along the waterfront. 
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Table A.l - Areas of Existing Land Uses 

_AREA IN ACRES__ 

Residential ~ CH 

Single Multi- (1) (1) Other Total 

2-family) family Commercial Industrial Uses Acreage 

0.8 0.2 0.3 2.0 16.9 20.2 

-0.1 - - 0.1 1.2 1.4 

0.9 - - - 0.9 

1.3 - - 0.2 1.1 2.6 

0.1 - - - 7.4 7.5 

0.4 - - - - 0.4 

0.5 - - - 1.4 1.9 

0.8 - - - - 0.8 

2.5 - - - - 2.5 

2.9 0.2 - - - 3.1 

2.6 - 0.1 - - 2.7 

1.8 0.1 - - 0.1 2.0 

1.8 - - - - 1.8 

0.1 - - - 3.1 3.2 

1.0 - 0.6 1.4 0.8 3.8 
- - 1.0 - 1.7 2.7 

2.2 0.1 0.4 - - 2.7 

1.3 - 0.3 0.1 0.2 1.9 

1.3 - 0.1 0.1 1.0 2.5 

2.2 0.1 0.2 - - 2.5 
- - - - 2.5 2.5 
— - - - 2.5 2.5 

0.4 - - - 0.8 1.2 

2.2 0.1 0.2 - 0.7 3.2 

1.9 - 0.2 0.3 0.2 2.6 

1.8 - 0.1 - 0.3 2.2 

0.7 - - 1.4 0.1 2.2 

1.6 0.1 0.2 0.3 - 2.2 

1.4 0.1 0.3 - 0.4 2.2 

1.6 - 0.4 - 0.1 2.1 

0.5 - - - 0.4 0.9 

0.9 - - 0.2 0.2 1.3 

2.0 - - 0.3 1.5 3.8 

2.1 0.3 - - 0.2 2.6 
- •- . - - 2.4 2.4 
— - • - - 2.7 2.7 
- — - - 2.7 2.7 
- - - - 2.4 2.4 

1.7 0.2 - - - 0.2 2.1 

0.4 - - - 0.5 0.9 
- 2.6 - - - 2.6 

2.4 - 0.1 - 1.2 3.7 

2.4 - 0.2 - - 2.6 

2.0 - 0.1 - 0.1 2.2 
— — - - 2.4 2.4 

2.0 - - 0.2 - 2.2 

1.0 - - - 1.2 2.2 

2.2 - - - - 2.2 

0.3 - - 0.7 1.0 

1.8 - 0.1 0.6 - 2.5 

1.5 0.2 0.2 - - 1.9 

1.4 - - 0.2 - 1.6 
— - — - 1.8 1.8 

1.5 - 0.2 - 
< 

1.7 

1.5 - 0.1 - - 1.6 

1.5 0.1 - - 0.1 1.7 

0.5 — — - 0.2 0.7 



Table A,1 - Continued 

AREA IN ACRES 

Residential (1) 
Single Multi- (1) (1)Other Total 

Block ( or 2-family) family Commercial Industrial Uses Acreage 

56 . 
16.3 16.3 

57 5.6 0.1 - - — 5.7 
58 4.4 - 0.1 0.1 - 4.6 

59 4.2 0.3 - - - 4.5 
60 4.4 0.1 0.1 - - 4.6 
61 3.7 - - 0.7 0.1 4.5 
62 4.3 - 0.1 - - 4.4 

63 0.8 - - -. 1.2 2.0 

64 5.0 - 0.1 - - 5.1 
65 3.8 > - 0.4 - 4.2 

66 4.4 - 0.2 - - 4,6 

67 3.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 4.1 

68 1.3 - 0.2 0.2 1.6 3.3 

69 1.1 - - - 1.3 2.4 

Sub-Total 112.1 5.2 6.4 9.0 84.0 216.7 

Streets 81.8 

Sub-Total 298.5 

Water approx. 71.5 

TOTAL approx. 370.0 

(l)Inc.ludes those properties which serve a commercial, industrial or 

public function in conjunction with a residential use. In total, 3.7 

acres of commercial land, 0.7 acres of industrial land and 0.4 acres 

of other land are involved. 

Note: - "Other Uses" Includes schools, parks and other public uses, land 

owned by the Canadian National Railway and the Hamilton Harbour 

Commissioners and vacant land. 

- The above figures are approximate in some cases since precise maps 

are not available and since the boundaries of some land uses 

cannot be precisely defined. 



3. EXISTING DEVELOPMENT CONTROLS 

(a) Zoning By-laws 

Zoning By-law No. 6593 requires that the future development of 

land in the North End Area be restricted according to the six zoning 

categories shown on Map A.l. The general area to which each category 

applies together with a brief description of the uses permitted and 

standards enforced are described below. 

Residential District '(D) (Urban Protected Residential - One and Two 

Family Dwellings, etc.) 

Virtually the entire North End Area is zoned in this category. 

The exceptions are the waterfront lands, a few blocks along James Street 

and two parcels of land north of Burlington Street, all of which are 

discussed later. 

Uses permitted in this zone include one and two-family 

dwellings, row dwellings, boarding and lodging houses, nursing homes and 

homes for elderly persons. No building in this zone can exceed 3 storeys 

or A5 feet in height. For single-family dwellings a lot area of A,000 

square feet and width of AO feet is required, with yards of twenty, four, 

and twenty-five feet width for the front, sides and rear respectively. 

Two-family dwellings require lots of 7,000 square feet area and 60 feet 

width. 

Residential District (DE-3) (Multiple Dwellings) 

The James Street frontage of five blocks between Strachan and 

Macaulay Streets, as shown on Map A.l, is included in this zone. This 

zone permits one, two and three family dwellings, converted and row 

dwellings plus multiple dwellings. Building heights are restricted to 

three storeys. Single family dwellings require lots of A0 feet width 

and A,000 square feet area with somewhat greater requirements for two 

and three family dwellings. 

The floor area ratio is limited to 0.90 and 25% open land¬ 

scaped space is required for multiple dwellings. 



Residential District (E) (Multiple Dwellings, Lodges, Clubs, etc.) 

Two parcels of land at the northern boundary of the residen¬ 

tial part of the North End are in this zone which permits uses similar 

to those permitted in the DE-3 zone described above plus hospitals, 

lodges or clubs and medical or dental clinics. The only other land in 

this zone is a small parcel at the extreme south of the scheme area. 

Single family dwellings require lots of 40 feet width and 

4,000 square feet in area with only slightly greater requirements for 

the various forms of multiple dwellings. The sizes and heights of 

multiple dwellings are limited by a maximum floor area of 1.7 and by 

a maximum height of 55 feet. 

Special Waterfront District (F) 

This zone covers almost the entire waterfront portion of the 

Area. As shown in approximate form on the map, it includes some water 

lots extending westward into Hamilton harbour. Permitted uses include 

multiple dwellings, summer camps, marinas, hotels, restaurants and 

amusement parks. The maximum permitted floor area ratio is 1.6. 

Light Industrial District (J) 

This category applies to two parcels of land in the southwest 

part of the Area and to lands immediately adjacent to the Area on the 

north and south. A wide range of commercial and industrial uses are 

permitted in this zone. 

Development standards include a maximum height of ten storeys 

and 120 feet, side and rear yards of 15 feet where adjacent to a 

residential zone and a maximum lot coverage of 85%. The maximum per¬ 

mitted floor area ratio is eleven times the lot area with a bonus clause 

for larger sites. 

Heavy Industrial District (K) 

This zone applies only to a very small parcel in the southwest 

corner of the Area plus lands immediately outside the Area to the south 

and east. Permitted uses include all those under the "J" zone and some 
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additional manufacturing operations of a primary nature. Development 

standards are the same as for the light industrial category. 

(b) Official Plan 

The Official Plan of the Hamilton Planning Area consists of a 

land-use plan without accompanying text. The designations are illustrated 

on Map A.l which shows that the majority of the Area is proposed for 

residential use. A substantial strip along the western and north-western 

areas and on the top of the bank overlooking the harbour is proposed for 

redevelopment with multiple dwellings. A small commercial area is pro¬ 

posed at the northern end of James Street while most of the waterfront 

is also designated commercial. Industrial uses are proposed for the 

extreme south-west part of the area. The existing public and institu¬ 

tional areas in the middle of the North End are designated accordingly. 

The lands adjacent to the scheme area are all designated for industry. 

(c) Building By-law (No. 4797) 

The building by-law provides for the construction, alteration 

or demolition of structures by defined procedures. Restrictions on the 

type and quality of materials, building height, area, design and means 

of egress, heating and plumbing installations and other related construc¬ 

tion matters are controlled by this by-law. Building design, construc¬ 

tion, occupancy, use and maintenance are covered with respect to safety 

requirements. 

(d) Health By-law (No. 4798) 

The health by-law for the City of Hamilton permits inspection 

of premises in order that an adequate standard of occupancy, ventilation, 

heating (and other factors which may be injurious to health) be main¬ 

tained. Inadequate standards of maintenance may result in closure of 

premises by court order. 
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4. EXISTING ROADS AND TRAFFIC 

(a) Roads and Sidewalks 

The road system in the renewal area continues to serve the 

same basic functions for which it was originally designed. Map A.2 

illustrates that portions of only four Area streets serve in an arter¬ 

ial capacity (James, John and Bay Streets between the C.N.R. line and 

Burlington Street and Burlington Street from Wellington Street to Bay 

Street) while Map A.3 indicates their present traffic volumes. The 

section of Bay Street to the south of the C.N.R. line is classified as 

a collector road while the remaining streets are all local in function. 

Table A.2 lists the location, type and width of rights-of-way 

and pavements for all streets in the area. Also included in this table 

is an estimate of the remaining years of life of all Area pavements and 

sidewalks. This information is also shown on Map A.4 and has been 

provided by the Engineering Department of the City of Hamilton. 

The local function of the overall road system is emphasized 

by the fact that about 80% of the approximately 10 miles of streets are 

classified as local roads and only about 20% as arterial or collector 

roads. The great majority of the streets have a right-of-way width of 

66 feet though a few short sections of street are over 66 feet wide and 

a few streets are less than 66 feet wide (usually 64 feet). Also the 

majority of the streets have an asphalt surface on a permanent granular 

base although a considerable proportion are only surface treated. The 

condition of many of the streets and sidewalks is illustrated graphical¬ 

ly on Map A.4 and detailed in Table A.2 

(b) Public Transportation 

♦ 

The Hamilton area is provided with bus service by the Hamil¬ 

ton Street Railway Company. Service to the North End is provided by 

the Bay-Front route (No.3) which travels north and east on John and 

Burlington Streets and, on the return trip, travels west and south on 

| Burlington and James Streets (See Map A.2). The route accordingly 

serves to relate the Area to the industrial area to the east as far as 

Kenilworth Avenue and to the downtown. 
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(c) Traffic Volumes 

The major volumes of traffic in the renewal area occur on 

Burlington Street (for east-west movement) and on Bay, James, John and 

Wellington Streets (for north-south movement). Traffic counts taken in 

1961 and listed in Table A.3 show Burlington Street to be the Area's 

most travelled thoroughfare and reflect its function in connecting the 

heavy industrial area east of Wellington Street to the main access routes 

to the west (York Street and Highway 403). A further indication of 

Burlington Street's* function as an industrial service artery is the 

heavy volume of truck traffic. The north-south routes of Bay, James, 

John and Wellington Streets serve as secondary arterials and also act 

as collectors for commercial-industrial traffic to Burlington Street as 

shown by the relatively high proportion of truck traffic. 

Table A.3 - Traffic Volumes (1961) 

24-Hour Flows Peak Flows 

Location All Vehicles Trucks All Vehicles 

Bay Street 

- C.N.R. to Burlington 6,000-13,000 1,000-2,500 900-1,350 

Burlington Street 

- Bay to James 

- Bay to John 6,000-13,000 1,000-2,500 
450- 900 

- James to John 

- John to Wellington 13,000-20,000 2,500-4,000 

900-1,350 

1,350-1,800 

James Street 
- C.N.R. to Ferrie 

- Ferrie to Burlington 

6,000-13,000) 

3,000- 6,000) 
300-1,000 450- 900 

John Street 

- C.N.R. to Burlington 3,000-6,000 300-1,000 450- 900 

Wellington Street 

- C.N.R. to Burlington 3,000-6,000 . 300-1,000 

- C.N.R. to Ferrie - 450- 900 

Source: Hamilton Area Transportation Plan 

The relationship between traffic volumes and turning movements 

at intersections and the one-directional street restrictions applicable to 

James and John Streets (one way southbound and northbound respectively) is 

illustrated by Map A.3 and Table A.4. For the period 1964 to 1966 the 

greatest number of turning movements occur from Burlington Street to 

James Street southbound (2,900 per 17-hour day) and from John Street to 

Burlington Street eastbound (2,500 per 17-hour day), this being indicative 
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of the main commuting and truck route to and from the major industrial 

area to the east. Northbound turns at the intersection of Burlington 

and Wellington Streets are generated by access to the Wellington Docks 

of the Hamilton Harbour Commission. 

Table A.4 - Traffic Volumes and Turning Movements 

at Main Intersections, 1964 to 1966 (per 17-hour day) 

Turning Vehicles Traffic Volumes 

From To Direction 

Burlington James Northbound 
• Southbound 

John Northbound 

Southbound 

Wellington Northbound 

Southbound 
Ferrie James Northbound 

Southbound 

John Northbound 

Southbound 

James Burlington Eastbound 

Westbound 
Ferrie Eastbound 

Westbound 
John Burlington Eastbound 

Westbound 

Ferrie Eastbound 

Westbound 

Wellington Burlington Eastbound 

Westbound 

No. of 

Total 

Vehicles 

Trucks 

Approaching Leaving 

Intersection 

317 14 618 317 

2,910 359 - 3,333 

175 69 3,117 503 
- - 182 - 

649 170 511 685 

1,078 188 587 1,149 

808 58 4,344 4,890 

243 25 4,713 4,224 

107 5 3,352 3,241 

88 8 6,556 3,635 

137 12 849 815 

125 24 1,380 868 

2,520 403 3,335 5,832 

447 43 6,770 7,065 

537 12 765 1,222 

195 12 1,180 1,212 

683 194 7,137 7,288 

308 72 

o
 

C
O

 
C

O
 6,993 

(d) Pedestrian Volumes 

The only pedestrian counts which are available are those 

related to the five intersections listed in the following Table A.5. 

The highest volumes are shown to be at the intersections of Ferrie Street 

with John and James Streets. These volumes (1,755 and 1,712 respectively 

per 17-hour day) reflect the influence of St. Leonard's Separate School 

on the south-east corner of Ferrie and John Streets, the commercial strip 

shopping area and, to a lesser degree, the industrial uses on the east 

side of James Street in the vicinity of Picton and Ferrie Streets. 

Nearby commercial, industrial and community facilities are influential in 

increasing pedestrian volumes at the Burlington and John Streets inter¬ 

section to 1,071 pedestrians per 17-hour day. 
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Table A.5 - Pedestrian Movements (per 17-hour day) 

at Main Intersections, 1964 to 1966 

Intersection 

South 

Side 

North 

Side 

West 

Side 

East 

Side 

Total Pedes¬ 

trians 

Burlington and 

James Streets 

83 130 

135 
) 

184) 
532 

Burlington and 

John Streets 
235 227 

336 
) 

273) 
1,071 

Burlington and 

Wellington Streets 

53 19 

192 
) 

60) 
324 

Ferrie and 

James Streets 

345 342 

390 
) 

635) 
1,712 

Ferrie and 

John Streets 

616 278 

256 
) 

605) 
1,755 

(e) Traffic Accidents 

Since 1961, there have been a total of 3,016 traffic accidents 

in the renewal area, the greatest incidence occurring along Burlington, 

Ferrie and Catherine Streets and at the main intersections of Burlington 

and Wellington Streets, Ferrie and James Streets, Mary and Ferguson 

Streets and Catherine Street with Burlington, Ferrie and Picton Streets. 

Unlike the York Street and Civic Square Urban Renewal Areas, close to 

half (48%) of all accidents in the scheme area took place at raid-block 

(between intersections). The proportion of all city accidents occurring 

in the renewal area is relatively high, representing about 6% in 1965 

(see Table A.6) though the Area includes only about 3% of the city's 

population. 

Table A.6 - Traffic Accidents, 1961-1965 

Traffic Accidents Area as % 
Year Renewal Area City of Hamilton of City 

1961 402 7,547 5.3 
1962 689 8,338 8.3 
1963 620 9,468 6.5 
1964 642 9,948 6.5 
1965 663 10,781 6.1 

Total 3,016 46,082 6.5 

(f) Parking Facilities 

A recent survey (June 1966) in the North End renewal area 

shows that a limited amount of space is available for off-street parking 
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facilities by all major users of land. The survey included all existing 

garages and private parking spaces as well as any lots of a size adequate 

to provide future driveway space. In the latter case, a seven-foot side 

yard was considered to be the minimum requirement. 

These shortages, which also apply to institutional uses such 

as churches, create a problem of some magnitude. This is further com¬ 

pounded by the application of some form of parking restriction to the 

major streets in the area. The type of restriction and the streets to 
i 

which they apply were shown on Map A.2 and are listed below: 

No Parking Any Time: 

- east side of Bay Street between Murray and Burlington Streets 

- west side of Bay Street between Strachan and Simcoe Streets 

- north side of Burlington Street 

- south side of Burlington Street between James and Bay Streets 

- east side of Catherine Street, north of Burlington Street 

- north side of Ferrie, near Mary Street intersection 

- north side of Ferrie Street, near John Street intersection 

- south side of Ferrie Street between Wellington and James Streets 

- both sides of Ferrie Street near Wellington Street intersection 

- north side of Guise Street between James and Macnab Streets 

- south side of Guise Street near James Street intersection 
- east side of John Street between C.N.R. and Burlington Street 

- west side of Macnab Street between Cannon and Guise Streets 

-east side of Mary Street between Burlington and Wood Streets 

- north side of Picton Street near James Street intersection 

- north side of Simcoe Street between James and Macnab Streets 
- east side of Wellington Street between C.N.R. and Burlington Street 

No Parking - 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

- east side of Mary Street between C.N.R. and Strachan Street 

No Parking - 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

- north side of Macaulay Street near James Street intersection 

No Stopping - 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. 

- south side of Burlington Street between Bay and Wellington Streets 

No Stopping - 4:30 p.m to 6:00 p.m. 

- west side of Bay Street between C.N.R. and Burlington Street 

- north side of Burlington Street between Bay and James Streets 
- west side of John Street between Strachan and Burlington Streets 

- west side of Wellington Street between C.N.R. and Ferrie Street 

One-Hour Parking - 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

- west side of James Street, north of Burlington Street 
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A total of nearly 800 off-street parking spaces were counted 

for use by residents of the area. This represents a ratio of only 0.51 

spaces per residential structure or 0.43 spaces per household and 

accordingly means that there is no alternative to the regular on-street 

parking of about 300 cars. 

While generally applicable to the entire North End Area, the 

shortage is perhaps more extreme in the area west of John Street where 

small lots (average size 2,745 square feet) and a degree of overcrowding 

(1.23 households per structure) exist. Here the ratios of parking spaces 

to structures and households are 0.50 and 0.41 spaces respectively while 

ratios in the area east of John Street are somewhat higher (0.52 and 0.46 

spaces respectively), reflecting the somewhat larger lot size (average 

2,960 square feet) and lower ratio of households per structure (1.13) in 

that area. 

Parking facilities for retail stores are virtually non-exis¬ 

tent throughout the Area. This shortage is particularly evident along 

the Jame9 Street commercial strip where on-street parking space is con¬ 

stantly in demand. As nearly all retail operations are coincidental 

with residential uses in the area, any parking facilities attached to 

buildings are generally utilized by the latter component. With the ex¬ 

ception of the Hamilton Harbour Commission offices on James Street North 

and several smaller buildings scattered throughout the area, commercial 

offices are similarly lacking in off-street space. 

The most serious area deficiency, however, is the inadequate 

provision of off-street parking and loading facilities for industrial 

operations. While the majority of area plants have a minimal amount of 

space available (usually fewer than ten), several large employers have 

no private parking lots whatsoever and are therefore dependent upon the 

capacity and convenience of neighbouring streets for employee parking. 

In the case of one plant located in the eastern part of the area, street 

facilities are not only required for employee and customer parking but 

for the loading and unloading of produce and supplies as well. 
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5. EXISTING COMMUNITY SERVICES 

Educational 

In February 1965, the renewal area was served by two public 

elementary schools, both of which were located within its boundaries. 

The Bennetto Public School located at 89 Picton Street East provided 

Kindergarten to Grade 8 education and the Mcllwraith School at 50 Murray 

Street West provided Kindergarten to Grade 7 facilities. Both schools 

operated auxiliary classrooms for slow-learning students. 

* 

The Board of Education was proceeding at that time with plans 

to replace the Bennetto School (under the North End Renewal Project) as 

the building had been adjudged inadequate by City Health, Fire and 

Building Department standards. Construction plans were hastened after 

March 1965 when fire destroyed twenty-two of the school's thirty class¬ 

rooms. In February 1966, the first of two new replacement schools was 

opened. The new Bennetto Senior School and Community Centre contains 

* fourteen academic and vocational rooms (Grades 7 and 8), a gymnasium, 

400-seat theatre, swimming pool and library; it has a capacity for 420 

students. The second replacement school, Centennial Junior School 

(Kindergarten to Grade 6) opened in September 1966 and provides eleven 

standard classrooms, two kindergartens and a library; it can accommodate 

490 students. Both schools are located in the enlarged block bounded 

by Wood, John, Simcoe and Hughson Streets. 

The 12-room Mcllwraith School, which was constructed in 1925 

and has a capacity for 420 students, has been retained and will continue 

to serve the southwest corner of the study area. The Board recognizes 

the fact that this facility will require substantial renovation to meet 

current building codes and fire regulations. 

Public secondary school facilities are presently available at 

Westdale and Central Composite Secondary Schools at 700 Main Street 

West and 192 Wentworth Street North respectively. Future secondary 

school students from the area would likely attend the secondary school 
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proposed for the Bay and York Streets site in the York Street Urban 

Renewal Area. Slow-learning students are provided for as part of the 

School Board's regular program. Their present facilities are at the 

Parkview Junior Vocational School (60 Balsom Street North) but they may 

also be more conveniently served by two vocational schools proposed for 

the downtown area. 

Separate school education at the elementary level is presently 

provided by St. Mary's School (209 Macnab Street North) and (until 

June, 1966) at the St. Lawrence School (82 Ferrie Street East) with 

capacities of 1,050 and 420 respectively. The former school, built in 

1960, provides thirty classrooms (including auxiliary classrooms) for 

Kindergarten to Grade 8 pupils who reside in the area west of Macnab 

Street. The St. Lawrence School, which served the remainder of the 

renewal area, was originally built in 1921 (eight classrooms) and 

enlarged in 1957 by the addition of a four-classroom wing. 

At the time of the North End Redevelopment Study in 1963, the 

St. Lawrence School was considered to be much below the standards set 

by the City Health, Fire and Building Departments. It was decided 

therefore to build a replacement school to serve the same area and 

construction was commenced in June 1966. Situated on a 3.1-acre site 

adjacent to the existing St. Lawrence Church, the new school contains 

twenty-two standard and two auxiliary classrooms and an auditorium. It 

has a capacity for 750 to 800 students. With its completion in August, 

1967 all separate school facilities serving the Area are accordingly in 

excellent condition. 

The locations of all North End schools have been illustrated 

on Map 4. 

Separate secondary school facilities for Grades 9 and 10 are 

provided by agreement at Loretto Academy (King and Ray Streets) and at 

Cathedral Boys' and Girls' Schools (376 and 467 Main Street East res¬ 

pectively) . Beyond this grade level, students can elect to continue a 

separate education in a private school or alternatively to attend a 

public secondary school. 
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In addition to the above facilities, St. Luke's Anglican Church 

(149 Macaulay Street East) and Eastwood Baptist Church (40 Wood Street 

East) operate day nursery schools in the Area, while the large All Souls 

Day Nursery is located adjacent to the Area at 231 Bay Street North. 

Recreational 

Recreational facilities in the renewal area have also been 

shown on Map 4 and include Eastwood Park (10.0 acres) which provides an 

ice skating rink, swimming pool, trading pool, three baseball diamonds 

and a rugby field, and Bayview Playground (1.0 acre) which has a wading 

pool. • 

Additional facilities were introduced with the completion of 

the Bennetto Senior School and Community Centre in February 1966. The 

centre provides a program of court sports, table games, hobby and 

instructional classes as well as social and club activities for all age 

groups resident in the Area. The centre is located in the new educa¬ 

tional-cultural core of the North End which comprises three schools, 

four churches and associated open space. Allowance is also made for a 

2-acre neighbourhood park to the south of Wood Street between Hughson 

and John Streets. 

The combined school and community centre reflects the re¬ 

commendations of a 25-year open space plan prepared by the Hamilton 

Departments of Planning, Parks and Recreation in conjunction with the 

Board of Education. The plan serves as a framework for the future 

development of recreational facilities and while not officially approved 

visualizes the division of the city into eleven districts, each with a 

district centre. A program supervisor in each district will coordinate 

all community and neighbourhood facilities. The Bennetto School and 

Centre (one of six already in operation) has a defined district bounded 

by Hess, Wellington-Wentworth and King Streets and the harbour, although 

it presently serves a somewhat larger area. 

In 1960, "The Hamilton Recreation Resources Survey" (sponsored 

by the Social Planning Council of Hamilton and District) assessed the 

recreational facilities in the renewal area as adequate to meet the 
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then current neighbourhood and community needs. The facilities at that 

time comprised Eastwood Park, Bayview Playground and the limited yard 

facilities (1.6 acres) of the old Bennetto School at 89 Picton Street 

East. An assessment of park facilities made by the Board of Park 

Management resulted in the following proposals being presented for 

consideration: 

- the 2-acre park site proposed for the corner of Wood and 

John Streets is considered inadequate as a neighbourhood 

park unless full use of school sites and play areas is 

included. 

- Eastwood Park is considered as barely adequate to meet the 

standards of a community park and cannot therefore assume 

a neighbourhood function as well, particularly with the 

restrictions imposed by the proposed dock service road. 

- The Board suggests that Ferguson Avenue, to the north of 

Burlington Street be used as parking facilities for 

Eastwood Park. 

- The Board proposed that public recreational use be made 

of the waterfront area west and south of the Royal 

Hamilton Yacht Club. 

Social 

Private agencies operating from a location within the renewal 

area include the following: 

Family Service Agency of Hamilton - In May 1966, the agency 

initiated "Project Frend", a pilot program involving twelve area 

families. The program operated from Grace United Church and was 

designed to instruct the mothers in cooking, sewing, child care, 

home budgeting and management. A playschool for the fifty-four 

children involved was operated as part of the program which has 

now been transferred to the St. Lawrence Catholic Church. 
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Eastwood Baptist Church - Presently located at the corner of 

. Wood and Hughson Streets, the church operates a neighbourhood house 

which provides a diversified senior citizens program and citizenship 

and fellowship group meetings. The church also operates a half-day 

nursery school from 40 Wood Street East. 

Youths Anonymous - This organization which provides non-sec¬ 

tarian assistance to youthful offenders between thirteen and twenty- 

five years of age operates from the Eastwood Baptist Church Neigh¬ 

bourhood House. 

Among the private agencies which serve the renewal area from 

outside locations are the Catholic Social Services of Hamilton, the 

Catholic Children's Aid Society and the Catholic Family Service Agency. 

In the public field, the Hamilton Welfare Department provides 

assistance to all indigent persons in the City who qualify under the 

Public Welfare Act. In this capacity, the Department was assisting 

some 5,300 persons in Hay 1966, a total which represents less than 2% 

of the population of Hamilton. A breakdown of the persons in receipt 

of assistance in the City of Hamilton and in the renewal area is shown 

in Table A.7. 

Table A.7 - Welfare Caseload, 1966 

Characteristic City of Hamilton Renewal Area 

Family Heads 1,034 60 

Dependents 3,326 251 

Individuals 963 47 

Total Persons 5,323 358 

Average No. of Persons 

per Family 4.21 5.18 

The renewal area presently includes nearly 7% of the total 

welfare caseload in the city compared to about 3% of the city's total 

population. As shown in the above table, the average renewal area 

family receiving public assistance is larger (5.2 vs. 4.2 persons) than 

the comparable city family. Also, the proportion of persons in families 
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is somewhat higher (87% vs. 82%) in the North End caseload than in the 

city average. 

The Hamilton Health Department, through its two divisions, 

provides a service to the City of Hamilton designed to promote health 

and prevent disease. 

The Public Health Nursing Division provides medical, dental 

and clinical care to Area families from its Child Health Centre at the 

Eastwood Baptist Church, 40 Wood Street East. The clinic, open twice 

a month, has an overall caseload of twenty children per clinic. In 

this respect, the division reports a slight drop in the general area 

birth rate over the past several years. Despite a high degree of fam- 

ily mobility to and from the North End, the division still considers 

the Area to be one where a higher level of family supervision is gener¬ 

ally required. Specifically, families residing on Guise, Burlington 

and James Streets seem to require more home visits and supervision than 

families living elsewhere in the area. 

The Inspection Division of the Health Department currently 

estimates the Area caseload as less demanding than several years ago 

and certainly no greater than in any other comparable area of the city. 

This is due to the removal of many substandard buildings under the 

North End Urban Renewal Project. Despite this clearance, problems are 

generally greater in the James, Burlington and Guise Streets area where 

houses at 48 Guise Street and 8 Burlington Street East have been con¬ 

demned. Other condemned premises in the area are at 394*2 Bay Street 

North, 7-9 Picton Street West and 154 Picton Street East. 

Protectional 

The Hamilton Police Department serves the renewal area from 

the Central Police Station at 125 King William Street - one of four 

stations designed to serve the eighteen police districts in the City 

of Hamilton. The North End Renewal Area constitutes a major portion 

of one of these districts (No.4) which is bounded by Ferguson Avenue, 
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Cannon and Queen Streets and Hamilton Harbour. The limited portion of 

the renewal area to the east of Ferguson Avenue is in District No.6. 

Statistics obtained from the Department and shown in Table A.8 

illustrate that an increasing proportion of all City blotter "occurrences" 

are being recorded in District 4. Between 1961 and 1965, the renewal 

area proportion of city "occurrences" increased from about 6% to 8%, 

while total Area "occurrences" appreciated by 140% compared to 89% in 

the City as a whole. It is interesting to note that the number of 

juvenile offences has remained relatively constant in the North End and 

in the city as a whole. 

Table A. 8 - Police Statistics , 1961 to 1965 

Total Occurrences Juvenile Offences 

District City of No.4 as District City of No.4 as 
Year 4 Hamilton % of City 4 Hamilton % of City 

1961 000 12,654 6.3 192 2,137 9.0 
1962 1,332 18,690 7.1 142 1,875 7.6 
1963 1,629 21,993 7.4 229 2,144 10.7 
1964 1,746 23,937 7.3 238 2,423 9.8 

1965 1,924 23,951 8.0 192 2,366 8.1 

Total 7,431 101,225 7.3 993 10,945 9.1 

% increase 

1961-65 140 89 0 11 

Fire protection for the renewal area is provided by the 

Hamilton Fire Department from two outside locations - No.5 Fire Hall 

at 11 Napier Street and the No.l or Central Fire Station at 59 King 

William Street. Statistics show that the renewal area does not present 

a serious fire problem. Over a 4 months period in 1966, the Department 

answered approximately 500 calls in the City of Hamilton, only 5% of 

which originated within the boundaries of the scheme area. Furthermore, 

only a few of these calls involved fires of a serious nature; the maj¬ 

ority were concerned with such minor problems as grass fires, oil on 

roads or false alarms. 

Religious 

There are six churches within the renewal area; these were 

shown on Map 4 and consist of; 
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Calvin Presbyterian Church - 541 James Street 

Eastwood Baptist Church - 40 Wood Street East 

Grace United Church - John and Simcoe Streets 

Hughson Street Baptist Church - 383 Hughson Street 

St. Lawrence Catholic Church - 465 Mary Street 

St. Luke's Anglican Church - 454 John Street 

Italian Mission - 399 James Street 

Other churches in adjacent neighbourhoods which serve all or part of 

the renewal area are as follows: 

All Souls Catholic Church - 21 Barton Street West 

Church of the Redeemer - 255 Park Street North 

Livingston’ United Church - 524 Barton Street East 

Christ Church Cathedral - 252 James Street North 

Missions to Seamen - Wellington Street North 

City Mission - 16 Murray Street West 

Stewart Memorial Church - 114 John Street North 

Holy Trinity Polish Church - 880 Barton Street East 

Knox Presbyterian Church - Cannon at James 

St. Stephen's Hungarian R.C. Church - 130 Barton Street East 

Salvation Army - 414 Barton Street East 

Romanian Orthodox Parish Hall - 20 Murray Street West 
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6. . EXISTING PUBLIC UTILITIES 

Sewers 

The North End area is served by a system of combined sewers 

which drain towards the north and east in the manner illustrated on 

Map A.5. Apart from a few components, the entire system is old, inade¬ 

quate in capacity and in poor condition. It is known that the majority 

of sewers are nearly 100 years old and that some are in extremely poor 

condition. 

During normal periods the flow of sanitary sewage is carried 

by trunk sewers on James, Catherine and Ferguson Streets to the Wood 

Street trunk sewer which leads, via Ferguson and Burlington Streets, to 

the sewage treatment plant to the east. Any volumes of storm water 

which cannot be handled by this system are discharged directly into 

the harbour from the northern outlets of the James, Catherine and 

Ferguson Streets trunk sewers or via the system of storm relief sewers 

which lead to Wellington Street and thence north to the harbour; these 

overflows of storm water inevitably contain a proportion of sanitary 

sewage. 

The first step in the correction of the deficiencies of the 

present system has been the construction of the 66-inch diameter 

Western Interceptor Trunk Sanitary Sewer. This runs north on Macnab 

Street and east on Ferrie Street to the sewage treatment plant. It 

also extends considerably to the south and west to serve the York Street 

area and other parts of the city. 

Water Mains 

Distribution of water within the renewal area is almost 

entirely by 6-inch diameter pipes as illustrated on Map A.6. A 20-inch 

trunk south of the CNR main line and a 12-inch sub-trunk which crosses 

the area (generally along the line of James and Wood Streets) provide 

the primary means of distribution. The system, which provides complete 

service to the renewal area, is adjudged to be in good structural con¬ 

dition and of adequate capacity for the area. 
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Natural Gas Lines 

Map A.7 illustrates the facilities provided to the renewal 

area by the United Gas Company. Serving the entire area, the system 

includes a 16-inch main routed along Bay, Macaulay and Wellington 
A 

Streets and 8-inch mains on parts of Bay and Macaulay Streets. The 

remainder of the eystem is local in function and generally consists of 

mains 4 inches in diameter. 

Hydro Lines 

Complete Electrical service is provided to the renewal area 

by the Hamilton Hydro Electric System. Map A.8 illustrates the distri¬ 

bution of main service lines; local overhead distribution to residen¬ 

tial areas has not been shown. The primary means of distribution is by 

overhead cables from hydro sub-stations at 190 Ferrie Street East and 

15 Simcoe Street West. The only underground cables in the area are on 

Ferrie, Ferguson and Simcoe Streets in the vicinity of the Ferrie 

Street sub-station and on Bay, Macnab and James Streets where they 

cross the CNR main line. 

Telephone Lines 

The Bell Telephone Company of Canada provides a complete 

service to the renewal area by means of the facilities illustrated on 

Map A.9. Aerial cables on Ferguson, Catherine, Hughson and Macnab 

Streets plus an underground conduit on Strachan Street constitute the 

primary distribution system. Local service to adjoining blocks is 

primarily by aerial cable and to a lesser degree by underground con¬ 

duits and buried cables. 
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7. CONDITION OF BUILDINGS 

The condition and use of buildings in urban areas are 

influenced to varying degrees by a number of physical, social and 

economic conditions. In areas as old as Hamilton's North End, the 

prevailing conditions are a product of: 

1(1) the ability and willingness of the owners to prolong the 

useful life of their buildings through continued maintenance 

and through adaptation to meet contemporary demands; 

l(2) the basic suitability of the buildings, or their suitability 

for adaptation in terms of size, location, layout and struc¬ 

ture, to serve current uses. 

(3) the ability and willingness of the municipality to maintain 

an appropriate environment for both old and new uses by 

legislative and other means. 

The poor conditions which exist in the North End Scheme 

Area can therefore be examined, measured (in part) and discussed in 

terms of these three primary factors: building condition (the effects 

of age and weather), building design (obsolescence) and building 

environment. 

Building Condition 

All buildings, building materials and items of building 

equipment are subject to deterioration due to weathering and general 

use. The rate of deterioration is variable but can be counteracted, 

to a great extent, by regular maintenance and replacement. Thus the 

quality or condition of any structure is largely determined by the 

ability and willingness of the owner to undertake the necessary main¬ 

tenance and replacement, while the extent of this required maintenance 

and replacement is greatly increased by inadequate original construc¬ 

tion. 
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t It is apparent that inadequate original construction is an 

important contributing cause of the poor building conditions in the 

north End renewal area. The majority of the houses appear basically 

sound though often showing such signs of insufficient maintenance as 

dilapidated porches, deteriorated window and door frames, chimneys 

and parapet walls with spalled bricks or eroded mortar and a need for 

repainting. Some houses, however, have much more serious faults 

including seriously sagging foundations, a generally dilapidated 

appearance, leaning walls, etc. These houses are generally smaller 

than the average, are usually only one storey and are frequently 

attached and on small lots. 

The quality of commercial and industrial buildings varies 

over a wide range, apparently due to the quality of the original con¬ 

struction, the suitability of the structures (in terms of building 

design and location) for present-day functions and the degree of 

maintenance or lack thereof. 

The majority of the stores are old, have had little or no 

renovation and only a limited amount of repairs and maintenance. 

Probably the main reason for this is economic, in that business 

returns do not justify high rents or expensive facilities. The con¬ 

dition of the industrial buildings ranges from several in good condi¬ 

tion to several in a poor and badly dilapidated condition. 

Building Design 

Structures designed for the needs of past years are often 

unsatisfactory for contemporary functions. IJhile the demands of some 

current needs and conditions can be met by building renovations a 

number of inadequacies are basic to the structure. For example an 

owner can install a central furnace to meet modern standards of 

heating but cannot provide for off-street parking when his house has 

little or no sideyard anci no rear lane. 
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Design limitations which can be rectified (but at substan¬ 

tial cost) include the replacement of stoves anc space heaters by a 

central heating system, installation of new wiring to replace that of 

insufficient capacity for modern appliances, and replacement of anti¬ 

quated plumbing systems and fixtures. Some features of design which 

cannot be remedied include inadequate or non-existent setbacks from 

lot lines and lack of existing or potential off-street parking facil¬ 

ities. The latter is particularly significant in that the resultant 

on-street parking creates hazardous pedestrian and vehicular conditions, 

limits road capacity and interferes with municipal services such as 

snow clearance, garbage collection and fire protection. 

Buildings used for warehousing or manufacturing purposes may 

be multi-storey with closely spaced columns, inadequate lighting and 

ventilation and with poor freight handling facilities. Commercial 

buildings may lack off-street loading space, have unusable floor space 

on upper floors, poor heating and wiring, unsuitable floor layouts 

and have unattractive facades. Ti|hile most of these deficiencies could 

be physically overcome, the cost involved is frequently prohibitive. 

Examples of structures in sound physical condition but not 

satisfactory for modern industrial uses were those formerly occupied 

by the Canadian Cotton Company and recently demolished. A quite dif¬ 

ferent example is provided by the boat houses along the western shore¬ 

line. Their poor condition is a product of the low economic return 

from the present use and the lack of demand for new uses in the vicin¬ 

ity due to the present unattractive surroundings and the difficult 

access. 

Building Environment 

Substandard environmental conditions can contribute directly 

to the decline of an existing land use in a variety of ways. The 

improvement of substandard environmental conditions is beyond the 

capabilities of any individual property-owner and therefore requires 
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concerted action on the part of public and/or private agencies. Where 

substandard conditions are relatively widespread, the most effective 

approach is through urban renewal. 

Older houses are the traditional victims of adverse environ¬ 

mental factors. Proximity to heavily-used traffic arteries (especially 

with high volumes of trucks), the decline or lack of neighbourhood 

facilities and the spreading nature of residential blight itself all 

Contribute to the further decline of housing; all of these factors are 

to some degree present in the Worth End. Commercial and industrial 

uses can be similarly afflicted through physical and economic factors 

such as traffic congestion, lack of off-street parking and declining 

markets. 

Condition of Buildings Surveys 

The method of evaluation of the. condition of buildings in 

the North End has been studied at some length, which is indicative of 

the importance of this element of the scheme report and of the diffi¬ 

culty of establishing precise standards. The condition of buildings 

in the North End was initially evaluated in 1953 in the Urban Renewal 

Study which classified them as follows: 

12% as "Conservations"; 

52% as "Rehabilitation"; 

36% as "Clearance". 

The area was re-surveyed in 1961 at which time a somewhat 

larger proportion (45%) were designated for clearance, while smeller 

proportions (7% and 48% respectively) were designated for conservation 

and rehabilitation. 

In 1965 a comprehensive survey of North End housing was 

undertaken by a firm of consulting engineers. However, the results 

were not considered suitable for the purposes of this scheme report 

and were reviewed and revised prior to inclusion in the Interim 

Report on the Worth End Renewal Scheme prepared in 1966. The revised 
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results, which were fully discusser’, in the Interim Report, classified 

1 f;% of the buildings as poor, 60% as fair and 22% as good. 

It was agreed at the time of publication of the Interim 

Report that a new field survey should be carried out by representatives 

of the senior levels of government, the City of hamilton and the con¬ 

sultant in order to arrive at an acceptable evaluation of the physical 

condition of buildings on which final scheme plans could, be premised. 

Such a survey was carried out in the late summer of 1966; the methods 
> 

and results are discussed below. 

Method of Final Survey 

Three classifications of building condition were used in 

this survey, corresponding closely to the categories used in previous 

surveys in this area and in the York Street scheme area. The three 

categories of good, fair and poor were chosen to correspond to the 

appropriate types of action - conservation, rehabilitation and clear¬ 

ance, respectively - which could be recommended. 

Buildings in : good" condition were those with no apparent 

serious faults and requiring only modest levels of repair which, pre¬ 

sumably, are capable of being undertaken privately. These buildings 

generally have a reasonably neat and well-maintained appearance. 

Due to the possible presence of several minor d.eficiencies of condi¬ 

tion, and in view of most persons subjective evaluation of building 

quality, the term "satisfactory" could appropriately be substituted 

for "good" in this classification system. 

Buildings in "fair" condition were those for which rehabil¬ 

itation to a desirable standard would be costly but feasible. These 

buildings are usually adequate or nearly go in terms of minimum legal 

standards but the need for extensive improvements is usually obvious. 

Public action to assist or encourage the required extensive rehabil¬ 

itation may be necessary due to the major costs involved. 
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"Poor" buildings were those which cannot apparently be 

economically rehabilitated to a desirable standard. They are likely 

to have serious structural inadequacies or to be in seriously deter¬ 

iorated condition and to detract from the appearance of the neighbour¬ 

hood. For both econonic anc. social reasons, the appropriate treat¬ 

ment for such buildings is normally outright clearance. 

The final survey was carried out by two separate teams, 

each of which evaluated the buildings in the whole scheme area. Hach 

team included representatives of the two senior levels of government, 

the City of Hamilton and the consultant. The two sets of results 

were then compared and, in the modest number of cases where the 

judgement of the two teams did not coincide, a further field inspec¬ 

tion was made to uetermine the final rating. There were a few 

buildings omitted from these surveys on the grounds that their final 

clearance had already been justified independently of their condi¬ 

tion (for example, houses to be cleared, regardless of their condition, 

to permit the construction of the perimeter road). The condition of 

these few buildings was later estimated by the consultant. In one 

case only, the houses on'the east side of John Street between 

Strachan and Simcoe Streets, the survey results were revised. These 

buildings were formerly designated "poor ’ due to their considerable 

tilt but it is now recommended that they be retained, subject to the 

results of an internal inspection. 

The survey was based entirely on an external examination of 

the buildings and general knowledge of their age and type of original 

construction. Information on the interior conditions in some houses 

was available from City of Hamilton staff who had previously conducted 

interior inspections but this was disregarded at the time of the sur¬ 

vey for the sake of uniformity and consistency. However, it was re¬ 

cognized that the classifications of condition might be revised in 

some cases by the interior inspections which would be carried out 

during the implementation program; these inspections might disclose 
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possible structural faults undetected by tlie external examinations 

as well as unexpectedly pood or poor interior conditions. 

Final Survey Results 

The results of the final survey of building conditions 

were shown on Hap 5 and are listed, on a bloc!;-by-block basis, in 

the following Table A.9. The Table shows a total of 137 non-residen- 

tial (or partially non-residential) buildings of which 32 were judged 

good, 31 fair and 5 in poor condition. Residential structures 

totalled 1,547 with 370 judged to be in good condition, 913 fair and 

264 poor. The overall total was 1,604 with. 4C2 (24%) judged good, 

964 (57%) fair and 310 (19%) poor. 

Table A.9 - Condition of Buildings 

Block Total Non -Resident! ?.l Residential 
No. Total Good Fair Poor Total Good Fair Poor Total Good Fair Poor 

1 & 2 20 12 6 10 15 4 3 
r> 
i 13 O 

t > 3 2 

3 14 2 7 5 1 - - 1 13 2 7 4 

4N 26 2 20 4 1 - - 1 25 2 20 3 

AS 3 1 - 2 1 1 - - 2 - - 2 

5 10 1 5 4 - - - - 10 1 5 4 

6 3 2 4 2 - - ■ - - O l) 2 4 2 

7 19 - 14 5 - - - - 19 - 14 5 
O O 29 0 20 1 - - - - 29 

r 
U 2C 1 

9 36 13 22 1 2 1 1 - 34 12 21 1 

10 33 3 21 9 - - - - 33 3 21 9 
11 30 3 27 u 1 - - 1 37 3 27 7 

12 

1311, 21 

29, 33, 

47, 55 

24 

y 

2 10 4 2 2 22 2 10 2 

and 63 52 7 41 4 1 - 1 - 51 7 40 4 

13S 17 3 12 2 7 - 5 2 10 3 7 - 

14 3 3 - - 1 1 - - 2 2 - - 

15 36 2 27 7 2 1 1 - 34 1 26 7 

16 37 9 23 5 O 2 4 2 29 7 19 3 

17 24 10 11 3 1 - 1 - 23 10 10 3 

18 36 8 26 2 3 - 3 - 33 8 23 2 

22 31 10 7 14 1 - - 1 30 10 7 13 

23 39 8 16 15 6 1 2 J O ? 7 14 12 

24 41 1 29 11 1 - 1 - 40 1 2P 11 

25 17 16 1 - 3 2 1 - 14 14 - - 
26 27 9 13 5 5 - 4 1 22 9 9 4 
27 35 9 10 16 10 2 - O 25 . 7 10 0 

20 34 2 9 23 9 - - 9 25 2 9 14 

30 17 1 10 6 1 - - 1 16 1 10 5 
31 32 7 16 9 3 1 - 2 29 6 16 7 

32 34 13 1C 3 — - - - 34 13 10' 3 
33 to 36 6 5 - 1 6 5 - 1 - - - 
37 32 1 21 10 1 - - 1 - 31 1 20 10 

39 1 1 - - - - - - 1 1 - 

40 30 10 25 3 2 1 1 — 36 9 24 3 
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Table A.9 - Condition of Buildings (Continued) 

Block Total Mon-Residential Residential 

Wo. Total Good Fair Poor Total Good Fair Poor Total Good Fair Poor 

41 35 5 22 O O 1 1 34 5 22 7 
42 27 O 

j 12 6 - - - - 27 9 12 6 

43 & 51 6 3 3 - 6 3 3 - - - - - 

44 35 12 17 6 2 - 1 1 33 12 16 5 

45 19 7 10 2 4 2 2 - 15 5 0 2 

46 34 6 28 - - - - - 34 6 o ^ 
- 

4 8 33 o 
v ) 24 1 2 - 2 - 3] O O 22 1 

49 30 11 16 3 5 - 2 3 25 11 14 - 

50 29 9 16 4 1 ' - 1 - 28 9 15 4 
52 25 11 13 1 2 - 2 - 23 11 11 1 

53 27 o 
i. 15 4 1 - - 1 26 u 15 3 

54 26 9 17 - - - - 26 9 17 - 

56 1 1 
• 

- 1 1 - - - - - - 

57 57 16 34 7 - - - - 57 16 34 7 

50 49 15 20 6 3 - 1 2 46 15 27 4 

59 46 10 30 6 - - - - 46 10 30 6 

CO 57 5 35 17 2 — 1 1 55 5 34 16 

61 .36 19 14 3 1 - 1 - 35 19 13 3 

62 51 n j 30 12 1 - 1 - 50 9 29 12 

64 40 14 21 13 - - - - 40 14 21 13 

65 44 6 31 7 3 1 2 - 41 5 29 7 

66 47 12 27 0 1 1 - - 46 11 27 O O 

67 33 7 20 6 4 1 1 2 29 6 19 4 

68 19 4 11 4 3 1 2 - 16 3 9 4 

69 13 2 11 - - - - - 13 2 11 - 

Total 

Area 1,684 402 964 318 137 32 51 54 1,547 370 913 264 

Percent 100 23.9 57.3 13.C 100 23.4 37.2 39.4 100 23.9 59.0 17.1 
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6. POPULATION AMD LOUSING CHARACTERISTICS 

By prior agreement among the partnership members, a roor-to- 

door survey to obtain data on population and housing characteristics was 

not carried out for the scheme area to avoid further disturbance to the 

residents. A complete relocation study was conducted in the Area from 

December 1961 through March 1962, as part of the North End Renewal Pro¬ 

ject report prepared by the Hamilton Urban Renewal Committee. The relo¬ 

cation study findings appeared on pages 69 to 165 of that report. 

However, the scheme area boundaries are coincidental with those defined 

by the Census Division of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics for Census 

Tract 14 and this enables a comparative picture to be drawn between the 

characteristics of the residents of the renewal area and those in the 

city and metropolitan areas of Hamilton (see Table A.10). 

In 1961, a total of 8,362 persons were resident in the renewal 

area - a figure representing 3% and 2% respectively of the total city 

and metropolitan populations. The distribution of the renewal area pop¬ 

ulation by age-groups is similar to that for the city as a whole, though 

the proportion of children (under 15 years) is slightly higher (33!? vs. 

30%) and the proportion of persons over 70 years is lower (4.4% vs. 5.6%) 

than for the entire city. The proportion of males is slightly higher 

(51.5% vs. 49.5%) in the renewal area than in the entire city. The 

proportion of Catholics in the renewal area is well above the city aver¬ 

age (51% vs. 32%) and the proportion of persons of Italian origin is 

much higher than average (21% vs. 3.5% and 6.5% for the city and metro¬ 

politan area respectively). Uhile more than one-third of the city and 

metropolitan population was educated beyond a Grade C level, only one- 

fifth of the renewal area's population was in this category. 

Compared to both the city and metropolitan averages, scheme 

area dwellings were of a slightly larger average size (5.6 rooms vs. 5.3 

and 5.4) and accommodated a larger than average number of persons per 

household (4.1 vs. 3.6 and 3.7) and per family (3.7 vs. 3.5 and 3.6). 
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Table A.10 - Population and Housing Characteristics, 1961 

Hamilton Renewal 

Characteristic , 

i ietro 

% 
Cit£ 

% 

Area 

Total % 

Population - Total 100.0 100.0 0,362 100.0 

- Males 49.0 49.5 4,307 51.5 

- Females 50.2 50.5 4,055 40.5 

- Age Groups - under 15 yrs. 31.0 29.0 2,773 33.1 

15-19 6.6 6. u 576 6.9 

20-24 5.9 6.3 533 6.4 

25-54 40.4 40.4 3,172 37.9 

55-64 7.5 0.2 660 0.0 

65-69 2. 0 3.1 260 3.3 

704- 5.0 5.6 372 4.4 

- Single - 15 yrs. and over 14.4 15.4 1,320 15.0 

Widowed 4.6 5.3 393 4.7 

Married 46.0 40.9 3,350 48.0 

- Born in Canada 72.0 60.7 5,552 66.3 

- Ethnic group - Italian 6.5 0.5 1,7-62 21.1 

- Religion - Catholic 20.0 32.2 4,247 50.0 

- Anglican 20.6 19.9 1,225 14.6 

- United Church 24.5 20.0 1,070 12.8 

- More than Gr. C education 36.2 35.0 1,671 20.0 

Occupied Dwellings - Total 100.0 100.0 2,025 100.0 
- Owner occupied 73.5 69.3 1,376 67.9 

- Median value $ 14,070 13,402 10,207 

- reporting a mort- 

gage 40.4 35.0 413 20.4 

- Tenant occupied 26.5 30.7 649 32.1 

- av. contract rent $ 73 72 61 

- Type - single detached 73.0 67.0 1,330 66.1 

- single attached 6.1 6.9 407 20.1 

- apt. or flat 20.9 25.3 200 13.8 

- av. no. rooms per dwell 
ing 5.4 5.3 5.6 

- crowded dwellings 10.5 11.1 309 15.3 
- in need of major repair 3.1 3.0 100 0.9 
- built before 1920 33.0 37.6 1,649 01.4 

Households - with less than 4 persons 50.3 52.4 090 44.0 
with 4-5 persons 3^'. 0 32.0 677 33.4 

with more than 5 persons 14.9 14. C 450 22.6 

- av. no. of persons per hsld. 3.7 3.6 4.1 

- family households 70.9 06.5 1,010 09.3 

- with 1 family C3.3 00.4 1,625 00.2 

- with 2 or more families 5.1 6.1 105 9.1 
- with lodgers 9.1 11.4 304 15.0 

- length of residency 

- less than 1 year 15.2 15.9 249 12.3 
- 1-2 years 16.0 15.6 291 14.4 

- 3-5 years 23.7 22.1 300 14.8 
- 6-10 years 10.1 17.4 365 18.0 
- more than 10 yeafs 27,0 29.0 020 40.5 

- with a passenger auto 77.0 71.0 1,158 57.2 

Families - Total 100.0 100.0 2,003 100.0 
- with 0 children 31.4 33.5 590 29.5 
- with 1-2 children 44.4 44.5 054 42.6 
- with 3-4 children 19.0 17.9 428 21.4 
- with 5 or more children 4.3 4.1 131 6.5 

- average no. of persons per family 3.6 3.5 3.7 
- with wage earner heads 77.5 70.7 1,526 76.2 
- lodging families 3.0 4.0 111 5.5 

Source: D.B.S. Census of Canada, 1961 
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This corresponded to the greater proportions of scheme area households 

with five or more resident persons or with lodgers and of families 

with three or more children. It is not surprising therefore that a 

greater proportion of the Area's occupied dwellings were considered to 

be overcrowded (13% were shown to have less than one room per resident 

vs. 11% for the city) and that the incidence of doubling up was higher. 

Nine percent of all Area households consisted of two or more families 

(vs. 6% for the city) and 6% (vs. 4%) of all families were lodgers in 

someone else's household rather than maintaining their own. 

The average value of Area dwellings and their average con¬ 

tract rent ($10,207 per dwelling and $61 per month respectively) were 

considerably lower than the comparable metropolitan averages ($14,078 

and $73). This is partly accounted for by the fact that over Cl% of 

the Area dwellings were constructed prior to 1920 (compared to approxi¬ 

mately a third of the city and metro dwellings) and that 9% were con¬ 

sidered to be in need of major repair (compared to only 3% in the city 

and metro). 

The more moderate cost of housing and the* fact that a greater 

proportion of dwellings are located in single-detached or single- 

attached structures was not reflected in a greater incidence of home 

ownership in the renewal area. In fact, owner-occupied dwellings 

represented 68% of the total versus 69% for the city and 73% for metro¬ 

politan Hamilton. 

Despite the lower than average proportion of owner occupancy, 

scheme area dwellings showed a greater incidence of long-term occupancy, 

40% of them having been occupied for a period of ten or more years (vs. 

less than 30% for the city). Uhile the impression given is of an over¬ 

all degree of stability, the picture of population movement in the 

renewal area between 1936 and 1961 suggests otherwise. Table A. 11 s':ows 

that, of the 1956 population that survived until 1961, 51% of the 

renewal area population actually moved. The slightly more transient 

nature of the North End population is shown when this is compared with 

the City and metropolitan proportions of 50% and 47% respectively. 
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Table A.11 - Population Movement . 1956 to 1961 • 

Hamilton Census 

Characteristic Metro City of Tract 14 

1956 Population surviving to 1961* 316,712 233,298 8,184 

Non Movers 167,765 117,181 3,974 

Per cent 53.0 50.2 48.6 

Hovers - In - 5 years old and over 171,373 118,568 3,264 

Hovers - Out 140,947 116,117 4,210 

Met In-migration - 5 years old and over 22,426 2,451 - 946 

Analysis of Movers - In - 5 years old and 

over 100.C 100.0 100.0 

From: 

Within Metropolitan Hamilton 73.2 75.3 72.9 

Within City of Hamilton 60.6 71.9 70.9 

Within Fringe Area of Hamilton 12.6 3.4 2.0 

From rest of Ontario 12.2 8.4 4.2 

From other provinces 4.0 4.1 5.9 

From abroad 10.6 12.2 17.0 

*Totals include institutional population 

Source: D.B.S. Census of Canada 

While the census does not record the destination of out- 

moving persons a breakdown of the area origin of in-moving persons is 

provided, the difference between the two totals being equal to net 

migration. Significant in the table is the large number of persons who 

moved into or within the fringe area compared to the relative few who 

moved from the fringe to the City. Also significant are the propor¬ 

tions of persons who moved into the City and in particular to the scheme 

area, from the rest of Canada and abroad. 

The rate of mobility of Hamilton's population is characteris¬ 

tic of the movement in many Canadian cities, but it does appear to 

reflect a flexible housing market, particularly within the older parts 

of the city where there are substantial areas of relatively low-cost 

housing. The market for all types of housing is naturally dependent 

upon other factors such as the income levels of the population, average 

rental rates, the price of housing and the degree of home ownership 

versus tenancy. 

In 1961, persons in the renewal area had an average per 

capita income some 23% below the metropolitan and city averages. The 
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average income per household was 15% below that of the Metro average 

despite the somewhat larger size of renewal area households. Average 

total incomes and average wage and salary incomes received by males 

were also significantly lower than the metropolitan averages; this dis- 

crepancy extended to females as well although to a lesser extent. These 

average income figures are fully listed in Table A.12 below. 

Table A.12 - Comparison of Incomes in the Renewal Area and 

in Metropolitan Hamilton , 1961 

Hamilton C.T. C.T. 14 as 

Characteristic Metro City 14 % of Metro 

Average per capita income 1,656 1,640 1,272 77 

Average income per household 6,220 6,115 5,255 04 

Average Male Income (1) 4,574 4,215 3,292 72 

Average Female Income (1) 1,673 1,696 1,429 05 

Average wage and salary earnings 

- male 4,251 3,999 3,273 77 

- female 2,075 2,001 1,714 83 

Average Income per Family (2) 6,030 5,651 4,430 74 

Average Income of Persons (2) 2,370 2,373 2,060 87 

not in families 

Source: D.B.S. Census of Canada, , 1961 

(1) Excludes persons or families without income 

(2) Includes persons or families without income 

Table A.13 further compares the incomes of individuals and 

families in the renewal area with those in the city and metropolitan 

areas and shows that the proportion of individuals in the renewal area 

who earned up to $3,000 per year closely approximated that in the city 

and, the metropolitan area. However, the proportion of scheme area in¬ 

dividuals was relatively higher in the $3,000 to $4,000 income range 

and was much lower in the over $5,000 income range than in the city and 

metropolitan areas. With respect to family incomes in the renewal area, 

the table shows that the proportion of families with less than $4,000 in 

total income was considerably greater in the renewal area than in the 

city and metropolitan areas while the proportion receiving $7,000 or 

more was much less. 

As has been noted the average median value of owner-occupied, 

dwellings was about 27% lower than the metropolitan average and only 
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1.9 times greater than the average yearly household income (compared to 

a metropolitan ratio of 2.3). The proportion of homes in the area re¬ 

porting a mortgage was also considerably lower, thus implying that a 

substantial proportion of long-term residents (and especially those 

approaching or past retirement age) have relatively low accommodation 

costs. Similarly, for the 32% of households in the area which rent 

accommodation (the comparable metropolitan figure is 26%), the average 

monthly contract rent was some 17% lower than the metropolitan average 

although in both cases rents represented 14% of the average household 

incomes. 

Table A.13 

Individual and Family Incomes, by Group - 

Renewal Area, Metropolitan Hamilton and the City, 1961 

Census Tract 14 

Metropolitan 

Hamilton 

City of 

Hamilton 

Characteristic No. % % % 

Individual Income:* 5,503 100.0 100.0 100.0 

None 1,496 27.2 25.4 24.5 

Under $1,000 973 17.7 17.9 18.1 

$1,000-$1,999 669 12.2 9.4 10.2 

$2,000-$2,999 654 11.9 9.5 10.5 
$3,000-03,999 735 13.4 10.1 10.9 

$4,000-04,999 514 9.3 10.2 10.7 

Over $5,000 462 8.4 17.5 15.1 

Family Income:* 1,991 100.0 100.0 100.0 

None & under $1,000 110 5.5 3.0 3.4 
$1,000-01,999 197 9.9 4.6 5.2 
$2,000-$2,999 239 12.0 7.1 8.1 

$3,000-03,999 330 16.6 11.6 12.6 

$4,000-$4,999 391 19.6 17.0 18.1 

$5,000-06,999 483 24.3 30.2 30.2 
$7,000-09,999 183 9.2 18.0 15.8 

Over $10,000 58 2.9 8.5 6.6 

*Total income from all sources reported by each individual and member 

of a family fifteen years of age and over. Totals exclude individuals 

and families living in institutions, hotels and large lodging houses. 

Source: D.B.S. Census of Canada, 1961. 

Considering the low proportion of family income that is spent 

on accommodation in the scheme area, public housing may be viewed with 

some misgivings. The rent-to-income ratio of 25% and up applied by the 

Ontario Housing Corporation would represent a significant increase in 

accommodation cost despite the obvious improvements provided. 
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9. COMMERCIAL-INDUSTRIAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The purely local function of retail and service stores in the 

renewal area (Census Tract 14) is illustrated by the fact that their 

annual receipts per capita are less than a quarter ($255) of the per 

capita receipts ($1,151) of all Metropolitan Hamilton stores (as shown 

in Table A.14). The table shows that most of this local expenditure 

($210) is made in retail stores and the remainder ($45) is for services 

within the area. Further, the dollar volume of business conducted by 

the average local store is only 29% as great as that of the average 

store in Metropolitan Hamilton. 

Table A.14 - Average Annual Revenue from Commercial Trades, 1961 

Census Metropolitan C.T. 14 as 

Category Tract 14 Hamilton % of Metro 

$ $ 
Retail Trade - per capita 210 995 21 

- per establishment 39,900 133,000 30 

Service Trade - per capita 45 156 29 

- per establishment 11,400 34,360 33 

Total per Capita 255 1,151 22 

Overall Average per Establishment 27,700 95,790 29 

The percentage distribution of store revenue by type of busi¬ 

ness shown in Table A.15 also illustrates the local function of the 

area's retail and service stores. There were in 1961 no general mer¬ 

chandise (i.e. department) stores in the area, only four small apparel 

and accessory stores and one hardware and home furnishings store. The 

result is that over 55% of all retail store sales are in the food group, 

compared to less than 30% in all of Metropolitan Hamilton. Most of the 

food sales in the area are by neighbourhood grocery stores, whose sales 

in 1961 averaged $39,700 a year compared to an average of $147,500 for 

all food stores, including supermarkets, in the Metropolitan area. The 

small sales volume of apparel and accessories and of hardware and home 

furnishings indicates that purchases of these goods are normally made 

outside the area. 

In the Central Hamilton Urban Renewal Study, total retail sales 

in the Metropolitan area were equated with retail spending by the metro¬ 

politan population, which was found to be equal to 60% of total personal 
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income. On the assumption that retail spending in the scheme area i9 also 

equal to 60% of income, although in fact it is probably somewhat more, 

average per capita spending by the residents of the scheme area would 

have been $765 in 1961. When this is compared with the average of $210 

per capita actually spent in the area's retail stores, it is clear that 

the bulk of the residents' consumer spending is in stores outside the area. 

Table A.15 

Retail Trade and Services by Type 

for Metropolitan Hamilton and the Renewal Area, 1961 

Retail trade: Total 

- Food 

- General Merchandise 

- Automotive 

- Apparel, Accessories 

- Hardware, Furnishings 

- Other Retail Stores 

Services: Total* 

- Amusement, Recreation 

- Personal Services** 

- Repair Services 

- Hotel, Restaurants 

- Other Service Trades 

Total Retail & Service 

Census Tract 14 

Metro 

Hamilton 

% Distribution 

of Receipts 

No. of 

Stores 

Receipts 
($000) 

Receipts 
($000) 

Census 
Tract 14 

Metro 

Hamilton 

44 $1,755.6 $393,429 100.0 100.0 

25 993.0 110,814 56.6 28.2 

— 66,152 - 16.8 

7 304.9 101,182 17.4 25.7 

4 n/a 26,655 n/a 6.8 

1 n/a 26,052 n/a 6.6 

7 371.0 62,574 21.1 15.9 

33 374.9 61,576 100.0 100.0 

_ _ 5,017 - 8.1 

22 n/a 12,955 n/a 21.1 

2 n/a 2,065 n/a 3.4 

9 268.1 29,693 71.5 48.2 

- - 11,846 19.2 

77 2,139.5 455,005 - - 

*Excluding Business Services, consisting mainly of advertising and accounting. 

**Barber shops, hairdressing salons, laundry and cleaning establishments, etc. 

comprise the 'personal service’ category. 

Source: 1961 Census of Canada. 

Similarly, with respect to services: there were no theatres, 

bowling alleys or other amusement establishments in the area in 1961. 

Whereas the receipts of hotels and restaurants accounted for less than 

half of all service receipts in Metropolitan Hamilton, they accounted for 

over 70% of the total in the area. Even so, the average per capita spent 

in hotels and restaurants in the area was less than one-half of the Metro¬ 

politan average - $32 vs. $75 per year. All of the spending by the area's 

residents for amusement, most of their spending for personal services and 

repair services and a good deal of their spending in hotels and restau¬ 

rants is outside the area. 
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Table A.15 shows a total of seventy-seven retail and service 

establishments in 1961. By 1967, as a result of clearance, the number 

had been reduced to fifty-seven with a total floor area according to 

our survey of 78,000 square feet, excluding three clubs. Although 

commercial uses are scattered throughout the area, a major concentration 

exists along James Street (Blocks 14 to 29) as shown in Table A. 16 and 

also Map 3, Existing Land Use. The figures in Table A.16 refer to land 

area, not floor space. Well over half the land used commercially is 

i 

mixed with residential uses. This indicates the many stores along James 

Street with upper storey flats and apartments, as well os the many 

houses throughout the area where all or part of the main floor has been 

converted to a commercial use. 

Table A.16 

Land Area in Commercial and Industrial Use 

Square Feet of Land - 1966 

Retail & 

Office Service Industrial TOTAL 

Blocks 1-4S - full 13,600 20,400 34,000 

- mixed •- - 2,700 2,700 

5-13S - full - 1,500 2,000 3,500 
- mixed 33,800 61,200 95,000 

14-21 - full 45,300 26,900 203,400 275,600 

- mixed — 33,200 - 33,200 
22-29 - full - 15,300 85,400 100,700 

- mixed - 59,700 — 59,700 
30-38 - full - - 14,100 14,100 

- mixed - 2,600 9,000 11,600 
39-47 - full - 8,000 9,600 17,600 

- mixed - 4,800 - 4,800 
48-55 - full - 2,300 27,600 29,900 

- mixed 4,000 16,000 7,200 27,200 
56-63 - full - - 23,900 23,900 

- mixed 11,800 12,700 24,500 
64-69 - full - 6,600 57,500 64,100 

- mixed — 20,800 - 20,800 

Total Land - full 58,900 60,600 443,900 563,400 

- mixed 4,000 182,700 92,800 279,500 

62,900 243,300 535,700 842,900 

Industrial uses are similarly scattered throughout the renewal 

area. In total, there are 535,700 square feet of land used for indus¬ 

trial purposes. The largest concentrations of such property are the 

Canadian Cotton Company lands in Blocks 19 and 20 (203,400 square feet 
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or 38% of the total industrial land use) and the James Street frontage 

in Block 25. Generally speaking, the industrial operations in this 

area are of two distinct types: 

(1) small one- or two-man shops operating in conjunction with 

residential uses (17% of the total industrial land use); 

(2) larger industrial operations located in separate plants 

designed or renovated for the purpose. Examples of this 

category are: 

- Jenkins Foods - 23 Macauley Street West 

- Brusey & Sons Ltd. - 497 Hughson Street North 

- Brill Shirt & Neckwear Ltd. - 5C0 James Street North 

- Jobborn Mfg. Co. - 11 Brock Street 

- Gordon Pickle Co. - 494 Mary Street 

- Hamilton Baking Co. - 201 Macauley Street East 

- Home Juice Co. Ltd. - 207 Ferrie Street East 

- Searle Industries Ltd. - 210 Ferrie Street East 

- Paper Board Boxes Ltd. - 209 Simcoe Street East 

In almost all cases, the commercial and industrial uses located 

other than on James Street North and the Harbour waterfront (west of 

Bay and north of Burlington Streets) do not conform to the present 

zoning bylaw which designates the area primarily for low-density resi¬ 

dential use. 

> 
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10. ECONOlilC CHARACTERISTICS 

Property assessments, business assessments and tax revenues 

are detailed for each block within the Worth End renewal area in the 

following Table A.17; the results are also briefly summarized below: 

Land Buildings Total Per cent 

Property Assessment $ $ $ % 

Residential 983,910 3,541,260 4,525,170 64 

Non-residential 193,130 893,570 1,036,750 15 
Exempt 375,340 1,092,150 1,467,490 21 

Total 1,552,430 5,526,980 7,079,410 100 

Total Business 

Assessment 

Total Tax Revenue 

430,930 

441,725 

6 

It should be noted that this information was prepared with the 

assistance of the Hamilton Assessment Commissioner in 1966 and there¬ 

fore does not reflect the recent changes in the Area such as the 

extensive building demolitions. 

The total property assessment of $7,079,410 is made up of 

approximately 64% residential, 15% non-residential and 217. exempt 

property. The business assessment is an additional amount of $430,930 

and is equal to about 6% of the property assessment. The table also 

shows that total tax revenues from the renewal area are $441,725 per 

year. 

The table shows that assessed land values are relatively 

constant throughout, averaging $0.18 per square foot. Somewhat lower 

values to the east of Mary Street (Blocks 56 to 69) and along the 

waterfront (Blocks 1 and 2) are due to the predominantly residential 

nature of the area, the presence of Eastwood Park and the low non- 

residential assessment of waterfront properties. The commercial and 

industrial concentrations along James Street and in other scattered 

locations are reflected in the slightly higher per square foot values 

for those areas. 
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Characteristics of private residential property sales in the 

area as recorded by Teela Market Surveys Ltd. are shown in Table A.10. 

For the years 1961 to 1964 inclusive, the average sale prive of residen¬ 

tial properties declined from $3,235 to $7,360, this being coincidental 

with a decline in average assessed land value from $0.23 to $0.16 per 

square foot for the properties concerned. These figures indicate recent 

market action in smaller and less valuable residential properties. 

Table A.1C - Private Residential 

Property Sales , 1561 to 1964 

Years 

Characteristics 1961 1962 1963 1964 

Property Sales 

Number of Sales 49 . 39 27 20 

Average sale price ($) f ,235 7,960 7,670 7,360 

Average size of lot (sq.ft.) 2,730 2,010 2,900 3,150 

Average cost per sq.ft. ($) 3.02 2.CC 2.64 2.39 

Average land assessment per sq.ft. ($) 0.23 0.20 0.19 0.16 

Average total assessment per sq.ft. ($) 1.01 0.97 0.97 0.39 

Average assessment/sale price ratio 3.06 2.93 2.70 2.62 

Property Resales 

Number of resales 6 5 2 1 

Original purchase price ($) 5,740 7,390 6,350 7,900 

Average resale price 1961-64 ($) 0,490 9,400 C, 000 9,500 

Cost appreciation 47.9% 27.2 % 26.0% 20.3% 

Excludes commercial, industrial, institutional or municipal property 

sales. 

Source: Teela Market Surveys 

Despite the decreasing average sale price, persons dealing in 

area real estate during the four-year period realized an appreciation 

on resale property over their original investment. Area property pur¬ 

chased in 1961 was sold during the period for 40% more than the original 

purchase price while property purchased in 1962, 1963 and 1964 realized 

an appreciation of 27%, 26% and 20% respectively. 
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11. PRESENT MUNICIPAL FINANCES 

l 

A summary of the existing financial status of the North End 

renewal program is given below. This statement of expenditures and 

commitments to i'ay 31, 1967 was prepared by the City of Hamilton Trea¬ 

sury Department. 

The items of land acquisition, road construction, etc., 

referred to on the left-hand side of the Table A.19 are taken from the 

renewal program described in the 1963 redevelopment plan. The "Gross 
* 

Estimated Costs" are the cost estimates included with the 1963 plan with 

only one change; the estimated acquisition cost for the public housing 

site has since been raised by $250,000 to $650,000. 

The column headed "Amount Expended and Committed" refers to 

amounts spent or committed to iiay 31, 1967 for implementation of the 

North End Redevelopment Plan. The next column lists the unencumbered 

balance for each item. It can readily be seen that, in approximate 

terms, only $350,000 remains out of $3,500,000 for land acquisition in 

the first stage. This compares favourably with the nearly complete 

status of the projects concerned; the school-park site, the public 

housing site and sorie spot acquisition. Some $050,000 out of $1,700,000 

remains for the second stage land acquisition, while substantial numbers 

of buildings remain to be cleared for the spot acquisition program and 

for the perimeter road. Virtually none of the $6,250,000 available for 

the development of reads and utilities has been used. 

The final column of the table, headed. "Year Funds Available" 

indicates the year during which the relevant expenditures have been 

scheduled in the 1967-1971 Capital. Budget. It is assumed therein that 

the usual 50%-25%-25% cost sharing will apply among the federal, pro¬ 

vincial and municipal governments respectively and that land acquisition 

costs will be partially offset by recoveries from the sale of lands. 
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Table A.19 - Renewal Expenditures and Commitments 

to Hay 31, 1967' 

Land 

Gross 

Estimeted 

Cost 

Stage I 

(a) School Park Site 

(b) Public Housing 

(e) Spot Acquisition 

2,175,000.00 

650,000.00 

250,000.00 

3,075,000.00 

Administrative Expenses 423,750.00 

$3,498,750.00 

Stage II 

(a) Perimeter Road 

(b) Dock Service Road 

(c) Realignment 

(g) Spot Acquisition 

866,000.00 

36,000.00 

55,000.00 
500,000.00 

1,457,000.00 

Administrative Expenses 213,550.00 

$1,675,550.00 

Development 

Stage I 

- Sub-trunk Sewer 664,000.00 

Stage II 

- Construction - Peri¬ 

meter Road 

- Dock Service Road 

697,000.00 

125,000.00 

- Sewers 800,000.00 

- Water 

- Relocate Utilities 

57,000.00 
108,000.00 

1,787,000.00 

Stage III 

- Reconstruct Roads, 

etc. 1,737,000.00 

r 
$8,412,300.00 

Amount 
Expended and Unencumbered Year Funds 

Committed Balance Available 

2,040,431.84 134,568.16 1967 

577,510.19 

250,000.00 

72,489.31 1967 

2,867,942.03 207,057.97 

254,938.11 163,811.39 1967 

3,112,PRO.14 375,969.36 

627,905.58 238,094.42 1967 

36,000.00 1967 
55,000.00 1967 

193,255.17 305.744.83 1967 

321,160.75 635,339.25 

8,041.84 210,508.16 1967 

029,202.59 046,347.41 

12,553. 33 651 ,440. 67 1967 325,720.34 

1968 325,720.33 

1967 307,990.00 

32,010. 00 664 ,990. 00 1968 357,000.00 

125 ,000. 00 1967 60,000.00 

1968 65,000.00 

800 ,000. 00 1968 280,000.00 

1969 520,000.00 

57 ,000. 00 1967 

10C ,000. 00 1967 

32,010. 00 1,754 ,990. 00 

1969 413,000.00 

1,787 ,000. 00 1970 400,000.00 

1971 974,000.00 

3,966,652.06 5,415,647.94 

The map of property ownership (Map A.10) has been prepared to 

accompany this financial statement to illustrate city and partnership land 

ownership as of May 31, 1967 and to serve as the basis for estimating fur¬ 

ther land acquisition costs. In accordance with Table A.19, it shows pro¬ 

perties which the partnership had purchased, or was committed to purchase, 

up to May 31, 1967. Properties which have been sold by the partnership 

with the recoveries credited to the partnership are shown on the map under 

their new ownership. 
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12. HOUSING STATISTICS 

The purpose of this Appendix is to present a summary of the 

everchanging population and housing stock in the North End, both in the 

past and in the expected future, and to justify the apartment construc¬ 

tion rate proposed for the North End by comparison with projected rates 

for the city as a whole. 

North End Population and Housing: 1961 to 1967 

The considerable change in housing stock and population in 

the North End since 1961 is mainly attributable to extensive clearance 

of houses for the once-proposed incinerator site, for the neighbourhood 

centre and for the proposed Perimeter Road. Statistics on the subject 

are limited, due partly to the decision not to make further visits to 

North End houses during the preparation of this scheme report. There 

are, however, these sources of information: the 1961 Census of Canada; 

a map prepared by the Hamilton Planning Department showing all North 

End buildings prior to the above-mentioned clearance; the base maps 

prepared for this report and the assessment records which were used to 

provide estimates of relocation needs. 

Table A.20 summarizes the results and shows that the total 

stock of residential (and partially residential) buildings has dropped 

from about 1,850 to about 1,600 while the estimated population has 

dropped from 8,362 in 1961 to about 7,660 or less, depending on the 

number of vacant dwellings (which could be substantial due to imminent 

demolitions and incomplete construction). 
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Table A.20 

North End Population and Housing 

1961 to 1967 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Residential 

Buildings Existing 

in 1961 

Buildings Occupants 

1961 1841 (2) 8362 (3) 

Change during 

1961 to 1967 -247 (4) -1120 (5) 

1967 1594 7240 

Residential Total 

Buildings Constructed Popu- 

_Since 1961_latlon 

Dwelling 

Buildings Units Occupants 

8362 (3) 

2 (6) 256 (6) 422 (7) 

2 256 422 7662 (8) 

(1) For the purposes of this summary, Block 13S, the only block south of 

the CNR tracks, has been excluded to correspond with the census tract 

boundaries. 

(2) The total of 1,841 buildings includes sixty-seven with both commercial 

and residential uses. 

(3) 1961 Census of Canada. 

(4) This total was obtained from comparison of the two North End maps, 

one showing buildings before and the other after the clearance of 

buildings which occurred between about 1962 and July 1, 1967. In 

a very few instances, new houses have been constructed to replace 

old houses during this interval; only the "net" change has been 

recorded here. The total of 247 buildings included ten which were 

partially used for commercial purposes. 

(5) An average of 4.55 persons per residential building was assumed, the 

same as the average for all residential buildings existing in 1961, 

on the basis that the buildings cleared were approximately typical 

in terms of size, proportion of multi-family occupancy and proportion 

of commercial uses. 

(6) These two buildings are the K.D. Soble Towers (146 units - 112 bach¬ 

elor and thirty-four one-bedroom) and the Marina Towers (110 units). 

(7) This estimate is based on an assumed 2.2 persons per apartment in 

Marina Towers. 

(8) The estimate of 7,660 persons is based on the buildings in existence 

on July 1, 1967, assuming normal occupancy. The actual population 

was probably somewhat lower at that time due to vacancies in 

buildings soon to be cleared and since the two new apartment 

buildings were not yet fully occupied. (According to the 1966 

Census of Canada, the results of which were only available after 

this table was prepared, the North End population in the spring 

of 1966 was 7,213 persons. This figure is compatible with the 

above estimate of 7,662 since the two new apartment buildings were 

not completed until 1967 and since some houses were vacated in 

advance of demolition.) 

> 

i 
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Recent Housing Construction in the Hamilton Area 

The following Table A.21 indicates the rate of housing con¬ 

struction in the Hamilton metropolitan area in recent years. While 

rthere have been some considerable fluctuations, it shows that the aver¬ 

age rate has been about A,500 dwelling units per year and that about 

2,300 of these (or 50%) have been apartments. 

Table A.21 

Metropolitan Hamilton Dwelling Starts by Type* 

Type of Dwelling 

• 

1963 196A 1965 1966 

Single-detached 2,015 2,023 2,056 2,162 

Semi-detached and duplex 69 26 A0 98 

Row 11 193 126 2A1 

Apartments 1,773 3, A28 2,297 1,700 

Total 3,868 5,670 A,519 A,201 

Apartments: % of total A6 60 51 A0 

*Source: Canadian Housing Statistics, 1966. 

A review of the high-rise apartment buildings constructed near 

the centre of Hamilton over the period 1961 to 1967 shows that the 

average construction rate has been 335 apartment units per year although 

the much higher than average rate in 1962 to 196A resulted in a tempor¬ 

ary over-supply of apartments. The great majority of these high-rise 

buildings are within 1 mile of the centre of downtown Hamilton while 

the remaining four buildings are within 2 miles of the centre. This 

average of 335 units per year is about 15% of the average total of 

2,300 units per year for metropolitan Hamilton. 

Future Housing Construction Estimates 

The following assumptions have been made in considering the 

extent of high-density residential development which can reasonably be 

expected in the North End in the next few years. 
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(a) It is estimated that an average of five thousand or more dwelling 

units per year will be built to meet future housing needs in 

metropolitan Hamilton. This is based on an estimated population 

increase from 449,000 in 1966 to 666,000 in 1981 and an approx¬ 

imate demolition rate of existing housing of 3/4% per year 

resulting in approximately 45,000 additional persons to be 

housed in new dwellings. The rate of demolition could well be 

increased due to such factors as highway construction, urban 

renewal and industrial redevelopment. 

* 

(b) It Is assumed that 50% of these five thousand dwellings will be 

multiple-family units (apartments or row housing). This 50% 

ratio is in line with recent experience in Hamilton and other 

Canadian cities and would amount to about 2,500 units per year. 

(c) The rate of construction of high-rise apartments in the central 

part of Hamilton has recently been about 15% of the total 

multiple-family dwellings constructed (or 335 out of 2,300 

per year). It is assumed that this could rise to about 25% 

in future years due to the expected increasing desirability 

of central city living, which would amount to over six hundred 

high-rise units per year. 

(d) Finally, it is assumed that up to half of the anticipated 

apartment construction in the central part of the city 

(i.e. three hundred units) could occur in the North End due 

to its locational advantages and to the continuing implementation 

of the urban renewal proposals. 

On the basis of the above assumptions, it can be reasonably 

concluded that the North End could attract the construction of up to 

three hundred high-rise apartment units per year. 
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Projected North End Population and Housing 

Estimates of changes in the North End population and housing 

stock during the period 1961 to 1967 were presented in Table A.20. 

The proposals of the concept plan will result in extensive further 

changes and the estimated results of these are presented in the 

following Table A.22. Some of these estimates are admittedly very 

approximate; they are, however, considered quite satisfactory for 

their basic purpose. 



Table A.22 

Projected North End Population and Housing 

Residential 
Existing in 

Buildings 
1961 

Residential Buildings 
Constructed Since 

1961 or Proposed Total 

Es timated 

Population 

: 

Buildings3 
Estimated 

Occupants 

Dwelling 

Units 
Estimated j 
Occupants 

19671 1,594 7,240 256 422 7,662 

Changes proposed in first- 

phase program or already 
underway: 

Public Housing: 

Continue-Flo Site - - 17 762 

Cotton Mill Site - - 91 410 2 

Marina Towers - 2nd bldg. - - 128 2826 

Project A 58 2965 — 

B (75% of total) 132 5«5 664 2317 

C 12 503 9 327 

D1 - - 120 2646 

FI 29 1303 250 5506 

G1 42 1903) 

G2 40 2045) 
250 5506 

HI 35 1225 50 1757 

N & R (50% of total) 8 353 400 8806 
Q 

Advance Acquisition 10 45 

Sub-Total -366 -1,617 1,378 3,450 

Totals at end of first- 
phase program 1,228 5,623 1,634 3,872 9,495 

Changes proposed in remainder 
of concept plan: 

Project B (25% of total) 44 1815 

D2 17 
3 

80 130 2866 

F2 17 80 3 250 5506 

H2 21 1003 50 1757 

J & K 32 
3 

150 90 3157 

L 18 
3 

80 350 7706 

M 37 1703 450 9906 

N & R (50% of total)f 8 353 400 8806 

Less: Advance ^ 

Acquisition (10) (45) 

Sub-Total -184 -831 1,720 3,966 

Totals after completion of 

jconcept plan proposals 1,044 4,792 3,354 7,838 12,630 
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Data for 1967 are copied from Table A.20. For a description of its 

sources, see the table and its footnotes. 

Based on an average of A.5 persons per unit assumed for all family-type 

public housing units. 

lBased on estimates presented in Table 1. 

*It is estimated, solely for the purposes of this population projection, 

that the number of new house sites to be developed here will be equal 

to half the number demolished. Due to the many uncertainties involved, 

the actual number may vary considerably from the above estimate and is 

expected to be somewhat higher. 

> . _ 
Based on estimates presented in Table 1/. 

i 

^Based on an average of 2.2 persons per apartment, as assumed for all 

high-density residential projects. 

Based on an average of 3.5 persons per family-type low-rise dwelling 

unit, as assumed for all low-density privately sponsored residential 

construction. 

It has been assumed, solely for the purposes of preparing this approx¬ 

imate population projection, that the Waterfront Apartments Project 

could include as many as eight hundred apartments. It has further been 

assumed that about half of these will be developed during the first- 

phase program. The details of the actual development are dependent on 

many factors and the actual number of apartments may vary greatly from 
the above. 

% 

This is an allowance for the recommended advance acquisition of sub¬ 

standard houses in areas whose redevelopment is not included in the 

first-phase program. 
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13. REHABILITATION EXPERIENCE 

Information on experience with the public encouragement of 

private housing rehabilitation in Canada and the United States has been 

sought in the available literature. The great majority of the liter¬ 

ature consists of recommendations on methods for encouraging private 

rehabilitation and discussions of expected rehabilitation while examples 

of rehabilitation projects successfully completed are scarce. There is 

general agreement, however, on one point: there is no simple, rapid 

nor inexpensive method for successful rehabilitation. 

Metropolitan Toronto Urban Renewal Study. Staff Report for the Metro¬ 

politan Toronto Planning Board. August, 1966. 

Rehabilitation is fully discussed in this report, in terms of 

its complexities and of the limited experience with it, as quoted below: 

"Rehabilitation 

The improvement of existing housing which is in a relatively 

poor condition is an essential component of the required 
renewal program. Many of the features which contribute 

toward residential obsolescence are capable of correction 

and improvement. For dwellings that are in a basically 

sound structural condition, such things as the provision 

of new equipment (heating, wiring, plumbing, cooking), 

replacement of defective floors and other minor structural 

repairs, interior and exterior decoration, and re-partitioning, 

can usually bring the structure up to a satisfactory standard 

of livability and extend its useful life for many years. 

Rehabilitation is a difficult and complicated process. The 

results are inconspicuous, diffused, and not particularly 

photogenic. It is slow and tedious, and involves endless 

detail work. Rehabilitation is also risky; it is impossible 

to predict hidden structural weaknesses, and as the work 

proceeds there are often unpleasant surprises which bring 

out mistakes in judgment. It contrasts sharply with clear¬ 

ance which is simple, predictable, safe and dramatic. 

Nevertheless, there is little doubt that the success of 

the metropolitan renewal program will depend in large part 

on the degree to which it brings about a general rehabili¬ 

tation of the existing stock of housing in the older sections 

of the area. 

A basic problem in developing a suitable rehabilitation 

program is to establish the general housing standard toward 

which the rehabilitation will be directed. The present City 

of Toronto housing standards by-law is directed toward en¬ 

suring only a minimum standard of fitness relating mainly 

to health and safety factors. It does not effectively regu¬ 

late maintenance or occupancy, but even if it did it is 

doubtful that it would be effective in achieving a substantial 

upgrading of the general run of poor housing in Metropolitan 

Toronto. 
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"On the other hand, the standards required by C.M.H.C. 

for rehabilitation loans in urban renewal areas 

("Minimum Property Standards") provide an effective 

level for sound rehabilitation activity but may, in some 

cases, be higher than necessary. These standards are in 

many respects similar to those required for new house 

construction under N.H.A. financing, allowing generally 

for some reduction in minimum room sizes and other 

dimensions. Heavy rehabilitation expenses are often 

incurred by the fire-proofing requirements, such as 

the provision of masonry party walls to the roof line. 

While there is no doubt that the imposition of these 

standards would be effective in achieving a marked 

up-grading in the quality of much older housing, in some 

respects these standards may impose a higher level of 

rehabilitation than would be required if the objective 

were simply to bring the housing up to the general 

standards of sound housing in the neighbourhood. 

Because the nature of rehabilitation is unpredictable 

and cannot be determined until there has been a detailed 

inspection of each prospective property, it is very 

difficult to establish the costs of rehabilitation. 

Experience in various cities shows an extremely wide 

variation.* In Toronto, the only useful experience 

derives from Alexandra Park where rehabilitation is 

an important element in the present renewal program. 

In the sector where private rehabilitation is to be 

undertaken, current surveys indicate that the average 

cost per unit would be about $1,600 to bring dwellings 

to the standard required by the city's housing standards 

by-law, and about $1,900 per unit to achieve a somewhat 

higher "rehabilitation" standard. In the public housing 

sector of the project, it appears that the average re¬ 

habilitation cost may run to $6,500; this would bring 

the dwellings up to the required C.M.H.C. standard 

and qualify the housing for C.M.H.C. financing over a 

25-year mortgage period. Additional costs for site 

improvement, services, fees, etc. may bring the total 
up to an average of $8,000 or $9,000 per unit. 

Cost differences in rehabilitation relate not only to 

the standards aimed at but also the method of carrying 

out the work. When carried out by the individual home 

owner, rehabilitation may be considerably less costly 

than when carried out by a large contractor. Much of 

the work is done by the owner or his friends at odd 

hours and over an extended period. Smaller jobs require 

smaller contractors and tradesmen, involving less super¬ 

vision, office staff and overhead. Usually work is done 

only as required; most home owners will not concern 

themselves today with major items such as plumbing or 

roofing which can be put off for several years. On 

the other hand, the experience of the Philadelphia 

Housing Authority has shown that a large public organ¬ 

ization can carry out an extensive rehabilitation 

program, using its own work force, more economically 

than private contractors. An agency which carries out 

a great deal of rehabilitation can benefit from economies 

*In the North End renewal project in Hamilton the average 

cost of rehabilitation was $3,875 per unit. In a major 

project undertaken in Philadelphia the average cost was 

$2,800, but the cost of rehabilitating individual units 
ranged between $1,000 and $5,400. In Boston, one re¬ 

habilitation project was undertaken at an average cost 

of $2,000, while for another project the indicated cost 
was $4,500 per unit. 
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of scale, utilizing a highly specialized, skilled and 

experienced staff, and maintaining a substantial in¬ 

ventory of the great variety of items required for 

rehabilitation. 

It is likely that the urban renewal program in Toronto 

will call for different types of rehabilitation programs; 

as at Alexandra Park, one under the auspices of the 

public housing agency in which rehabilitated units are 

brought up to mortgaging standards, and the other in¬ 

volving housing in a relatively better state of repair 

which is improved largely by the individual home owners 

themselves. In addition, it would be desirable to 

acquire and provide houses for rehabilitation by private 

parties either for subsequent rental or re-sale. Such 

houses would have to be brought up to mortgaging standards 

as with the suggested O.H.C. rehabilitation, and would 

also require a substantial write-down. 

It would be futile to attempt to establish an arbitrary 

ratio between the maximum cost of rehabilitation and 

the purchase price of the dwelling to be rehabilitated, 

as is suggested. Even if the cost of rehabilitation 

goes as high as $9,000 or $10,000, the end cost of the 

unit is likely to be about half the cost of an equivalent 

new unit, which is the critical factor to be considered. 

Assuming that the purchase price of the properties is 

written down for public housing purposes, similar to the 

write-down which is applied to cleared lands, it is 

obvious that rehabilitation even at the indicated cost 

levels will provide an economic way of producing low- 

rental housing. 

Concerning rehabilitation by individual home owners, it 

is evident that an extensive program of this type will 

present many problems. A current study on rehabilitation 

prospects in three moderately deteriorated neighbourhoods, 

undertaken under the City Planning Board's auspices, 

indicates that there are serious constraints on such a 

program.* Most home owners in these areas have limited 

resources, with the median income in the survey areas 
not exceeding $3,600, and there is a high proportion 

of elderly persons who have a strong reluctance to incur 

indebtedness even when they have no outstanding mortgage 

obligations. For home owners in these areas a reasonable 

expectation of home improvement would project a modest 

program carried out over a period of years, utilizing 
their own or family labour, and with an average cash 

expenditure of perhaps $200 annually. 

The situation is similar at Alexandra Park. Fully 7/8 

of the dwellings to be rehabilitated in the private sector 

are occupied by their owners, and only 15% are mortgaged. 

But the median family income is less than $4,000, and 

nearly half of the dwellings would require an expenditure 

of over $2,000 to bring them up to the relatively modest 

"rehabilitation" standard envisaged by city officials. 

It Is clear that the major problem in rehabilitation is 

largely one of finance. Rome improvement loans, to a 

maximum of $4,000, are available in redevelopment areas, 

^Prospects for Rehabilitation of Housing in Central Toronto. 

Dr. Albert Rose, 1966. 
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but it is doubtful that a large proportion of the 

families in these areas will have the financial ability 

to incur such obligations. It is obvious that a more 

direct form of financial assistance will be required 

if there is to be any substantial amount of private 

rehabilitation in the older areas of Metropolitan 

Toronto. Financial assistance can take several forms; 

for example, loans at below-market interest rates; 

direct grants to low-income families, as under the 

U.S. urban renewal program; or loans with a moratorium 

on repayments until the property passes out of the 

owner's possession. Alternatively, the major burden 

of residential rehabilitation can be directed toward 

the Ontario Housing Corporation or to other non-profit 

corporations, with the dwellings acquired and rehabili¬ 

tated by O.H.C. and then conveyed to individual owners 

on a lease/back or purchase/back arrangement. 

Low-income families in Metropolitan Toronto generally 

pay a high percentage of their income for housing much 

of which calls for rehabilitation. If they were forced 

to pay the cost of rehabilitation it would not only 

impose undue hardship but would lead many to attempt 

to reduce their housing cost by doubling-up, subletting, 

etc. 

In addition to providing extensive financial assistance, 

it is also necessary to provide home owners with technical 

assistance. The establishment of expert and sympathetic 

field staffs to provide guidance in carrying out repairs, 

and the provision of materials and supplies on a minimum- 
cost basis, would help home owners considerably in under¬ 

taking necessary repairs. The establishment of such a 

machinery is one of the most important steps to be taken 

in carrying out residential rehabilitation on a neighbour¬ 

hood basis ." 

The Study also notes that: 

"(A) problem which...will be of serious dimensions is the 

need to provide financial assistance to homeowners whose 

properties require improvement but who can not readily 

absorb the necessary expenditure or the consequent in¬ 

debtedness. For the low-income families a system of 

direct grants similar to the U.S. program is necessary; 

for families with somewhat higher incomes, loan assis¬ 

tance, either at below-market rates or with a moratorium 

on repayment until sale of the property, would appear to 

be indicated. The success of the renewal program will 

depend to a considerable extent on the ability to secure 

a reasonable level of improvement by homeowners whose 

properties are not acquired for public renewal action, 

and this in turn will depend on the development of 

suitable procedures for providing them with financial 
assistance." 

The above reference to U.S. grants refers to the provision 

of maximum rehabilitation grants of $1,500 to qualified low-income 

owner-occunants of housing in urban renewal areas. These grants are 

made directly to applicants by the federal government and do not require 

cost-sharing by municipalities. 
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Prospects for Rehabilitation of Housing in Central Toronto. Report of 

Research Submitted to City of Toronto Planning Board and Central 

Mortgage and Housing Corporation, September, 1966. Albert Rose, Fh.D., 

School of Social Work, University of Toronto. 

In this study of the attitudes of homeowners toward the re¬ 

habilitation of their dwellings, the author states that: 

"Rehabilitation implies the repair, the modernization 

and refurbishing of basically sound buildings which 

have been allowed to fall into disrepair or are partially 

obsolescent, for example in wiring or plumbing." 

"The process of rehabilitation...can be conceived in either 

of two ways: it can be viewed as the end product of a 

continuous process of routine maintenance eventually 

requiring, perhaps, improvement by way of more modern 

facilities and techniques; or it may be conceived as 

an essential requirement in the absence of routine 

and continuous maintenance and of attempts at improve¬ 

ment. It is in this latter sense that rehabilitation 

is usually conceived in the modern planning process." 

The study was carried out in 1964 among homeowners from three 

carefully selected areas which were within regions of poor housing in 

Toronto but which contained relatively small proportions of housing 

structures considered to be in "poor" condition and which were in old 

but relatively well-kept residential districts, where owner-occupied 

dwellings were over 50% of the total and where average rents ranged 

from $75 to $92 per month. The main conclusions are based on some 

three hundred detailed interviews with homeowners and are partially 

reprinted below. 

"It is clear that expenditures on improvements within the 

house are more readily made than those evident from the 

outside. Owner-occupiers are much more willing to spend 

time, money, and effort to improve the inside of their 

homes than to improve the exteriors. To some extent 

they interpret exterior improvements as a benefit 

for their neighbours rather than for themselves. 

Moreover, such improvements are readily apparent to 

the representatives of the Assessment Department and 

result, the owners believe, in increased property taxes. 

The nature of home improvements, and the patterns and 

procedures by which they are carried out, are crucial 

to an understanding of the prospects for the rehabili¬ 

tation of older properties within the central city. 

It is clear that owner-occupiers in such neighbourhoods 

expect to undertake modest improvements each year for 

a number of years, with annual cash expenditures of 

perhaps $200, but undertaken for the most part with 

their own and family labour. 
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This pattern of home improvements is at variance with 

the traditional methods of by-law enforcement within 

the municipality. The traditional municipal programme, 

whereby by-laws governing maintenance of housing and 

standards of occupancy are enforced, involves an 

inspection by a local Housing Inspector. In the event 

that physical deficiencies are identified, an order is 

served upon the home-owner listing these deficiencies, 

all of which must be remedied within a relatively 

short span of time. Such an approach to home improve¬ 

ment is not the approach favored by the great majority 

of owner-occupants in the central city. Rather, these 

persons carry out with their own labour a modest 

programme of improvement extending over a long period 

of time. They are not accustomed to a substantial 

programme involving a very large expenditure of money 

and likely requiring the services of specialist con¬ 

tractors or tradesmen to complete the repairs promptly. 

A similar disparity in motivation and approach exists 

between the resident home-owner and the planner who 

is responsible for the design of a neighbourhood im¬ 

provement programme. This may raise a serious diffi¬ 

culty in implementing a programme of total rehabili¬ 

tation within the overall concept of urban renewal. 

The home-owner's approach is one of slow and deliberate 

progress; the planner's approach requires the expenditure 

of both physical effort and much money to bring sound 

homes within the neighbourhood improvement area up 

to the minimum standards laid down in the overall urban 

renewal programme. These standards are at least as 

high and may be higher than those that prevail within 

the municipality's own housing codes. It is difficult, 

therefore, to conceive of a meeting of minds, or a 

blending of these two approaches, without the develop¬ 

ment of entirely new incentives to home-owners whose 

properties will remain within an urban redevelopment 

area. 

An important proportion of resident home-owners (nearly 

one-third) derived a part of their income from tenants 

who occupied additional dwelling units within the homes 

undei study. The enforcement of traditional local 

housing codes, and the attainment of standards usually 

sought within urban renewal programmes, would tend to 

dispossess many of these tenants from their present 

locations. There can be no doubt that some owner- 

occupants are violating the standards of maintenance 

of occupancy. Strict enforcement of by-laws would put 

further strong pressure upon the modest incomes of 

owner-occupants and further reduce the possibility 

that such families could voluntarily undertake programmes 

of improvements to their properties. 

Owner-occupiers within moderately deteriorated neighbour¬ 

hoods in the central city are predominantly persons who 

have resided in Canada and in their respective neighbour¬ 

hoods for at least 15 to 20 years, and often for longer 

periods. The proportion of elderly single persons and 

couples is far higher than in the city or the Metro¬ 

politan area as a whole. The incomes are modest. In 

this study the median annual family income of slightly 

less than $3,600 per annum is 28 per cent less than 

the median annual income of $4,972 for the City of 

Toronto as a whole in 1961. These two factors in combi¬ 

nation, age and modest income, are without doubt the 

two major aspects that underlie the attitudes of home- 
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owners towards the improvement of their dwellings. 

Nevertheless, there are many other aspects, both clear 

and subtle, which influence the attitudes of home-owners 

towards housing rehabilitation and which can be acted 

upon in a concerted programme of neighbourhood conser¬ 

vation and rehabilitation of dwellings within an overall 

urban renewal programme. 

The most important of these less obvious considerations 

emerged strongly in this research when the suggestion 

of a neighbourhood or district improvement programme 

under civic auspices was introduced to the home-owner. 

It has become apparent that most home-owners are 

strongly influenced in their attitudes towards the mainte¬ 

nance of their dwellings by the attention, or lack of it, 

paid to the neighbourhood and all aspects of its amenities 

by the civic administration through its various depart¬ 

ments. The majority were interested in the possibility 
of a neighbourhood improvement programme and felt that 

some degree of encouragement would be reflected in an 

increased attention to home improvements within the area. 

For the most part they complained of neighbourhood in¬ 

adequacies in terms of traffic, dirt, mixed land uses, 

obnoxious industrial establishments within residential 

areas, lack of park and recreation space, and other 

matters which are part and parcel of a neighbourhood 

improvement programme initiated under official municipal 

authority. 

It cannot be denied, however, that one of the most 

important subtle irritations expressed by respondents 

was their disdain and dislike of their neighbours for 

a variety of reasons. An important proportion expressed 

one or more forms of prejudice towards "the people 

around here" and the view that their consideration of 

home improvements was seriously affected by their nega¬ 

tive view of those living near them. This is not a 

matter to be lightly dismissed. Many interviewees 

complained about their neighbours' lack of attention 

to the exterior condition of their properties. These 

complaints were often tied to serious reservations con¬ 

cerning the behaviour of their neighbours and their 

neighbours' children towards the respondent's property 
as well as to other features of the neighbourhood. In 

the field of housing rehabilitation it seems apparent 
that "one rotten apple can spoil a barrel" and that 

groups of houses along a street can be neglected because 

of the gross neglect of one property within the group 

and the destructiveness of those who live in it. 

The possibilities in financing home improvements are 

difficult to explain to most residents of older proper¬ 

ties in the central city. In the first place, many 
home-owners have long since paid off their mortgages 

and have a strong dislike and, indeed, fear of incurring 

further debt. In part this attitude towards debt is 

a cultural phenomenon, common in neighbourhoods inhabited 

by newcomers from European and other countries. There 

is more to this matter, however, than cultural background 

and a lack of familiarity with western habits of purchasing 

through instalment financing. There are the factors of 

age and long residence. Again and again interviewees 

declined to consider the possibility of borrowing money 

to undertake home improvements, stating that they could 

not consider such matters at their age, or in their 

physical condition, and implying that they could not 
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conceive of repayment of such loans. The traditional 

approach of encouraging home improvements through the 

device of a "home improvement loan" does not conform to 

the needs of the owner-occupants in this research. 

Together with the personal characteristics of the resi¬ 

dents, the difficulty of explaining the complications 

of easier home improvement loans, National Housing Act 

mortgages in improvement areas, all-inclusive mortgages 

combining outstanding indebtedness and the cost of home 

improvements, and other schemes (such as a municipal 

tax moratorium), serves to explain their clear-cut 

responses concerning the financing of home improvements. 

Owner-occupants were quite interested, apparently, in 

all of the schemes explained to them carefully by the 

interviewer, and they were enthusiastic about the 

possibility that these prospective financial arrange¬ 

ments would encourage their neighbours to undertake 

essential repairs and so uplift the area. But when 

they were asked to apply these prospective schemes to 

their own situation, they were far less enthusiastic, 

if not decidedly pessimistic. 

The conclusion that must be drawn is clearly that very 

few owner-occupants of older properties in central 

Toronto would willingly incur indebtedness to undertake 

home improvements, except by the strong enforcement of 

the local housing bylaws. This harsh step can only 

be taken with due consideration of the consequences, 

namely, the pain and suffering which would be in 

prospect for long-term elderly residents of older 

neighbourhoods. 

If a system of voluntary rehabilitation of housing is 

to be undertaken within a comprehensive programme of 

urban renewal, it is essential that the municipality 

establish, within the affected area, a centre where 

resident home-owners can get advice concerning the 

improvement of their properties. Home-owners were 

enthusiastic about this prospect and it is obvious 

that they need to know much more about (a) deficiencies 

identified by housing inspectors, (b) the most satis¬ 

factory methods of repair and improvement, (c) the 

availability of reliable contractors or tradesmen to 

assist them, (d) the standards which the city by-laws 

demand in the carrying out of such improvements, and 

(e) the possible sources of financing and the terms 

of repayment. 

The research staff, following months of contact with 

several hundred home-owners whose properties were at 

the time rated at least "in fair condition" by the City 

of Toronto Planning Board, were entirely agreed on a 

recommendation that some system must be found to enable 

these families to undertake home improvements without 

incurring substantial indebtedness or undue use of 

scarce cash incomes. While it was not the function 

of the interviewers to explore the totality of assets 

and financial resources which the family might have 

in reserve, it is probable that very few families would 

have the volume of assets required to meet typical 

improvement costs of $2,000 to $4,000 in urban renewal 

schemes. 
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A realistic appraisal of the prospects for rehabili¬ 

tation of housing calls for a system of outright grants 

to owner-occupiers to enable them to carry out required 

improvements identified in the course of a neighbour¬ 

hood improvement programme. Such grants would be care¬ 

fully administered by the municipal organization 

responsible for the implementation of the urban renewal 

scheme and, if the senior levels of government considered 

it wise, a lien could be placed upon the property in 

respect of the amount of the rehabilitation grant, to 

be recovered when the property is sold. A "home improve¬ 

ment grant" with respect to a total improvement programme 

could be made in relatively smaller amounts over a period 

of years, rather than in the form of a large amount of 

money granted at one time. 

In the light of this study the conclusion is inescapable 

that much of the past thinking and many of the assump¬ 

tions current within the field of urban renewal cannot 

be supported when one examines carefully the realities 

of the prospects for rehabilitation of older dwellings 

in the central city. If it is the intention of the 

public authorities to dispossess long-term residents 

as a consequence of the rehabilitation programme, the 

present assumptions are certain to bring about this 

result. However, if the intention is to maintain, as 

far as possible, those families who want to remain in 

their homes after such homes have been brought to a 

desirable standard of repair and improvement, our thinking 

and our policies must be carefully reconsidered to bring 

them in line with the realities of the personal, social, 

and physical characteristics within the neighbourhoods 

which we seek to improve and conserve in the heart of 

the Metropolitan Area." 

> Community Renewal Programming - A San Francisco Case Study. 

D. Little Inc. Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers, 1966. 

Arthur 

In discussing the techniques for promoting voluntary’ home 

modernization, this report notes: 

"Several approaches to making technical assistance and 

advice available have been effective in other cities 
and deserve consideration by San Francisco. They are: 

- Establishment of a housing information center at a 

location that is convenient and accessible to resi¬ 

dents of several neighborhoods. As a part of its 

services, the center could provide advice to families 
wishing to rehabilitate or improve their housing 

(e.g., how to select contractors, estimate costs, 
and obtain financing), and to those who wish to 

move or are being displaced by public programs 

(e.g., the kind of housing available, where it is 

located, how much it costs, and how to arrange 

financing) . 

- Organization of a pool of volunteer specialists 

(e.g., architects, builders, plumbers, and elec¬ 

tricians) who would provide advice to residents at 

convenient hours. 
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- Preparation of a list of reliable contractors for 

home improvement, in cooperation with the Better 

Business Bureau and with the contractors. 

- Feature articles in the newspapers and television 

and radio programs that would include opportunities 

for questions and answers. 

- Employment of a specialist Qn rehabilitation matters 

as a full-time staff member of the code inspection 

agency, to assist property owners in planning, im¬ 

plementing, and financing rehabilitation." 

The report describes "residential improvement neighborhoods" 

as areas where most of the buildings can be economically upgraded and 

states that: 

"The renewal policies for these neighborhoods, therefore, 

should aim to: (1) take advantage of their assets while, 

correcting deficiencies which, if unchecked, can trans¬ 

form them into deteriorated areas, and (2) remove the 

barriers which block neighborhood improvement. 

Achievement of these objectives will require a series 

of city actions which should include: 

- Enforcing the housing and related codes. 

- Encouraging voluntary home modernization. 

- Assuring the availability of adequate credit for home 

improvement. 

- Providing technical assistance and advice for property 
improvement. 

- Providing financial assistance for low-income families 

and individuals. 

- Updating and, in some instances, revising the zoning 

ordinance and ensuring that all city agencies apply 

it uniformly and consistently. 

- Improving traffic patterns and increasing off-street 

parking facilities. 

- Improving municipal services. 

- Assisting neighbcrhood organizations in self-imnrovement 

activities. 

- Assisting neighborhoods to adjust to change in racial 

and income population composition. 

- Eliminating dilapidated structures and inappropriate 

land uses. 

- Providing new and improved community facilities. 

- Providing other neighborhood amenities through sign 

controls, burial of overhead utility wires, provision 

of street trees and other landscaping, etc." 
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A Demonstration of Pehabilltation, Harlem Park, Baltimore, Maryland, 

City of Baltimore, Maryland. June, 1965. 

"This Demonstration is an investigation of the techniques 

and problems involved in the rehabilitation of a single 

predominantly residential block in a blighted neighborhood." 

Rehabilitation 

"Rehabilitation to meet code requirements plus five 

higher standards was specified for the 66 properties on 

the peripheral streets. Of this group, the city acquired 

10 houses to be sold to private developers for the purpose 

of exploring the possibilities in remodeling such properties. 

In four of these houses, the remodeling has been completed 

and has produced attractive apartments at rents above the 

customary level for the neighborhood. Rehabilitation 

under normal procedures has been completed in 50 of the 

remaining properties. Rent increases for most of these 

rehabilitated units have been nominal." 

Conclusions 

"Obsolescence can be overcome by complete remodeling, or 

arrested by extensive rehabilitation, in contrast to 

enforcement of the standards of the plan. It is not 

yet possible to state whether the life expectancy of 

structures can be increased sufficiently to justify the 

large initial expenditure required for remodeling." 

"Higher standards than those required for the entire city 

have been successfully enforced in the Demonstration 

Project Area." 

"Present results indicate that, except where properties 

are unsalvable because of structural deficiencies, ex¬ 

tensive rehabilitation of residential structures in 

renewal project areas is economically feasible. With 

conventional financing, the owner must be content with 

a lesser rate of return on investment than with an 
FHA Section 220 insured mortgage. The difference is 

caused by the requirement for more cash equity in the 

property, a shorter term mortgage and a higher interest 

rate when conventional financing is used." 

"It is not realistic to expect voluntary rehabilitation 
on a large scale. In most cases, an official notice or 

some legal action is needed to obtain results." 

Housing and Urban Development Notes. U.S. Department of Housing and 

Urban Development. September-October and November-December, 1966 Issues. 

"Washington Park (Boston) A seriously blighted 502-acre 

neighborhood, characterized by slum housing, obsolescent 

public facilities, inadequate school, playground and re¬ 

creational space. Approximately 80 percent of the 25,000 

population was Negro. This is primarily a conservation 

project, with 70 percent of the structures to be rehabi¬ 

litated. It was in Washington Park that the "Planning 

With People" theory had its first test. After hundreds 

of neighborhood meetings in which the residents were 

given every opportunity to suggest plans for upgrading 

the neighborhood and then to offer their comments on 

the official plan, the final plan was adopted with over¬ 

whelming community approval. To date, approximately 
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1,500 families have been relocated from predominantly 

substandard to standard housing. Some 500 of a planned 

1,500 low- and moderate-income housing units, under 

Section 221(d)(3) have been built and occupied. 850 

more are under construction. 

A new YMCA has been completed, a 7-acre shopping center 

is nearly complete. Home-owners have spent $5 million 

in upgrading their homes. New churches, schools, library, 

community and health center, streets, playgrounds, and 
a whole range of public facilities will result in a stable, 

attractive neighborhood. New construction in the area 

will come to almost $54 million. The Washington Park area 

is where much of the activity of ABCD has been concentrated." 

It appears from the above that the average expenditure per 

dwelling has been about $1,000 while in the example below the average 

level has been about $3,500. 

"Garfield (Kansas City, Missouri) Situated close to down¬ 

town, atop a bluff that offers one of the best views in 

the city, this 206-acre area was long one of Kansas City's 

finer residential districts. Stately Victorian mansions 

still grace tree-lined streets and most of the houses are 

spacious, sound, and attractive. Over the years, neglect 

took its toll; and Garfield deteriorated into a typical 

near-downtown fading neighborhood. Some older properties 

were in a bad state cf disrepair and were abandoned; 

others, while still occupied, required major renovation, 

and in some cases, clearance. In the 1960 Census, 22 

percent of the structures were classified substandard. 

But the neighborhood was basically sound. Besides its 

attractive and well-built houses, it had natural boundaries 
which protected it from encroachment by outside blighting 

influences; very few infractions of zoning; and most 

important—a cohesive, stable population with a high degree 

of pride of ownership. 

When the Project began in April 1963, there were 712 struc¬ 

tures in the area, 19 of them nonresidential. The Project 

inspectors, after inspection of the structures, listed 

26 percent "blighted"; 47 percent in "fair" condition; 
17 percent "good"; and only 10 percent "excellent". 

575 structures were designated for rehabilitation: 
within two years, the "blighted" structures had been 

reduced to 5 percent; the "excellent" category had gone 

up to 19 percent; with 51 percent "good"; and 25 percent 

"fair". Over $2 million is being spent by homeowners in 

the upgrading process." 
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